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SUPERFLUIDITY Ш FERMI LIQUID MODEL
Akhlezer A.I., KrasiPnikov V.Y., Peletminsky S.V. and
Yatsenko A.A.
Institute of Physics and Technology,
Academlcheskaya St.,1, 310103, Kharkov, Ukraine
The Fermi liquid approach to the theory of superfluidity is
developed when a state of Fermi liquid Is described not only by
a normal distribution function but an abnormal one as well. The
energy of superriuid Fermi liquid is specified in the form of a
functional of these functions.Some of models with energy functlonals are considered.
The Fermi liquid theory for liquid *hle In the normal state
has been developed by Landau [1], and for electrons of normal
metals by Silln (2J, Leggett [3) has taken Into account the effect of Fermi liquid amplitudes of the normal state to the superfluld properties.
In the present work the phenomenologycal theory of superfluid Fermi liquid Is developed on such basis that the Fermi liquid amplitudes of both the normal state and the superfluld
state are on a par.
In describing superfluld Fermi liquid, we introduce, besides the usual fermlon distribution function f^Sppat/i], the
abnormal distribution functions g1^=Sppa^a1, g1jg>Sppcfyif (p Is a
nonequlllbrlum statistical operator, and a ? ,a| are operators of
annihilation and creation of fermions in the state 1 -pta).
It can be' shown that given abnormal averages, the entropy
of ideal nonequlllbrlum gas of quaslpartlcles Is determined by
the formula

S - - Sp f Ы Л / » I + ,Z ]

m

where the spur of the matrix^ is taken in the extend space In
which matrices / act, and / Is the matrix transposed with
respect to /. The quantities / and g satisfy the relationships:
/+ - f, g= - g. Setting the energy as the functional of the
distribution function / underlies the normal Fermi liquid
theory. For superfluld Fermi liquid we will assume as well that
the system energy Is the functional of both normal and abnormal
distribution functions: E » E(f,g,g*) » E(f).
The entropy maximum under fixed Integrals of notion: energy, momentum and particle number corresponds to a statistical
equilibrium state of Fermi liquid. Introducing Lagranglan multipliers Y corresponding to the motion Integrals £(/), Ф (f) «

tr fpi, U(f), v;c shall find the absolute minirjunr of the functional:
O(f) - - S(f) + YQE(f) * Y(tr fpt * Y.ir f
(2)
Requiring 5Я = 0 we come to the nonlinear self-consistency
equation

/

СФ

1
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(3)

where

Besides, the statistical equilibrium state ol superfluid Fernii
liquid is characterized by a condition
U Pi ' Я& = 0
W
which we will name the spatial homogeneity condition (the vector
3 is the superfluid momentum).
Starting from the variational principle, we rormulate the
second law of thermodynamics for reversible processes in
superfluid Fermi liquid
&> = *dfo+ %tdYt+ рОГл+ YQ(Jt+ pYi/Y0)dqi
(5)
(here ш,* are densities of the thermodynamical potential rjid the
total energy system, ict,p,Jj are averages of the densities of
the particle number and the particle number flux respectively in
the statistical equilibrium state). Using (5), we find the flux
densities In terms of the thermodynamical potential ы:
Ч„ъ=

, a = 0,1,2,3.4

(6)

(here CQfe is the energy flux density, Cj£ is tension tensor,
Notice, In order to solve the self-consistent equation (3)
we roust set the energy functional E{f,g). Near by a point of a
second phase transition (small g) the energy functional E(f,g)
can be represented by the form: E(f)=E(f)*E(g), where E(f) is
the normal Feral liquid energy functional characterized by the
known Landau amplitudes, and
is the functional characterized by two abnormal Fermi liquid
amplitudes i,.^ which are the operators acting only to
translational freedom degrees, (o{ are the Paul! matrices). If
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to determine the Penni liquid. L% from- the ensrgy functional
E(f)"JP<f<+
Я om:3A)(f
f - Sp.ff,,;. where ФП2-.2Л) is
1

f
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the spin -invariant interaction amplitude, then we coine to the
basic equations of the BCS superconductivity equations [41.
We now formulate the kinetic equations for the normal and
abnormal distribution functions. Since we develop the phenomenological approach to the theory of superfluid Fermi liquid, then
interpreting e(/) as the quasiparticle energy we will consider
that the kinetic equation for / have the form
d f

I

л л

*

te(f).fl

(7)

d t

in neglect of collisions between quaslpartlcles. In the
component form this equation is equivalent to the following
system of equations for the normal and abnormal distribution
functions: d t
d g
~
— * - i(ge + eg) * UfL * Lf) - IL
d t

These equations are valid when characteristic times of a
variation of the distribution function are much less as the
quasiparticle relaxation time t.
Eq.{7) and the locality principle of the statistical
equilibrium state yield the hydrodynarolcal equations of Ideal
superfluid Perml liquid:
(8)
— =
, a = 0.1.2.3.4
dt
dx-и
where Са»&1/сСГа (Ctf=e. ^-%к* ^4SP^« I n t h e s e equations, Сд and
C ^ depend on x and t through the functions Ya*Ya(xtt) and
qi=qi&,t)t
slowly varying In space and time. To close the
hydrodynanic equation system, It Is necessary to find the
equation for superfluid momentum q A (J,t). It can be shown that
accordingly (3),(4) the equation
(9)
dt
dxt
Yo
derives from the kinetic equation (7). Eqs. (8) and (9) are the

II
closed system of equations- for two component hydrodynamics of
ideal superfluld Fermi liquid:.
We now consider a Fermi liquid model with the energy
functional being essentially nonquadratic In the abnormal
distribution functions
In thi3 model, the phase transition nay be the one of the first
order, the transition appearing only when interaction L is
strong enough unlike the BCS theory.
Further we consider the ferraion (electron) system in v/hich
bound boson states of fermlons can be above the transition
point. At the last years this model is applied for investigation
high temperature syperconductivlty [5]. In зисЬ model the superconducting transition is possible due to a fermion effective attraction involving Cooper pair production and a Bose condensate
of the fermlon bound states. We assume that the energy functional describing interaction of fermlons with the condensate of
the bound states takes the form

whew-U
is the amplitude of Interaction. The Bose condensate
density Ъ^р^уг and the critical temperature are found for
different relations between the fermlon density and the bound
state parameters of the fermlons having the energy spectrum:
References:
1 .L.D.Landau, Zh.Enksp.Teor.Fiz. (SU)30(1956)1058.
2.V.P.Sllln, Zh.Ehksp.Teor.Pla.(SU)33(1957)495.
3.A.I.leggett. Jtev.Mod.Phys. 47(1975)331.
4.l.Bardeen, I.N.Cooper, I.R.Schrieffer, Phya.Rev. 106(1957)162.
5.A.I.Akhlezer, S.V.Peletmlnsky and A.A.Yatsenko, Phys.Lett.A,
151(1990)99.

Computer Simulation of Water Systems at Interfaces
V. Antoncheuko'*, K. Heinzinger** and V. Ilyin*
* Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 252130
Kiev, Ukraine
•* Max-Planck-Institut f\ir Chemie (Otto-Hahn-Institut), 6500 Mainz, Germany
In this short review mainly results from two simulations are reported where a Pt(100)
surface is covered with three layers of water molecules and either a lithium or an iodide
ion is added to the boundary layer. AH potentials employed are derived from ab iaitio
calculations. It is demonstrated that the iodide ion is contact adsorbed at the surface while
this is not the case for the lithium ion where the distance from the «ur&ce is determined by
the lithium-water interactions. Consequently the frequencies of the hindered translational
motions of the lithium ion are higher than in a hulk solutions for motions parallel and lower
for those perpendicular to the surface. The strong water overlayer leads to a more and a less
pronounced first hydration for the lithium and the iodide ion relative to the bulk solution,
respectively.
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
The first simulation of an aqueous electrolyte solution at an interface was reported several
years ago. Spohr and Heinzinger calculated various structural and dynamical properties of
a 2.2 molal Lil solution between 12-6 LJ walls from a Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation
[1]. In a newly performed simulation of the same solution between charged 9-3 LJ walls Hosli
and Philpott [2] confirmed, that the lithium is always fully hydrated, even when positioned
near the surfs s. For the iodide ion differences in the radial distribution functions have been
found corresponding to a small enhancement of the hydration shell structure and a partial
dehydration. After it had been demonstrated that pronounced changes in the structural
properties of water occur near a metallic wall [3], the first two simulations concerning the
hydration of ions near a metal surface have been reported in 1991. In the paper by Rose and
Benjamin [4] the hydration of a sodium and a chloride ion near a Pt(IOO) surface has been
investigated. In their simulation an image charge model is employed for the description of
the Couloxnbic term of the ion-platinum interactions. In our simulations a Pt(lOO) surface is
covered by three layers of water molecules and a lithium or an iodide ion is placed additionally
in the boundary layer [5]. The ion-platinum interaction are derived from ab initio calculation*
[6]. The reason for relying on ab initio calculation* is a consequence of the experience that
simulations of water-metal interfaces where the Coulombic interactions between the charged
sites of the water molecules and the metallic wall were described by image charges have led
to disagreement with measurements [3]...
In the next chapter the potentials employed in the simulation of an aqueous Lil solution
arc presented m short and details of the simulations are described in the following chapter.
Finally, the effect of the Pt(100) surface on the structural and dynamical properties of the
aqueous electrolyte solution are discussed.

2. POTENTIALS
The water-water interactions are described by a modified central force potential (BJH
model) [7] which has proved its usefulness in simulations of various aqueous systems [8]. The
platinum-platinum interactions are modeled by a harmonic nearest-neigbour potential [8] in
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Figure 1.
left: Energies of Li+ and I~ in the field of an infinite Pt(100) crystal, for ion positions on
top of a platinum atom (- - -), on a bridge site (
) and a hollow site (—-) [6].
right: Normalized ion (—), oxygen ( — ) and hydrogen (- - -) atom density profile as
functions of distance from the Pt(100) surface, calculated from simulations with a
lithium ion or an iodide ion in the boundary layer. The arrows indicate the relevant
scale [5].
order to enable the coupling between motions of the electrolyte solution and the lattice.
The interactions between water and the platinum (100) surface are described by a
potential proposed by Spohr [10], based on extended Huckel molecular orbital calculations
of a platinum cluster with a water molecule [11]. Foster et al. [12] confirmed the usefulness
of this Pt-water potential in a more recent MO study and extended the investigations to the
simulation of water near a P t ( l l l ) surface [13,14]. The results achieved with the potential of
Spohr concern not only structural [10] and dynamical [15] properties of a water lamina but
have been extended also to simulations with partial coverages of the Pt-surface [16] and with
charged surfaces [17]. (For a review see [18]).
The platinum-Li+ and platinum-I~ potentials are derived from molecular orbital
calculations of one ioa and a platinum cluster consisting of nine and five atoms, respectively.
The potential energies of an Li + and I~ in the field of the infinitely extended platinum crystal
are shown in Fig.l as » function of surface-ion distance for the three cases where the ion is
positioned on top of a platinum atom, on a bridge site aad on a hollow site. The lowest
minima amount to -26F and -319 kJ/mol for Li + and I~, respectively, and axe found for a
hollow site configuration [6].
To certify consistency in the potentials, new *b initio calculations were performed also for
the ion-water and ion-ion interactions [5]. For further details of these potentials the reader
is referred to the original publications cited.
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S. SIMULATION DETAILS
The results presented here are mainly based on two simulations where a rectangular basic
box with sick lengths L, = Lv = 19.6 A and Lm — 25 was used. The surface coincides with
the xy)-plane at z = 0. In the range -11.76 < z < 0 seven layers of platinum atoms are
located, the seventh one being immobilized. The liquid phase reaches up to ж — 13.24 Л,
where a repulsive potential prevents an evaporation of the water molecules. Its position was
choosen such that the density in the middle of the water phase was about 1 g/cm*. Along
the x- and y- directions periodic boundary conditions are introduced with a periodicity of
Lm. This implies that the periodic platinum layers contain 50 atoms each, and the periodic
upper rectangular prism contains 150 water molecules and one ion, either Li+ or I~. So the
system can be regarded as an infinitely extended slab with a thickness of 25 A.
In order to investigate the behaviour of ion* near the platinum surface, one simulation
was performed for each ion. The simulations were started with the ion positioned at about
2.5 A distance from the surface. It remained in the boundary layer of water (1.5 < z < 4.2
A) over the whole simulation time, which extended - after an equilibration period of 2.5 ps
- over 30 000 time steps of 0.25 fs without reselling. The average temperature was 298 К
in both simulations. For the calculation of the Coulombic forces the two-dimensional Ewald
summation was used [19], while the short-range interactions were treated with the shifted
force method using a cutoff distance of LB/2.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Density profiles
The normalized density profiles for the two ions, the oxygen and the hydrogen atoms as
calculated from the two simulations are depicted in Pig.l. The positions and the heights in
the O- and H-profiles are not significantly different from those for pure water at the Pt(100)
surface [10]. The oxygen peak in the lithium simulation is slightly enhanced while in the
iodide simulation this peak is reduced because of the excluded volume effect of the iodide.
The ion profiles show that over the whole simulation time of 7.5 ps neither of the ions leaves
the boundary layer.
The I~ profile extends only over the very narrow distance range 1.8 < z < 2.4 A.
Its maximum at 2.0 A coincides with the potential minimum for a position of the iodide
ion opposite of a hollow site of the Pt(100) surface (Fig.l). Therefore, the I~ can be
called "contact adsorbed" on the Pt(100) surface, although the platinum crystal-iodide ion
interaction energy is slightly less negative than the lowest potential minimum because the
I~-0 first neighbour distance prevents the I~ from occupying an exact hollow site position.
The density, profile of Li + is quite different from that of I". In spite of the smaller size of
the lithium ion the range of distances from the surface 2.0 < ж < 3.2 A is almost completely
beyond that for the iodide ion and is much broader. The maxima of the O- and H-atom
profiles coincide with that of Li + at 2.5 A. It can be seen from Fig.l that at this distance the
potential energy of Li+ is independent of its position relative to the platinum atoms of the
surface layer. It does not see a surface potential corrugation anymore. Very different from
1~, it is obvious that both the distance range of Li + from the surface and its position relative
to the surface platinum atoms is determined by the Li+-water and not by the Li+-Pt crystal
interactions. Therefore, it is justified to say that the Li + is "not contact adsorbed",
4.2. Pair correlation functions
The 0-0, Li + -0 and I"-0 pair correlation functions, depicted in Fig.2, show that the
cuhiuiccmciu of the hydration shell structure of Li + and the slight d crease for I" in the
surface layer results from the formation of a pronounced quadratic water overlaycr with a
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Figure 2.
left: Oxygen-oxygen, lithium-oxygen and iodide-oxygen pair correlation functions in the
adsorbed layer (z < 4.2 A for a all particles) [5].
right: Velocity autocorrelation function and spectral densities for the lithium ions in the
boundary layer (—-) and the bulk (
), calculated separately for the motions parallel
(top) and perpendicular (bottom) to the Pt(lOD) surface [20].
lattice constant of the Pt(lOO) surface of 2.77 A. The origin (Ax * 0, Ду » 0) coincides
with the changing position of an 0 , a Li+ or an I"* particle in the surface layer (ж < 4.2 A),
and|Az| and |Ду| are the absolute values of the projection of the distances of 0-atoms in
the surface layer bom these reference particles. Both the reference particle and the 0-atoms
referred to, move with respect to the Pt-lattice, and the shape of the peaks results from both
movements.
The plot of goo reflects the positions of the oxygen atoms on the top site of the platinum
lattice, and the pronounced form of the peaks refers to their relatively small displacement.
The sharper peaks for guo «bow that the displacements of Li + at its hollow site are smaller
than those of О at its top, and the significantly broader ones for дао than for goo «how that
the displacements of I" are much larger than those of O. Indeed the I" moves ia a relatively
widespreaded area between a hollow and a bridge site.
4.3. Hindered translation»! motions
The spectral densities of the hindered translational motions of Li + and I~ in the boundary
layer have been calculated separately for the motions parallel and perpendicular to the Pt(lOO)
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surface by Fourier transformation of the velocity autocorrelation functions (acf):

£ E ад • Wi + 0,
where N denotes the number of particles, JVy the number of time averages and Vj(t) the
velocity of particle j at time t.
The acfs of the lithium ion for both velocity components are depicted in Fig.2 together
with the spectral densities. They are compared with the result from the simulation of a 2.2
molal bulk Lil solution where av xr and a», are identical because of the isotropy. It can be
read from Fig.2 that the hindered translational frequencies of Li + are significantly higher and
lower than in the bulk for the motions parallel and perj.uiidicular to the surface, respectively.
This result is in accordance with the discussion above where it has been shown that the water
molecules in the boundary layer form a rather rigid overlayer which means a strong hindrance
of the Li + parallel to the surface while at the other tide the Li + is not contact adsorbed and,
therefore, the force constant for its motion perpendicular to the surface "ii smaller than in the
bulk.
Financial support by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft is gratefully acknowledged.
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THE FUNCTIONAL FORMULATION OF THE
STATISTICAL MECHANICS
Blazhievsky L.F:
Ivan Franko State University,
12 Drahomanova St., Lviv, Ukraine, 2SOOO5
It is developed the statistical mechanics scheme with the
initial relations written down in the Lagrangefs variables. The
proposed method is based on some modification of the Feynman path
integrals that is connected with the conoept of regularized path
integral.
The traditional formulation of the statistical mechanics (in
particular the equilibrium one) is based on the using of canonical variables. In other words for the construction of the theory
ie necessary to know the Hamilton function of the system H(P,q),
where P, q is the canonical momenta and coordinates. However
"from the first principles of the theory usually it is known the
Lagrange function L(v,q), where v is the velocity. The transition from the Lagrange's variables v,q to the canonical variables P,q is realized on the basis of Lagendre transformations.
In non-relativistic theories the Lagrange function reduces to the
form L=L0(v)+v-X(q)+Y(q). Therefore the transition to the Hamilton's variables is trivial. However the situation is essentially
more complicate if one accounts the relativistic corrections;
even in the post-Newtonian approximation. The post-Newtonian
Lagrangianes (f.e. the Lagrangianes of Darwin, Kennedy or Einstein- Inf eld-Hoffmann) are characterized by the complex dependence
on the velocities. In this case the realization of the Legendre
transformations is not simple and can be realized only by the
iterations method. The choice of the necessary approximations is
essentially more complicate in connection with the necessity of
the accounting of thermodynamio limit transition (N -• oo, v -» »,
N/V=conet). For the systems with long-range Interaction the last
oonditlon does not permit one to restrict himself by the finite
number of iteration terms. Therefore for the construction of the
Hamilton funotion it is necessary to sum up the certain Infinite
series. In connection with this it is clear will be constructed
of statistical theory where will be not a necessity of the transition to the oanonical variables and all basis principal re la-
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tions will be expressed by means of the Lagrange function. This
theory was developed, by author in refs. [1-5] on the basis of the
Feynrcan formulation of quantum mechanics..
As it was shown by Feynman the quantum Green function
G(qt,q^t0) for the particle with Lagrangian L = | q ( O -U(q(T),T) is represented by the path integral
(q)
t
G(qt,q o t o ) = J eqCC) Ц exp ^ Jdt L.
(1)
h

The expression (1) should be interpreted as a limit for n •» <» of
the product of (n-1) integrals which are derived after the change
of integral in exponent by integral sum with step e=(t-to)/n. Moreover 6q=dq1...dqn_1/(27Cih8)n/'2, q n s q» |A=mny'2. The similar formvla is valid for any system with the Lagrangian that is the
quadratic function of velocities.As it was shown by Fradkin the
relation (1) is realized for the system with any Lagrangian as
well. However in this case the coefficient |l will be a complicated functional of velocities and coordinates. Moreover while
seeking the explicit form of fiO.q] one meets the same problems
that arise while changing the Lagrange's variables to canonical
ones. In refs. [1,2] we suggested another form of path integral.
The analysis of the functional H[v,q] shows that it can be presented in the form ц = 1+(1/е) M 1 + (1/e2) M 2 +..., or ( if the
character of approximation is not concrete) in the form
р=1+0(0)11, + [5(o)]2«2 + ..., where 1С,, Mg,... are certain finite
funotionals and С Co) is the value of Dirao C-function at zero.
Thus the functional \i is presented as a diverged series. The
result of calculation of integral (1) for U-=1 has the similar
struoture. That is
(q>
t
X OqCC) exp * /dt L - 0 + 1 Q < + l g G g +...,
(2)
h
(Q )
tQ
6
6
moreover G coincides with the operator representation of Green
funotion. One can show that the using in (1) of the exact value
of \i leads to the oomplete compeneation of diverged diagrams.
Thus in general case one can use either (1) or alternative formula
<q)
t
G(qt.q o t o )^ reg J 6q(-C) exp i /dt L.
(3)

IS
where symbol "peg" means that after the calculation of the integral with respect to 6qcC) one should perform "naive" regularization of the expression. The meaning of such regularizetion is
the omitting of terms that are proportional to (1/6) n
(or
n
[S(o)] ) for n=1,2,.... The integrals (3) will be called the
regularized path integral in configurational space.
The relation (3) will be put in the basis of the Lagrange'e
formulation of statistical mechanics. The density matrix К »
= exp(-pH) 6(q-q o ) ( H is the Hamilton operator, p~ 1 is the
statistical temperature) coincides with a Green function for
imaginary time. That is the matrix К is represented by the integral (Э) for t Q =0, t=-ifi|3. The slightly another form of path
integral with the velocity as a configuration variable is more
suitable. The velocity is the natural variable in the axiomatio
approach to the path integral method. Then the statistical density matrix of the N-particles equilibrium system can be written
in the form

N

P

K(r,r';(3) = C 3 N reg J D 3N u(1> e S П 0( r.-r'.-fc JdX u.CC))
**
' ' о
'

(4)

P
S= / dx Ь(.».1и^(1:),...;...г^(Х),...)
о
Here S is the classical action of the N-partiolee system In Euclidean theory, the functional L oomes out from olassioal Lagrangiane with the replace of velocities v. by quantities lu^CC)
(i is the imaginary unit). The particles coordinates r^Ct) are determined by equations

P

r^co = Г^ - h Jdx'UjCc').

(5)

С is the normalizing constant, Du(X) denotes the produot of the
usual Riemannian measures. Por the accounting of the statistical
degeneraoy the produot of all O-funotiona over j is neoeseary
to replaoe by the corresponding symmetrized combination.
In euoh form another relations of statistical theory oan be
written as well. For example. In the oase of Boltzmann etatlsixos
the quantum partition function is represented "by the formula
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3N
™
Р
Н31С H3N_
Z = X - ~ r - S ~ 2 reg С
д Л ( ' С ) exp {S-h fell E ( p , u , m ) }
(2*H) 3 N
о
J 'J

(6)

The analogy of this expression with the classical partition function leads to the possibility of broadly application of the well
developed methods of classical theory (f.e. diagrams method and
collective variables method) in quantum case. In particular it
can be usea for the investigation of the post-Newtonian system.
Let us present here a formula for the temperature Green function
(causal) connected with operators A and B: .

**lV>=
= - /d 3 N r reg C 3 N /D3r\i(T) e S П 6(h /dt u<1)) »
Z
x
o

^

^

2

(7)

^ ^

2

Let us note that such formalism'can be used in nonequilibrium case as well.In ref. [5] one can find the solution of tho Liouville
equation as a path integral in configurational space of particles
variables.The Green function of such equation can be presented in
the form
V o

>

- X

ci

< ^

t
v

о

t S

(8)

t
d<c

' Ы1' >3) 0(v-v o - / dx act)).

*о
*
*o
where L = L(T, q(T),V(t)) Is the Lagrange function, a<T) is the
acceleration of par tides. The velocities and coordinates are
expressed by formulas
t '-.
t
t

vex) « v - / dx'a(T'),
t

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

L. P. Blazhieveky,
L. P. Blazhievaky,
L. P. Blazhievsky,
L. P. Blazhievsky,
L. P. Blazhievsky,

qcr) = q - / dt'tv - / di"a(«c")].
t

%'
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TOWARDS SOME PROBLEMS
OF WEAKLY RELA*1VISTIC STATISTICAL MECHANICS CONSTRUCTION
Blazhievsky L.P., Hil' H.B., Semak S.S.
Ivan Franko State University, 12 Drahomanova St., Lviv, Ukx-aine
The traditional Hamilton's and Lagrange's formulations or the
weakly relativistic statistical mechanics is analyzed. It is shown.
that the existence of the thermodynamic limit leads to the some
restrictions on the choice of approximations, that are necessary
for the determination of explicit form of Gibbs distribution and
Liouville equation.
Let us consider some general principles of the construction of
weakly relativistic statistical mechanics in their traditional form
that is based on the using of oanonioal variables. Usually in the
post-Newtonian approximation the Lagrange function is known. In
this case for the construction of a canonical Gibbs distribution
the transition from the Lagrange's variables to the canonical Hamilton"e variables and the determination of the corresponding Hamilton function are needed. This transition is performed approximately. In statistical theory the charaoter of these approximation
are not clear in advance. Let us show that the accounting of .he
thermodynamic limit exietence condition influences on the charaoter
of approximations that are used in the transition to the canonical
variables and in result on the explicit form of the Initial relations of weakly relativistic statistical mechanios in oanonioal
formulation. In the Lagrange's statistical description the analogous problems exist as well.
The Lagrangians of the post-Newtonian meohanios is given by
the formula
* - X o (q,q) + A£(q,q),
(1)
where j2Q is the Lagrange funotion of the non-relativistio theory,
A£ is the relativistio corrections that account the interaction
retardation effects and the dependence of the particle mass on velocity. A£ ~ I/c2 (o denotes the light velocity in vaouum). For the
transition from Lagrange's variables q,q to oanonioal ones P,q
one has to solve the system system of equations P • OX/Oq with
reepeot to q. Owing to complex dependenoe of ДХ on q it oan be
realized only approximately, accounting, for example, the contributions from Д£ by means of perturbation theory. The Hamilton funotion oan be determined by substituting of the obtained result Into
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the expression for energy q- (d£/dq) - £ = E(q,q). In linear to Л32
approximation we obtain
SC(P.q) = 2eo(P,q) - АЙ(вЯ 0 /вР,д).
(2)
0

where SC i3 the Hamilton function, corresponding to Lagrangian £o.
The expression (2) lies in the basis of the canonical formalism of
post - Newtonian mechanics.
Let us shov now that the approximation, corresponding to the
Haaiiltonian (г) is not in agreement with the statistical theory results which one get in thermodynamic limit. Let us consider the
model system with Lagrangian

^ = 1 2 eg + § 2 q Ф (J.I) q x .

(3)

Here ®(j,l)sO(l,J)=®(qjtq1)» e is the small parameter; \i.,v-x,y,z.
The second term has a typical form of the weakly relativistic correction that corresponds to interaction retardation. The equations
that connect velocities and canonical momenta have the form
q., + e 2 «(j.U-q^ = P J t
(4)
By means of the identical transformations the solution of these
equations can be represented as follows:

*j-pi-fVpi'
R=e« (Jl)d-e)

2(-6) s + 1 2

2Ф

(5)
1

( Л Д ) Ф

s

(il)(6)

6 ^ is the Kroneoker symbol. Substituting (5) into the formula for
energy we obtain the Hamilton function:
X = 1 2 P .(I-R ).P - 1 2 P.-R^.P,. (7)
2
This is exact expression. She approximation that corresponds to
formula (2) follows from (7) after the change of the series R ^ by
the first (linear on 6) its term. In addition it is usually supposed that due to small parameter the following conditions
|R ( 8 * 1 ) | jC |R l B ) |, lim R ( s ) - 0
(8)
.
,
s-w
are carried out. Here R I S J denotes the s-th term of series (6).
Let Ф (j.l) • |qj- q^l"01, (a > 0 ) , V • L d is the system volume
(d is the space dimension). In order to show the possibility of the
disagreement between the results that corresponds to approximation
linear on £ and the thermodynamio limit existence oondition we
shall prove that for any given particles configuration there can %
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exist an unlimited number of terras R* s) with divergent contribution
in thermodynamio limit. In particular these terms lead to the violation of the conditions (8). In accordance with the thermodynamic
limit existence oondition all divergent contributions should be sun;
up. In result these contributions lead to the rinite contribution.
Let us introduce the quantity R l ' that follows from RK"' with
the help of the change of all quantities |q.-q.,| by the largest
distance that is equal to L in order of magnitude. It is easy to
Bhow that for the arbitrary particles configuration the minimusi
value of |R <S) | more than |R (S) |. That is why for s - »
| R (e>, > jgtej, e ( € / I a ) S Ns-1 B i ( e n ) s Le(d-a)-dt
(9)
where n = N/L d . In thermodynamic limit n=const, N •* <», L •* oo. For
a < d the right-hand side of an unequality (9) can be considered
(in spite of the small parameter existence e) as arbitrarily large.
It means that the condition (8) is violated and the series (6) is
Impossible to break. Thus for a < d the approximation (2) is unacceptable. In this case for the construction of the Qibbs ensemble
it is necessary to take into account in the Hamilton function (7)
all terms of the series R-1. If a > d then the relations (9) do not
indicate the existence of divergent contributions and do not contradict to the condition (8). In this case the convergency of the
series (6) can be caused by the small magnitude of the parameter s.
Then the Hamiltonians (2) and (7) are differ only in small terms.
The mentioned specific features of the statistical theory have
an influence on the structure of weakly relativistic Liouville
equation as well. In canonical variables this equation has the form

ut
at

+

ЖМ
dP dq

- ЙВ.Й = о

<io>

dq dP

and derived conclusions are obvious. Moreover, the mean value of
dynamical quantities are determined by expression
<A>

» / dq dP A(P.q.t) I(P.q.t).

(n)

In Lagrange's formulation of the statistical theory the weakly relatlvistio Liouville equation and the Qibbs distribution have the
analogous peculiarities. In this case the equation for the distribution function and the expression for the mean values may be find
from the corresponding relations of the canonical formulation by
the change of variables P = 0%/0q and are presented as follows

&

.3l + 3_.(q- J,=

+q

0

at
aq
flq
<A> - Г dq dq A(q.q.t) f(q,q,t).

(12)
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Here the particles accelerations are determined from the classical
Euler-Lagrange equations. For example, for the model (3) we obtain
\iv
v
f „ д $»V£(J,1) q*3 + e 2 5 (j.l)qix = e 2 \ if
i
i i 3
-q

_...„„.qi .

q

_ _

r

,

This system ol equations differs from (4) only by right-hand side.
Therefore all conclusions about their solution which have been done
In the present paper earlier are valid.
Prom the expressions (11), (12) in the Lagrange's description
the following distribution function is obtained:
f(q.q.t) = J(q,q,t) r( 2 ^,q,t ),
(14)
dq
J(q,q.t) = det \dzZ/d$pctfj. In particular the equilibrium Gibbs
distribution has the form
f(q,q) = Z~1J(q,q) exp (-pEtq.q)),
where p is the inverse statistical temperature, Z~ is the normalizing factor. One can show that the problems of calculation a
determinant J(q,q,t) are analogous to the ones, that arise in
solving of system or equations (13) И З .
Thus for the systems with long-range interaction the limitations on the choice of the weakly relativistic theory approximations,
connected with the therraodynamio limit existence condition essentially differ from the ones, that are used in post-Newtonian mechanics. For the charge particles systems, that are described within
Darwin model these limitation were considered for the first time in
r-efs. [2]. The corresponding Hamilton function and Llouville equation are constructed in refs. [2,1]. Similar functions and equations have been found in refs. [3.4] &л well.
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NEW APPROACH IN THE KINETIC THEORY OF CRYSTAL PROPERTIES.
Budjak J.S.
Lviv Polytechnic Institute
The paper deals with the general methods of the orystal
kinetic properties calculations by nonconventional determined
disequilibrium distribution function.
Kinetio theory is based on Boltzmann kinetic equation.
It's solution gives one-particle disequilibrium distribution
funotion \-g used to calculate various physical values and
crystal properties by the statistical mechanics methods.
Boltzmann kinetio equation is integro - differential
equation,nonlinear in integral part . This equation can be
solved only approximately , that is why the approximate
distribution functions-l-^ are used in the traditional kinetio
theory and they have a limited employment,so it is necessary
to solve Boltzmann equation for different conditions once more.
Alternative method o f 4 ^ determining,that passes over the
problems of Boltzmann equation solvine , is suggested.
By statistical mechanics and physios one-^artiole function
is shown to be equal

whereЛС^- charge carrier energy change under the action of
excitations which lead the orystal out of equilibrium
thermodynanuo state, other abbreviations are generally used.
The problem of^fvsolving С1-33 is shown to be more simple
than the problem of Boltzmann equation solving,all the more
that this value can be calculated in the general form. The
distribution funotion ^ calculated in this way describes
kinetio orystal properties in -the ohmio conductivity range
veil.
Distribution funotion (1) can be expanded in Taylor
series in excitation
and limited vith two Urns. Electrical
and neat conduction general equations in crystals are shown
(1-3) to be equal

|.е„
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in this case; where 2" is charge sign,ft,is charge carrier
concentration

(Ti«c (&>)) is kinetic tensor calculated as

ф ) is ecfuilibrium Fermi-Dirao function,(t(ivc(lb)/is
oharge carrier microscopio mobility C13 under magnetic field
with magnetic induction vector ^ , other abbreviations are
generally known.
Kinetic tensor (5) has well known properties of Onsager
symmetry. It depends on energy spectrum structure and crystal
charge carrier scattering mechanisms. This dependence is based
on diagonal tensor of the relaxation time with components
*

<*>

wherety(.Pp / is quantum-mechanical
probability of the
scattering.
Kinetio tensors (Б) in electrical (2) and heat (3)
conduction general equations together with their scalar
coefficient define orystal kinetio properties by the bonding
formulae [33 in general case.
Application of the above mentioned calculations gives
good agreement of the experimental data with theoretical for
orystals with known energy speotrum structure and scattering
mechanisms.
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NEUTRON INVESTIGATION OF CRITICAL PHENOMENON IN SOLUTION.
L. A. Bulavin
Kiev university. 852601. Kiev. Vladimirskaya St. 64
To Investigate critical phenomenon in solution the slow
neutron transition method is
worked out. The altitude
9
dependence of CO -He. CO - He, CO -BF
mixture density,
component partial density and component concentration has
been investigated.
To investigate critical phenomena in solution we have
worked out the slow neutron transition method. In the method
the altitude dependence of binary mixture component partial
numerical density under different temperatures is able to be
calculated from equations
i*=i1expC-N о x-£l>.
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adequate description of coexisting curve one needs one needs
more parameters then for description of density and partial
density behavior.
The data

let

us

draw a conclusion

that

a

critical

aseotropic existence i s possible under certain concentration
dependence of leading term amplitudes of equation for mixture
• •_
о о _
density and its component: curves of Во "Во ССй> and ВоК В оС С >
1
• о
depends have to have interception. Existing of В <tB trend i s
demonstration
possible.

that

in

the

solution

aseotrop

existing

is

В «В СС ) experimental dependence extrapolation in

the region with В =3 gives us possibility to define possible
compound values under those a mixture i s aseotropic near
critical point liquid-steam.
We have

carried

out

analysis

dependence on scaling properties
tor numerical density
z/т

of

of

order

investigated

parameter
solutions

=g Cy > slgnCAJO

Cll>

"«g'Cy1:» signCAO
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and concentration

suppose* t h a t

during t r a n s i t i o n from habitual thermodynamic

characteristics

to scaling

t h o s e a family of

curves of

the

a l t i t u d e dependence of p a r t i a l

d e n s i t y and concentration I s

able

scaling

to

b*

reduced

to
1

the

function

g «g ( y ) ,

g*«g*Cy*3 where y*\ y - s c a l i n g v a r i a b l e s , у »1&XX.T>\ST
•

'

/

»

•

•

•

°

;

•

у -|ДССг.Т>|Хт ° . .
In this way the slow neutron transition Method l e t s us
to obtain inforMation about c r i t i c a l phenomena in solutions
that i« prohibitive in other ways.
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PECULIARITIES OP PHASE TRANSITION Л1 MULTICOMPOIJEN!P
SOLUTIONS IN THE VICINITY OP THEIR CRITICAL POINTS
1

L.A- Bulavin , N.P. Malomuzh

2

*Xiev state University, pr. Glushkova 6, 252022, Kiev, Ukraine
Odes8a State University. Petra Velikogo 2, 270100, Odessa, Ukraine

a

Asymmetry of multioomponent solution equation of state is studied on the basis of oanonloal formalism in description of
oritioal fluctuations. General method of oonstruoting of isomorphous variables is proposed.
Simple liquids and roost multioomponent solutions are known to
belong to the same о lass of universality of their oritioal
behavior. Por description of their critical phenomena peculiarities
there was formulated prinoiple of isomorphism [1,2]. But given in
[1,2] formulations of the prinoiple of isomorphism are not
oomplete, sinoe they do not show the algorithm of oonstruoting of
isomorphous variables and, last but not least the isomorphous order
parameter.
As a refleotanoe of this faot there can be equation of state
of multioomponent solution [3-6]. Depending on the experiment one
oan choose diverse variables as the order parameter: the density of
the system, density of one of components, volume, weight and molar
oonoentrations eto. No wonder that they lead to diverse soale funotlone U - 6 ) , .oorreotly reproduoing only main asymptotio oontributions.
In the present paper analysie of asymmetry of equation of state of multioomponent solution is performed on the basis of developed in [7,8] Ideas of oanonioal formalism.
Struoture of Hamiltonian.
In papers [0] it was shown that the effeotive Hamiltonian of
the multioomponent solution in general oase oan be reduced to the
following quasilooal form
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where п is а combination of densities or oonoentrations of oomponents. The ohoice of 17 ie substantially unsettled. The coefficients
of series h, a 2 , а з e ' ° * a r e functions of Independent thermodynamio
forces: temperature T, pressure P, and ohemioal potentials of the
components Р 1 к р 2 » *"^k* o r t n e l r definite combination. In the oritioal point of the system
h • 0,

a 2 « 0,

a- » 0

(2)

The explioit forms of the effeotlve Hamiltonian ooeffioients
can be found either from mlorosoopio consideration [9). or from
ooroparieon of theory oonsequenoee with experiment.
Aobordlng to the ideas of theory of oatastrophee (lOJ (see also 19.10)) it is worthwhile to perform following non-linear transformation of the order parameter 17:
n —* f • ie+n • y2n2 + у з ° 3 * ••*•
(3)
that ohanges infinite series (1) to the polynomial oanonioal form:
H

o " |dvf-2-b(7«»2 - Щ + T a 2 * 2

+

T

a

/

Coefficients h, a 2 and a. can by easily obtained.
Expression (4) determines the structure of Hamiltonian of all eyetens, belonging to the olass of universality of 3-dimensional Izing
model. Here are completely determined both the ohoice of oanonioal
(lsomorphous) order parameter f> and its conjugate • temperature1 a 2
and the external field h.
The minimal arbitrariness Inherent to the oanonioal order parameter f is oonneoted only with appropriate normalization or ooeffiolent a 4 that determines the interaction between nodes. Is a result of transformation
f — • f - a\n f
(5)
we get definition of the universal for given system order parameter, completely Independent from the oonorete choloe of Initial order parameter r\.
It's important to note that using of non-llne*r ord«r paraao'
ter transitions at every step of RQ - transfonMtlone eubstantlftlly
improves the convergence of RG-prooedure and aeyaptotlo pour* series for the orltioal exponents.

S3
The equation of state
Equation of state of solution in the fluctuating region takes
the form t111

h-aJj'gfij-l.

(6)

'where g - scaling funotion, 0 and 5 is oritioal exponents.To determine the surfaoes of phase oo-existenoe one has to put h=O. Taking
Into aooount the explicit expression of g at y « 1 [8] one obtains

f> = ?,[ |a*|> + O^ajl'** + , . . ] .

a*

Here ag = a 2 l, A is oorreoting oritioal exponent (11], C, is known
coefficient.'h=0
t
In the oanonioal variables (f>, a 2 ) the 'line' of phases coexistence must be exaotly symmetric This result has absolutely general character and is oorreot for both solutions and simple liquids.
Hut return to the initial variables that are used in experiment ohanges the situation drastically. Proceeding from (3) one oan
easily oonvinoe that
n - A o At<9> + Aa<|»2> 4 ....
(8)
where < ... > denotes averaging over volume of order (r-j Is the
correlation radius), A are expressed as funotion of y ( .
Sinoe <f> » f + , and <**> a Pgjajl1""* (see 111]), then from (7).(8)
it follows

•£<n+ - О - P [аУ + O f |aJ|'+* + ... ]

(9)

-£<n + + n") = Ao
The relation (18) is knom under the name of dlreot diameter singularity [11,12]. Ite deviation given here substantially generalises
the arguments used In 111). The 'quantity' of the direot diameter
singularity Is the very parameter that refleots experimentally observed asymmetry of the oo-existenoe ourve.Slnoe Tg a T a * *••
and coefficient a^ In the vlolnlty ot the oritioal point are
nonzero. In a definite range of variation of thermodynamio forces
behavior of -5- (n^-t-n") will be determined by the second term of
(10). By other words the quantity of the. dlreot diameter
singularity appears to be oonneoted with fundamental problem of
ooavergenoe of (3). The better are satisfied inequalities
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I.e. the olosei» Initial order parameter to oanonioal one, the less
asymmetry of the eo-exietenoe ourve. In oaee of simple liquids the
oholoe of deviation of system deneity from its orltioel . value is
very suooeeeful zero approaoh. Coeffiolent y 2 in series (3) Is
numerically small as well as the direot diameter singularity.
At large у ( i.e. у » 1) and h 0 the equation of state of
system muct be described asymptotically

П + un2 + ry?3 + . . . ] . h. n > 0, (12)

Hera G(y) ie known funotion.
One oan summarize that the less Is asymmetry of . the equation
of state the oloser initial order parameter to the optimal one oanonioal.
Detailed analysis of experimental data (6) shows that at transition to the oanonioal variables the equation of state solutions
is completely symmetrized and makes possible obtaining behavor of
real eoalo funotion of state equation.
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SHIFTS OF CRITICAL PARAMETERS AHD EXPONENTS in FINITE-SIZE SYSTEHS
L. A,Bulavin«, A. V. ChalYl««, K.A.Chalyi«, L. H. ChernenKo»»»
and L. G. GrechKOK»»
« Faculty of Physics. Kiev University. 6, GlushKov Prospect.
25202г. Kiev, UKraine;
»« Physics Dept.. Ukrainian State Hrdlcal University.
13. ShevtchenKo Boulevard. 252004. Kiev, UKraine;
как institute of Surface Chemistry, Acad. Sci. UKraine,
31, Hauka Prospect, 252026. Kiev, UKraine
The spatial limitation of systems undergoing phase
transitions causes the change of critical parameters such as the
critical temperature, the critical density, etc. The most important
feature of the second order phase transitions in bulk (Practically
infinite) systems is the divergence of the correlation length. The
natural desire of investigators to study critical phenomena closer
to the critical point and perfect experimental techniques allow to
realize such a situation in which the correlation length becomes
the same order of magnitude as the linear size of the sample (e.g.
the thickness of a Plane-parallel layer or the radius of the cylindric sample). Thereby, a real experiment in finite-size svsteir*
yields not bulK critical parameters but its new effective values.
Here we examine the shifts of critical parameters for one-component
liquids in finite-size systems with the cylindric geometry.
Critical temperature.
A new critical temperature T * <K) at which ( R c ) becomes
singular can be found from the equation:
*
2.

'

, * 2V1

for the cylindric sample with the zeroth boundary conditions,
where <С*' [ Т - Т С * Ш ] / T * ( W is a new temperature deviation.
As the result, one obtains the formulae for the critical temperature in the close vicinity of the critical isochore in finite-size
liquid samples

v»

.
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for the zeroth boundary conditions;
« 3 )
for the constant boundary conditions.
The results of calculations of
T,*(K)
according to
( 2 ) are following: if the bulK critical temperature T ,* 300 K,
the geometric factor Z - 10 and the critical exponent V я °» 5 i
then a new critical temperature T*(K) - 283,6 К and the shift of
the critical temperature is
Д T c = T c " Т / < К ) s l 6 ( * K*
For the non-zeroth boundary conditions the shifts of the
critical temperature Д Т С are shown in Table I. As is seen, these
shifts decrease while the boundary constant л increases (the first
nought "P
decreases, respectively).
The critical density.
In the vicinity of the critical isotherm one receives the
following formulae for the critical density of finite-size liquid
cylindrlc samples:

for the zeroth boundary conditions;

J

for the constant boundary conditions.
If the critical density of infinite bulK systems is taKen to
be (?c = 300 Kg / m 3 . the geometric factor К = 10 and the critical
exponent §" = 4. 5 (the £ - expansion for a scalar order parameter
gives Sr= 4,46 + о (£ l)i "then a new value of the critical density 0*Ш
• 203,2 Kg / ra* in the case of the zeroth boundary conditions. Table l contains the dependence of the shift Д О * Qc
-

g *<K)

on A.

Effective critical exponents of liquids.
The important problem of the physics of rhase transitions
is to determine the critical exponents trom experiment and to com?ar& its values with the theoretical predictions. This problem Is
not so simple because there are always some factors which distort
the idealized critical behaviour. The spatial limitation of systems
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near the phase transition points is one of these factors. We shall
consider the flnlte-slze effects on the values of the effective
critical exponents which characterize the temperature and density
dependences of the isothermal compressibility & T . w e гззите
(it is the usual assumption) that the temperature and density of
one-component liquids are counted from Its bulK critical values.
So the definition of the effective exponents are as follows:
4.

at the close vicinity of the critical isochorej
€

" at the close vicinity of the critical isotherm.

The resulting formulae for effective critical exponents are
obtained in the form

for the zeroth boundary conditions;

, -- У 1

{ 7 )

for the constant boundary conditions -for liquid samples with the
cyimdric geometry.
As is seen from ( 6 ) and ( 7 ), the spatial limitation leads
to decreasing of the effective exponents Y g i x ый О м е l& compare
with its theoretical bulK values and. in the case of the non-zeroth
boundary dependences of the differences Д Y
* у
- ~Уе££- a n d
Д§ * 8
- О п и а т е presented in Table 2. Numerical values of
у and Д $ with respect to the temperature <C (or density Д ^ )
variable are given in Table 3 for К « Ю , V * 5/4 , B" « 4,5'and
for the zeroth boundary conditions.
• ' The main result is an essential decreasing of
^
even U P to its self-consistent values ( у = l and ^ - 3 ) from
the Lanoau theory of the second order Phase transitions. It occurs
at ^ • Oi156 near the critical lsochore and at Д<?= 0,256 near
the critical isotherm for the geometric factor К * 10 .

TABLE 1.

дтс

A
0.00
0.05
0. 10
0. 15
0.20
0.25
0. 30
0.35

'

16.4
13.5
10.9
-. в. 5

96.6
93.4
09.7
85.6
79.8
74. 3
65.0
49.4

5.9

4. 1
2.3
0.6

TABLE 2.
A
0.00

0.05
0. 10
0. 15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35

ду •
0.64
0.61
0.73
0.74
0.69
0.63
0.55
0.36

3.09
3.06
3.03
3.00
2.94
.

г. ев

2.79
2.60

TABLE 3.

to'»

5«1O' 3

ю-*

5*10 " a
0. 1
0.2

0. ?
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

0.84
0.72
:
0. 64
0.41
0.31
0.22
0. 19
0. 16
-„ 0. 19
0,20
0.24

3.09
2.96
2.86
2. 55
2.26
1.77
1.32

0. 97
0.73
0.56
0.51
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A NEW METHOD TO STUDY PHASE DIAGRAMS OF BINARY ALLOYS
Gladkikh N.T., Sukhov V.N.
Kharkov State University, sq.Svobody, 4, Kharkov, Ukraine, 310077
A new method has been developed [1-2] to construct phase diagrams of two-component alloys employing films of variable content
and state. Films are manufactured in vacuum by simultaneous or consequent condensation on substrates of respective components by vapourizing them from different linear sources with subsequent creating of the temperature gradient along the substrate.
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The method developed permits one to visualize on a single specimen a complete or necessery part of a phase diagram (figure examplifies the photograph of a film with the variable content and state and the corresponding part of the indium-bisauth phase diagram).
It is most effective for clarifying general contours of phasa diagrams and makes it possible to discover such refined effects on melting diagrams that could not be found practically by conventional
means on stable state specimens.
[1] N.T.Gladkikh; S.P.Chizhik, V.I.Larin, L.K.Grigor'eva and V.N.
SUkhOV. Doklady AN SSSft, 280, 858 (1985).
(2) N.T.Gladkikh, A.V.Kunchenko, V.X.Lazarev, A.L.Samsonik and V.K.
Sukhov. Voprosy atomnoj nauki i tekhniki, вех.:Nuclear physical
studies (theory and experiment). 1, 61 (1992).
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INCOMMENSURATE STRUCTURES AND UNDERLYING SYMMETRY
N.S.Gonchar and N.H.Kozyreki
N.N.Bogolubov I n s t i t u t e for Theoretical Physics
Kiev 252143 UKRAINA

Incommensurate (1С) phases in the mean field axially anisotropio
lattice models are t.jreated rigorously. One-parameter ayrmetry group
of specific free energy (for the ANNffl model as an example) is
found, which underlies incommt'nsurability.The 1С pitose free energy
is calculated explicitly. A traneition from the 1С into other
phases is proved to exist for certain relations between the model
parameters.
In this report a method ie presented for treating the
incoraensurate phases In models involving aniaotropy. Being
applicable to models with arbitrary numbers of interacting
neighbors, it is illustrated within the ANNNI model. A new
representation for specific free energy in the ANNNI model ie
derived for the case of commensurate configurations and extended
onto Incommensurate ones. A system of equations for extremal
configurations is obtained in the framework
of
this
representation. The snail branching theorem ia proved for the
solutions of this system for the case of extremal configurations.
One parameter symmetry group of one-site free energy on the
incommensurate configurations space ia found. A phase traneion fro*
the incommensurate Into other phases ie proved to exist for oertain
relations between exchange integrals.
Principal reeulte in the approach developed were presented mainly
in [1-6]. All notations used below are those from (5-7] .Here we
give the formulation of the main results.
Lemma. Let д be an irrational number. The thermodynamical limit
for the AHNHI model specific free energy exists on the set of
unperiodio configurations of the form

und«»r the condition
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Theorem 1. If алж < 1 a,I .1 b,|> < C, 0 с « < t , then equation

has a unique solution. If <Ъ,Ъ > is a solution to eq (1), then it
is an analytic function of parameters t,at,bx in their variation
range. Here t = (1-T/TO)
Theorem 2. There exists t > 0 such that the system (1) is solС

vable for 0 <t < t,. Any solution is an analytic function in t and
can be obtained from any other one by the group 0 action:

кг + l£(\,\)в\п Ja,
кх * f(it.\)oom /a.
Theorem 3. If irrational g satisfy the inequality J ( 1 ) < 4 J ( o > /
/(7-2n), then the incommeneurate-ferroaagnetic phase transition
occurs; if inequality J ( 1 ) < 4J(»/4)/(7-2n) holds, the transition
from the incommensurate phase into the antiphase takes place.
REFERENCES
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3.N.S.Gonchar,Phys.Rep.1989,172,p.291.
4.M.S.Gonchar and W.H.ftozyrski,IncoaQeneur*t« phases,Kiev ITP report 90-51 R[ussian1,1990.
5.N.S.Gonchar and W.H.Kozyrski,Reps.Ukrainian Acad.Sci.l991,4,p.61.
6-H.S.Gonchar and H.H.Kozyrski,Ukrainian Math J.1891,43,Nll,p.l509.
7.N.S.Gonchar and W.H.Kozyrski.Ukrainian Phye.J.1991,36,H12,p.l857.
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OSCILLATION OF THE RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
N.S.GONCHAR, A.B.RUDYK
fnvli «li« for Tb««t«tieal Physics, M«lrolvgicb««L»>« air. H*.Kirv 2&ZM3.
W* /r#i>4 (A« r«rft«/ attribution
milk • *»«rl r«ni)« i>«n»C5«<iv«

fvnt.tit» it «ttilUU

*t b » 4«a4tty •'• • tgtttm

We пне the notations introduced in [1]:

*, л:},)
! < +oo>,
where /„ is a meeurable function on Г« = ([0,1} x V]mf
л

= {1,0,0,0,...},

0 = {0,0,0,0,...},

«-{1,1.1,1,...}.

Define operators T and К for a set of uonuegasive keruek Km{{l,X},;
satisfying the conditions sup/K H {{t,X} n ; {1,1/}) <iy < +oo :
v
TF m {0, /,({
where

Define A nonlinear operator LonBx:

L(F) » {L w (F)({t, Jf}«)}i,*i,+OB.

/
о
<iu<.l deuutc the n-th Heratiou
Herati of L at F аь L*{F). Obviutisly tlwre exittt luuito
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The equation p = Tf>—zK(/+f>o
arbitrary z > 0 [2j:

possesses a positive solution in B\ for

where m = к for n = 2fc and m = fc - 1 for n = 2fc — l, Я
Define
for for the pair repulsive potential U{x — y), suppoeiug

) > 0 for x € int supp U;

C{0) m j x?(x) d* < +<»•
«

Here (i = l/koT is an inverse temperature, V = V? is the cordinate space of
a physical system. The correlation functions of classical statistical mechanics
ran be expressed in terms of /»:

I -/3 J^Ufa - Cj) I

V •<*

/

for
А'я({«, Х}я; {1, у » . x^jf. - у) П (1 - tiXrt*J

-

Let us write out an expression for the radial distribution function

E
where

We consider the kernels

Tl
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for V я R", «Паш supp tf = 2a < +00. The case N = +00 correspond» to an
exact equation of state, the rase N < +00 corresponds to an approximation
up to the {N + l)-th virial coefficient [I].
Lemiaa 1. /»0')({i,^}n) Joes not depend on {t, Л'}„-л for n > N.
Lemma 2. fn(j){ {t, X},,) does not depend on {*i, Xi} for arbitrary natural j , n
and any {t, X}n such that 2 < n < ЛГ, \xi—xi+l\ < a for I = 2,..., n—1,
|TI — arjj >otam{N,j + n — 1).
Lemma 3. fi{j)({h,Xi}{l,X2})
monotoncotisly increases with decreasing t\
for arbitrary natural j and Xi,zi € Sft* such that |xi - x 2 | < <7niin(yV,j + 1).
For email z

#*+,.({(), Y}k, {t, Х} я ) - Hn{{t,X)m) *>

Let

Then
+00

lnC7(.rl<ar3) « -/3(/(*а-*1)-1;СЛг') (-*К,

supptf; = (O.minO+t,iV)J.

Theorem 1. Let

Then one can find positive zn forn < N—\ such that the function G(x\, x^)—1
(r* 6 [1; n + 1]^ changes its signature at least n times for any z € (0; z*). The
roots ofeq. G = l for г [0 converge to integer points (3j.
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ШСЛОЗСОШС THEORY OF BINARY ALLOY
PROPERTIES
Gurskii

Z.

Institute for Condensed Matter Physics,
1 Svientsitsky str, 290011, Lviv, Ukraine
A brief review of Lviv physisists1 achievements in the field
of binary alloy thernodynamic property ab initio investigations
is given.
Knowledge of the alloy free energy P as a function of temperature, volume and alloy concentration allows to construct the
phase diagrams, foretell the behaviour of different physical properties at the varying external parameters. That is why the ab
initio calculation of F is a problem of a great importance.
What does one need to find F ?
1. Adequate description of electron system.
One can distinguish two kinds of electrons in metals and alloys:
localized ion core electrons and delocalized (free) ones.
2. Accurate treatment of the valence electron-ion interactions.
J. Calculation of the free energy by statistical physics methods.
Realization of the topics 1, 2 permits to derive the effective
interatomic potentials which are needed in the alloy statistical
theory £1, 2j.
What are the peculiarities of the approaches advanced in

D. 23 1
a) The rigorous definition of the electron-ion interaction potential (peeudopotential) for metals and alloys is given in £13 by
means of the original completely orthogonalized plane waves
(CQHV) formalism. She COBN formalism пае еошв principal advantages in comparison with the conventional energy band theory methods t the augmented plane waves» the orthogonalized plane waves
methods etc. (Details see i n f i j ) .
b) The thermodynamic theory of the interacting electron gas has
been developed in Г23. The temperature and dynamic effects in the
system of free electrons are taken into account within this
theory for the first time.
After integration over electron states the partition sum of
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a binary alloy can be reduced to the following forrafi I

{

+1, if the site Я

is occupied by an A-kind atom

-1, if the B-kind atom is in the site R .

Here ft is the inverse temperature. The distribution of two sorts
of atoms over the h/ lattice sites is given by the set of numbers Gif . The developing in TiJ approach allows to obtain the
explicit analytic expressions for У> , Vf , l£ and also
1. to control all assumptions which have been used during the
calculation of the alloy free energy;
2. to compare the theoretical numerical results with the experimental date without employment additional .phenomenological
information.
The collective variables (CV) method С 5 J is used for the
calculation (1) and F- -ft~ -ifi % . The expressions of the free
energy and the pair correlation function for random binary alloys
have been obtained in P J . The theory has been illustrated by numerical calculations of the K-Cs system properties.
The adequate picture of true alloys demands taking into
account atomic displacements relatively-to the equilibrium positions. One can distinguish two kinds of displacementst <£R tk
are related to the thermal vibrations, cT& S f are the static
displacements caused by difference in the alloy component interatomic potentials £5j.
To characterise the vibration excitations of random alloys
it is necessary to calculate the configurationally averaged density of phonon states by the Green's function formalism. An original "correlated average crystal" (CAC) approach has been advanced in С6} for this purpose* In contrast to other methods the
CAC approach permits to take into account explicitly pair correlations in the atomic arrangement. The short-range order influence on electron-phonon interaction and the Debye temperature,
the role of the free energy phonon part are disouased to detail
in С J> The atomic pair correlations are shown to oauae an in-
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crease of the electron-phonon interaction constant in the vicinity of the phase instability point. Under certain conditions
such an increase may be essential f?J.
The procedure of tho atomic static displacement calculation
from the first principles has been advanced in C5J. An analitical expression for the alloy free energy that takes into account
contribution of the static displacements has been obtained by the
CV method. The static displacements are shown to increase the
order-disorder phase transition temperature £ 53» Owing to them
the location of the alloy ordering potential Fourier transform
absolute minimum can be shifted into an arbitrary point of the
Brillouin zone that causes formation of incommensurate structures [5] .
1. I.H.Yukhnovskii, Z.A.Gurskii, Quantum-Statistical Theory of
Disordered Systems (Kiev, Naukova Dumka, 1991) in Russian.
2. M.V.Vavrukh, T.Krokhmalskii, Phys. stat. sol. (b) 168, 519
(1991), 1§2, 451 (1992).
?. I.R.Yukhnovekii, Phase Transition of the Second Order: Collective Variables Method (World Sci. Publ. Co., Singapore,
198?).
4. I.R.Yukhnovekii, Z.A.Gurskii, Ya.G.Chushak, Phys. stat. sol.
(b) 162, 107 (1991).
5. Z.A.Gurskii, Ukr. phys. journ. 25, 1758 (1990).
6. Z.A.Gurskii, Ya.G.Chushak, Phys. stat. sol. (b), Д52, 557
(1990).
.7. Z.A.Gurskii, Ya.G.Chushak, Phys. stat. sol. (b), 162, 57
(1992).
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STRUCTURAL PEIERLS-LIKE PHASE TRANSITION IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL
SYSTEMS IN MAGNETIC FIELD
V.M.GVozdikOV
Department of Physics, Kharkov state University,Svoboda sq. 4,
Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine
It 13 shown that two-dimensional conductor subjected to
perpendicular quantazing magnetic field H and in-plane periodic
potential undergoes a series of structural phase transition* of
Peierls type periodic in 1/H with periodicity determined by
interplay of the Shubnikov-de-Haas period and the Landau bandwidth
oscillation period at the Fermi level.
Recently a good deal of activity has been developed in the study
of 2D periodically nodulated electronic systems in perpendicular
quantazing magnetic field [1-4]. In such systems new oscillations
of therroodynanic and kinetic quantities, periodic in inverse field
1/H, have been observed,These oscillations stem from the Landau
bandwidth oscillations ,whereath the very Landau bands arise due to
the lift of the Landau levels degeneracy on the cyclotron orbit
center position in periodic potential.The effect, considered in
this work (see [5] for details) ,manifests itself as a series of
periodic in 1/H structural instabilities arising each time when
successive Landau band crosses the Fermi level similarly to the
case of. magnetic-breakdown-Peierls-transition [6].
The dispersion relation within the landau band in the case, when
in-plane periodic potential is U(x) - Uo cos (2nx/a), ha* the fora
cn(p) - <rn cos (pL/n)
(1)
2

<rn(H) - U. exp [-(lk/2) ] Ln (lV/2)

(2)

Here 1 - (ch/eHy'/ais the magnetic length, Ln (s) ie the Laguerre
polynomial, к - 2rr/a, and L - (a Ho/H). The field Ho-»o/aa plays
role similar to that, which
magnetic breakdown-field play* ln
magnetic - breakdown - Peierls - tr a n sition [6], since <n> (Я) is
proportional «Co exp (-ЛН./Н), where »«. * 2nhe/e is the flux
quantum. Tlie, dispersion relation (1) satisfies the nesting
condition cV (p+hQ) - -en (p) which, is necessary for formation of
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spin- or charge-density-wave (COW). The nesting vector is given by
Q « rr/L , which means that the spatial period of the CDW is equal
to L. The standard analysis shows that the critical temperature of
the Peierls-like phase transition in the Landau band, Tc, as a
function of H has a series of sharp impulses periodic in 1/H. This
periodicity is due to the two major periods. The first one is equal
to the SdH period As(l/H), while the second period Дь(1/Н) caused
by the Landau-bandwidth oscillations due to the polynomial factor
Ln(kzl2/2) . The Те at the impulse maximum (which takes place when
the Fermi level is located at the middle of the Landau band) is
given by
Tc

= ZijJui

e x p

(-i/ g n ),

(3)

where the effective coupling constant i s

1ЛМН) - *%%\V-L ex P
Here i ** e c , с - 0.577 is the Euler's constant, g(Q) i» the
electron-phonon coupling constant, w(Q) is the phonon frequency.
In the weak field H«H« the quantity l/gn(H) is snail due to the
smallness of the factor exp(-H/Ho)«i and so are the bandwidth to»I
and Те. The increase of H causes a growth of Tc up to the maximum,
value at field H * Ho. Further increase of H lead to a sharp fall
of Те owing to the exponential decrease of gn(K). In strong
fields, н »
Ho,the effective coupling is small, gn(H) «
exp(-rrH/2Ho) ,and structural phase transition* is suppressed.Thus,we
have, in fact, limited from both sides cascade of periodic in 1/H
impulses Tc .The width of a cascade is of the order 1/H« - a*/*°
whereas the period As (1/H) « 1/(H #.) so that the number of
impulses in a cascade oar. be estimated as И « N a*. < N is 20
density
of electrons).
Taking
typical
for semiconductor
superstructures values N » 101Jsm"2and a «(10~e-10~5) em we have
6
И «(1-100). Estimation of Ho for a - 10~ em yields Ho » 10
Teela.The numerical analysis shows that maximal T« In cascade
vary from 0.1K to IK if dimensional parameter nw(Q)U«/2ga(Q) ranges
from 0.1 to l and U», in accordance with the experiment [l],is
«•3

•

Ю
ev.Impulses in a cascade are also modulated by the polynomial
factor |bi(itKo/H)| with bandwidth oscillation period A»(l/H) *
a/(N*^at»), which, for given! above values of a and M, is greater
than a« (1/H) and in general is incommensurable with it.The width of
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each impulse in a cascade is determined by the condition о < Tc/hQ
« 1, where 5 stands for the shift of the Fermi level from the
middle of the Landau band, and hCl is spacing between the Landau
levels. Varying N and a in the system, one can alter the number .of
impulses in a cascade in a broad range (1-100) and, through change
of Ho, act on the width and on the shape of a whole cascade.
Owing to the effective lowering of dimensionality in a
quantizing magnetic field, the 2D system under consideration, in
fact, behaves as a conventional ID Peierls system, with
the
difference tnat the wave vector Q = п/L and the spatial period of
CDVJ L = aHo/H are essential functions of H.The field-induced CDW is
directed perpendicular to the the ID periodic potential U(x).The
elementary exitations in discussed system include topological
solitons of the order parameter (kinks), Л(х) = До(Н) th[x/£(H)],
which h£S
unconventional relationship between spin and charge
in analogy with the case of polyacetylene. The order parameter До
and the coherence length £ strongly depend on H in contrast to
organic ID coductors: До (H) = nfi Tc(H), £ ( H) = L(H) exp(l/gn) /тт.
One can expect also a "nonohmic" contribution into conductivity
alor.g the CDW of the form a - аи ехр [-Eo(H)/E] as is the case in
polyacetylc ie [7].The characteristic electric field is equal to
Eo = Д0(Н)/е£(Н).
In conclusion, I would like to notice that in spite of the
perturbative
nature
of
the
above
predictions,
the
main
inferencies, to all appearances, survive in the case of an
arbitrary in-plane periodic potential U(x), since the Landau bands
survive too. In this connection it is interesting to draw attention
to the field-induced structural phase transition of the CDW type
observed in graphite [8]. It w a s found that TV of this phase
transition as a fuction of external magnetic field is well
approximated by the empiric relation Tc « Toexp(-Ho/H), with
Ho * 10 gauss and To « 69 K. Some analogy between the theoretical
predictions of this work and experiments on organic conductors
deserves to be mentioned here. As is well known, strongly
anisotropic quasi-two-dimensional
organic conductors of the
chemical formula (TMTSF)_X, the Bechgaard salts, in a strong
perpendicular magnetic field undergoe a series of structural phase
transitions of CDW or SDW types [9,10).It is interesting to note
that the critical temperature of these phase transitions A S a

5Г
unction of magnetic field displays all of the features described
iibove, and besides, it was shown in [10] that empiric relation for
the critical temperature Tc « To exp (-Ho/H) holds reasonable well
ever two orders of magnitude of H.Such similiarity to the results
of the present work may not be accidental if one takes into
, consideration that in organic conductors the in-plane periodic
potential created by a system of parallel stacks of conducting
polymers
constituting a layer. At any rate, conspicuous analogy
between Tc(H) for both cases can be useful for the physics of
organic conductors, which, despite the decade of studies, has yet
a number of unexplaned points.
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CRITICAL BEHAVIOUR OP SOME MODEL SPIN SYSTEMS IN NON-INTEGER
SPACE DIMENSION.
Yu.HOLOVATCH
Institute for Condensed Matter Physics, 1 Svientsitskii St.,
Lviv-11, 290011 Ukraine
Critioal exponents of some model spin systems are oaloulated in
the саве, when the dimension of враое is non-integer. Calculations are performed in the frames of the fixed-dimension field theoretioal approach. Renormalization group functions in the CallanSymanaik scheme are oonsidered dlreotly in non-integer dimensions. Perturbation theory expansions are reeummed with the иве of
Pade -Borel transformation.
Concept of non-integer spaoe dimension d is now of oommon
use in the condensed matter physios and the reasons for
introducing non-integer d are different in different problems
under consideration. Speaking about the oritioal behaviour one
should note that our current understanding of it пае benefited
significantly from the иве of the oonoept of variable dimensions.
In different modele variations of dimensionality of field and
враое are used to link the results obtained in the frames of some
method to exaot ones or to the results obtained by means of the
other caloulational methods (e.g. to link the results of 3d
theory with those at d=1, d=2, й=А). Suoh calculations permit to
establish the consistency of methode applied. Besides, there
exist models, where some new phenomena appear starting from some
(non-integer) враое dimension. Obviously, the problem of
determination of suoh marginal dimensionality arises. At last but
not least let us mention fractals, where the non-integer
dimensionality enters theory from, the тегу beginning.
Critioal exponents and correlation funotions oan in prlnoiple be oaloulated in perturbation theory by using either the
e-expaneion method or renormalised perturbation methods in the
space dimension of interest. Both expansions are widely applied
in the modern theory of oritioal phenomena. The main point of our
oaloulations is to consider the renormalieation group functions
direotly at the arbitrary non-integer d. Suoh scheme of oaloula-
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tions was proposed in [1]. We realise thin scheme for several models. The report 1з arranged as follows. In the first part we
analyze the oritioal behaviour of 0(m)-Gymmetrioal model for general d. The second part ie devoted to the similar analysis of
dilute systems.
1.Let us consider classical spin oystem with the Hamilton!an:
1 _
H = - > J.. S,S,
(1.1)
2 *• lJ v J
Here S, is m-oomponent spin variable, S = (S ,J> .....S"1) J^.
is tranelationally invariant short-range ferromagnetio interaotion.
It is well known that oritioal behaviour of suoh a model oan
be studied in terms of the field theory with the Lagrangian:

е(ф) = J d*R | -[ |v ф| 2 +т о г |ф|2 ] + — |ф|4 I , (1.2)
here mn is a linear funotion of the temperature, \n is the bare
coupling* ф=ф(Ю is the vector field ф=(ф ,ф ,...,ф ).
The oritioal properties of the model under consideration oan
be extracted from the coefficients Р(Л-), 7ф(А.), 7 2 ( ^ ) o f Callan
- Symanzik equation satisfied by the renormalized N- point vertex
function (see [2], for example). In the stable fixed point, coordinates of whioh are determined by zero of £-funotion, 7ф and 7ф2
give the values of the oritioal exponents T) and the combination
2-v -T), correspondingly.
In three-loop approximation one obtains for these- functions:

- (4-d)[u - u 2 + p ( 2 ) u 3 + p ( 3 ) u 4 ],
2 (ra+2)

7.2 - (4-cl)
v

(1.3)

a

u fi + 7 ( 2 ) u + 7< 3 > u 2 l ,
(m+в) l
J

(1.5)

We have used the change of the variables to define a convenient
nutnerioal scale in whioh the first two coefficients of 0(u) are
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-1 and 1. The indices (2) and (3) refer to the two- and thresloop parts of the corresponding functions:
{2)

P

=

p f(m+2)i? + (5BH-22)(11 -1/2)1,

(1.6)

Г(-32Я 2 -488т-1424)+4(31m 2 +430m+1240)t 1

+(8+3d)t2- i2(m+2)(m+8)i3-48(m2+2Cw+60)t4-24(2m2+2im+58)i5 - 24(5m+22)t? - 12<№-2)(№б)< 8 ],

7(3) _

(1.7)

Гю(т+8) - (44W+280)t4 + (8-3d)(M+2)(o +
1
2
(m+8) L
2

I2(m+2)t3 + 24(m+8)i4 + 6(m+8)t5 + I8(m+2)ij . (1.9)
Beside the explicit dependence on the space dimension d, considered here functions depend on (i via loop integrals i-j-ig- Correspondence between graphs of 2- and 4-point one-partiole irreducible vertex function Г ( 1 ) and their numerical integral values
i.j-lg is given in [31 •
Substituting integrals t-j-tg into (1.4), (1.6) - (1.9) by
their e-expansion one can develop corresponding e-expansion technique in order to extraot the critical behaviour generated by the
Hamiltonian (1.1). Prom the other hand, one can proceed direotly
at fixed dimensions . Being interested in the critical behaviour
at non-integer d it is possible to calculate the values of the
loop integrals t^-ia direotly l'or arbitrary <J [4]Being asymptotio expansions for 0- and 7- functions are to
be resummed. We have used simple Pade-Borol method in order to
extract the critical behaviour of O(ffl)-symmetrical model from the
series (1.3) - (1.5). Results are given in 13.5].
2.The model considered here is the site-diluted, olaseioal
spirt system with the Hamiltonian
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J

ljcicJSiSJ

\

<2'1>

This Hamiltonian differs from (1.1) by the presence of random site variables c^. Considering this system in the case when randomly distributed spins are fixed in some definite configuration we
obtain the model of quenched magnet. By making use of the n=0 replioa trick and directly taking the quenched average over the impurities distribution it is possible to show that this model is
thermodynamically equivalent to the ft=O limit of field theory
with Lagrangian:

=J

2 [ (4 )

J 1Ф I

+ — J 1Ф I .

r

+—
4

*

a

a=1
a

a=1

Q

|ф
(2.2)

*' o=1

1

2

rt

here ф з ф (Д) is vector field : ф = (ф ,ф ,... ,ф ) , a is
replica index, bare mass и^ is the linear function of tempera-

ture, u Q and vQ are bare coupling constants (u Q < 0, vQ > 0 ) .
Again, performing the same renormalization j 'ooedure as in Seo.1,
one oan obtain the equations for {3- and 7-funotions and consider
them direotly in non- integer dimensions.
Typioal behaviour is as follows. With deorease of m , starting from some value mQ the pure fixed point (v = О, и j*0) is not
more srtable and crossover to mixed fixed point (и И О, и. $t 0)
ooours. Comparing our results with the avaible data suggests that
in the case of non-integer d the results obtained here by the
fixed-dimension RG approach should be prefered.
1. C.Parisi, J.Stat.Phys. 23_, 49 (1980).
2. E.Brezin, J.C.Le Guillou, J.Zinn-Justin, in: Phase Transitions
and Critical Phenomena, ed. by C. Domb and M.S. Green
(Aoademio, New York, 1974), Vol.3, p.12§.
3. Yu.Holovatoh, T.Krokhmalskii, Preprint ICMP-92-3E, Lviv, 1992;
Yu.Holovatch, Preprint SphT/92-123, Saolay, 1992.
4. Yu.Holovatch, U.Shpot, J.Stat.Phys. 66, 847 (1992).
5. Yu.Holovatoh, Preprint ICMP, Lviv, 1993 (submitted to Theor.
Math. Phys).
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ON A SIMPLE MODEL OP ASSOCIATED LIQUIDS
M.P.Holovko. Yu.V.Kalyuzhnyi and Yu.Ja.Duda
Institute for Condensed Matter Physics , Lviv
1. INTRODUCTION
The stickj» hard sphere (SHS) model1 contains two of the
most important ingredients of a real molecular interaction ,
namely a harsh repulsion and an attraction .
The associative liquids , unlike the case of the simple
liquids , are characterized by presence of the highly directional attractive forces between the particles , which leads
to the formation of associated complex .
We propose the dlmerizatlon model of hard spheres with
surface adhesion (DM-SHS) . It accounts7 for Van-der-Vaals
interaction as well as interaction which create chemical
bonds . This model also can be used for describing the
properties of reverse micelles which contain proteins .
The purpose of this work is an investigation of the
DM-SHS model : structure and thermodynamlc properties .
2. THB MODEL AND INTEGRAL EQUATION
Our model consists of adhesive herd sphere with one embedded
attraction site displaced In such a way that only diners are formed.The total pair potential between particles 1 and 2 Is given by
*O2> » иг.,(г) • U e e .(12)
(1)
where 1 and 2 denote the positions ? t , ? a and orientations
0,, 0 2 of the particles 1 and 2; r - l?,-?^. The
reference
and associative part of the total potential are choose to be :
« ,

r <о

A , о < r < o+A

О .

г > 0>A

,

Wmmm
•
M e {8)

.

,

• ,
I e , e < a
\

Il 0 ,

E

> a

where A<0, e<0, t Is the distance between two attractive sites
which belong to different particles, a Is dleaeter of hard epbere.
To provide analytical treatment of the present aodel we
considered it within sticky llull
; At a remit , we replace f r (r) - B^Cr-o) and e r f M (r> - В^оЧг-о) under the oondl-
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tlon that the second vlrlal coefficient B 2 remains unchanged.
Here e = exp{-|3U(r)}f 1 (г)= е -1 and f (z)- Is the angle-average
of the Mayer function corresponding to the chemical bond 3 .
Similar as In 2 we considered an angle averaged version
of the Ornstein-Zernlke(OZ)-llke Integral equation which for
the present model, takes the form :
A solution of this equation Is obtained within a PY-approximatlon
closure 4 . It enables us to evaluate the main quantities of Interest. Note, that In the limit case (t -к»,^-»») they coincide with
results obtained In 1 > э .The parameter t a (or t b ) Is equivalent to
a dlmensionless temperature and Its Inverse Is a measure of the
attraction (a-assoclative, b-adhesive) of the particles .
3.RESULTS
In Pig. 1-4 we show the POP and SP for different values of t a ,
'cfe and t]. We can see that strengthening of associative (or adhesive) Interaction leads to the Increase of oscillations of the
pair correlation function (PCF) at low densities; and at higher
densities and stronger adhesive Interaction the Influence of the
associative Interaction to the structure properties of the system
decreases .
Making use of the expression for the PCF, the different routes to obtain the equation of state , the gas-liquid equilibrium
properties and the critical parameters In DM-SHS fluids are exemlned. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the equation of state obtained from
the thermodynamic perturbation theory (TPT) г and from the
vlrlal theorem ' . Flg.7 and Table 1 4 show that the critical
point ehlf ts to higher temperatures and lower densities under the
influence of Increasing associative Interactions.
\
.
3
,
4
.
г

Baxter,R.J.//J.Chem.Phys.,49,2770,(1968).
Wertheim,M.S.//J.Stat.Pnys.,35,19,(1984);Ibtd.3S,35,(1984).
Werthelm,H.S.//J.Cheni.Phys.,85,2929,1986.
Kalyuzhnyi Yu..Holovko И. and Duda Yu.//Percus-Yevlck Approximation for the Kodel of Dlmerlzing Hard Spheres With Surfase
Adhesion.I.Structure Properties.Preprint UAS, 1СМР-92-29У,21р;
II.Thermodynamlo Properties.Preprint /CAS, ICMP-93-4y,17p.
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METHOD OP QUASIAVERAGES AND HYDRODYNAMICS OP SUFERFIAJli)
4
3
PHASES OP He AND He
Kovalevsklj M.Yu., Tarasov A.N., Shlshkin A.L.
Institute of Physics and Technology,
AXademlcheskaya 1, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
Thermodynamics and hydrodynamics of superflulds with scalar or
tensor order parameters have been constructed In the framework of
the quaslaverages concept, varlatlonal principle and reduced
description hypothesis. The developed approach have been used to
Include into consideration a number of generalized superfluide
(q Ф 0, see eq.(6) below) In addition to commonly studied He-II,
3
He-A and 3 He-B.
The statistical operator specific to a non-equlllbrlum state has
the following structure [1,2,33
A

\*O

K»0O

^

()

where h(x)la aAquasllocal operator, К is the volume of the system.
The "source" Q is the linear functional of the order parameter
operator A :
where
The coordinate dependence of functions
3-лк(х^
•
determined by the symmetry properties or the' therroodynamlcal
equilibrium state. In the case of superfluidity with singlet
pairing this property has the structure
where $> and N are the momentum and particle number operators, and
p is the superfluid momentum of the system, respectively.
For A - phase (superfluid with triplet pairing) besides property
(4) the following relations 121 are valid,

°,

(5)
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3

where ^ =fc/ x [ z * ^(xj]. and «5" are the orbital momentum and
spin operators, ? and cf are the unit vectors of orbital and spin
anisotropy, respectively.
In case of В - phase the symmetry relations have the form

t ^Jo.

X

(6)

Here f is the vector of magnetic spiral (for 3He-B f* 0 ) , *,»
^ # 9л 7 х # 1 1 3 m orthogonal
t h l matrix
t i ( G.%
G% = 1).
1)
We formulate the varlational principle [33, which is used to
obtain the flux densities of the additive integrals of motion
specific to superfluids considered. From (1) it follows £hat the
entropy density S('A)has the form: $(h)--£(h) + fyp(k)JL . We
introduce the quantity (k)
where % (x) are the operators of additive integrals of motion of the
system, Ya are^ conjugated thermodynamic forces corresponding to
the operators ^ and playing the role of Lagrangian multipliers
specific to the problem of finding the minimum of the thermodynaTiic
potential density о)(к) . From (1) and (7) it follows that „he
minimum of the £VA)(and, hence, the maximum of the entropy s(k) )
in the therjnodynamlcal equilibrium state IAT emerges if the
condition ^ s £ $ i holds, i.e.

so that р ( У $ ) = -ьГ

Su)(ti)L „ л so
' A S

(8)

Using the varlational principle (8) and taking into account the
theorem on connection of fluxes ^ o f physical quantities t41

one can obtain expressions for the equilibrium flux densities in
terms of the thermodynamlcal potential density 0 .
In case of Fermi-systems with singlet pairing we have (2.3J

Ъ*

Щ

Yo * &PK 9Ya >

Po

Yo

For A - phase one comes out with the following expression Tor
flux densities In the thermodynamlcal equilibrium state 12,3]
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l

where

~мс ~ IYO f П dfa 7* 9ft J + '« >
ft/for/э^- . and the tensor t'iic obeys the relations

For В - phase the flux densities have the form

Note here that the local equilibrium statistical operator has been
essentially used to derive eq. (11). In case of the thermodynamlcal
equilibrium the Carthan's form ь)^к is expressed in terms of the
vector of magnetic spiral <f by the relation Нск^ЧсТк
^
correspondence with eq. (6).
Another Important problem concerning microscopic derivation of
superfluid hydrodynamlc equations is introduction of additional
parameters of reduced description in terms of the order parameter,
as functlonals of an arbitrary statistical operator J> .
In case of singlet pairing £5] the superfluid phase Wx>/>) has
been defined by the expression

For A - phase of superfluid we define the unit vector of spin
anlsotropy c( by the formula
*

where Z L W f / V * '

1 The convolutl

°n A/*/*)<£fy/>) is a

complex vector;

where superfluld phase^ ¥?x,J>) is defined from the orthonormality
condition of vectors Д and j[ :

The unit; vector £(x,j>) of coordinate anisotropy and the vector
of superfluid momentum are defined as follows:
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where Т.(х,р)г[лСх,р)х£{х,р)]1 .

For В - phase the superfluid phase and orthogonal rotation matrix
it can be defined by the following relations,

where X{ , %z and [ ? t * ? g ] form the orthonormal roper, and spin
vectors ил and fc£ have the form

0 Г г
Expressions (12) - (18) enable us to derive the equations of
motion lor hydrodynamical quantities, connected with the order
parameter, from the Liouvllle equation In the framework of the
reduced description concept. In conclusion, we suggest the
hydrodynamlc equations for В - phase of superfluld correct In the
main approxlroatlon with respect to the spatial gradients,
where the quantities $

, p o , p e y have been defined above.
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CRITICAL BEHAVIOUR OP THREE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS
AND NON-GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTIONS
Kozlovskli M.P.
Inst. Condensed Matter Phys., Ukrainian Acad. Scl.
(1 Svlentsitskli St., Lviv, 290011, Ukraine)
The description of properties or the three-dimensional systems In the vicinity of phase transition point is based usually on
the application of non-Gaussian distributions of the order parameter fluctuation phases. Application of non-Gaussian distribution,
e.g. Ginzburg-Landau-llke distribution, is limited not only by the
siae of critical region, but also by the set of variables p k with
the corresponding values of wave vectors. For the simplicity let
us restrict ourselves by the 3D Islng model on simple cubic lattice. Partition function of such a model-can be written in the following form:

Z = J exp I - I p Ф(к) p k p_ k | J (p)(dp)N

(1)

К

here Ф(к) is the Fourier-transform of short-range interaction potential, p k are the collective variables (CV) and J(p) is the Jacoblan of transition from the spin variables to CV. As it was
shown by I.R. Yukhnovskll (II the transition Jacobian In general
form reads:
1

2П

1

Zn

here tf Is the number or sites, aZn are constant coefficients, Гог
the 3D Islng model they are calculated from the relations [21:

Г -2i э " I
2
a 0 * In I (2ic) ( -- у exp [ \ y } U{oty),
o 2 = (3/m 4 ) 2 U(y). a 4 » (3/»4) ф(у), ...

(3)
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where К д = 2 S~ , SQ=%/z b/c (b Is the effective range of exponentially-decaing Interaction potential Ф(г) = Ае~г/Ъ,
с Is the
B.C. lattice constant, U(o,y) Is the zeroth order Weber function
U(y) = U(i,y)/U{O.y), <p(y) = 3Uz(y) + 2yU(y) - 2
The argument у takes the value у = ( I . 5 S Q > .
The type of distribution function is determined by the form
of transition Jacobian (2). Consider, for example, the case о »
с. It corresponds to the transition to the model with effective
long-range interaction potential. In the limit b/c -* <» we apply
the expansion ot special functions In terms of large arguments, (y
» 1 ) , then а г =ч. а д =0 (all a 2 n for n 2 2 are equal to zero as
well). The transition Jacobian has Gaussian character and the
distribution function will be Gaussian as well.
Now consider the general case, when b « o. For the coefficients a 2 n relations (3) take place and the distribution characterising p k variables In the first Brlllouine zone has essentially
non-Gaussian character. It Is, known, however that for the description of critical phenomena the variables p k with к •• 0 are essential. Thus, In order to calculate partition function (1) we apply
the method of Integration proposed In И З . Region of the wave vector values к € [О,В] is divided into Intervals (B.,,£],
(Bg.B,),..., <S n+1 .B n } where B n + 1 =B n /5(S>D. Integration In (1) Is
performed In the phase layers of CV {pk> with Indices к belonging
to the corresponding Interval. From the very beginning (1) Is Integrated over CV p k with large value of к and procedure Is terminated by the Integration over p k with к - 0. Finally, the partition
function In the approximation ot simplest non-Gaussian distribution is represented In the following form:
3

1/2

P.k -
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where <3„ corresponds to the partition function of the n-th phase
,-3n
) and value d ( Ю is connected with the
layer of CV (N =ttS
nt1

n

Fourier-transform of interaction potential
(п и
we have the reccurent
рог the coefficients
а *
л
distribution
relations (3). Argument x
g
xn characterizes the type of
at
function
and
determines
the
relations
between
the
coefficients
the second and fourth powers of CV

where d (B ,B )corresponds to the average value of c*n(k) in the
l. Investigation o£ the character of dependence
interval (S*++ 1 .2
1 nn
^
(6)on the
th CV
CVphase
h layer
l
number nn for
for diffeof variable^ from (6)
number
rent temperatures la performed In 121. It follows from the plot
that there exists only one temperature TQ for which value xn has
finite limit with the increaee of the layer number:
llm

(7)

<TC)

Inversion
Gaussian

Non-Gaussian
distributions

0

no

f

Increase of n corresponds to transition to effective block
fltructures with the period c n * cs", which are described by the
variables p k , with к < Bn(Bn*B S~n). xn at ?0 is constant and that
is why the distribution of fluctuation phases p k is non-Gaussian
for all p k with к f iO,B].
Limit (7) does not exist for the temperatures ? * To. Depending on the value of x » (T-T0)/TQ one can consider two cases. The
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first one corresponds to the region of temperatures т; > i*,
(t*~1(T2 for 3D Islng model). For such temperatures the main variable xn Increases continuously, starting from n = 0. In this case
distribution has Gaussian character for all pk and does not depend
on the wave vector value. The second case corresponds to the crltl.cal region I.e. to the temperatures т < т.*. Here x has different
behaviour for different values of n. If n £ (O.m^) then the value
of x Increases to Infinity ard the distribution function tends to
the Gaussian one, as it happens in the first case. Number of the
phase layer n% has logarithmic dependence on the relative temperature m —Zn|T| and increases when т; -» 0. For i - 0 we have m i - »
and (7) takes place.
Thus, In the critical region of temperatures (t < a*) variables pk are characterised by different foi-ma of distribution depending on the wave vector value. Non-Gaussian distribution analogous
to the case a = 0 takes place for the variables p w with indices к
from the Interval (Brot=BS"m'1. Gaussian distribution takes place
for the variables p b with к ( (0,B ).
However, one should note that Gaussian distribution In the
critical region % < i* essentially differs from the Gaussian distribution at T > t*. This difference is connected with the existance of the region of wave vectors к e (6 ,B) which Is called
the critical regime (CR) region 121. The set of the pkvariables,
which are described by the non-Gaussian distribution, corresponds
to this region of wave vectors. Integration of the partition function over a with к e (B ,B) leads to the renormalizatlon of the
1

к

mi

coefficient at quadratic term in (4). As a result, dispersion of
Gaussian distribution D, which takes place at в •• » (x < t*) becomes the non-analytical function of temperature D «t 2 *, where v is
the correlation length critical exponent. Limiting Gaussian regime (LGR) corresponds to the case t > 0, and for i < 0 the inverse
Gaussian regime (IGR) takes place (вое the figure). The existence
of the CR region shows that the critical exponents change from
their "classical" values to the renormalization group ones.
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ON THE THEORY OP SUPERFLUID BOSE LIQUID
Krasll'nikov V.V.
Institute Physics and Technology,
Academlcheskaya St. 1, 310108, Kharkov, Ukraine
The semlphenomenologlcal theory of superfluld Bose liquid Is
developed on the basis of ideas formulated In Landau's theory of
normal Fermi liquid and Bogolyubov's theory of weakly nonldeal
Bose gas.
In this work the semlphenomenologlcal theory of superfluld
bose liquid Is developed on the basis of Ideas extracted from
the normal and superfluld Fermi liquid theory И ] and
Bogolyubov's theory Ideas formulated in constructing the
microscopic theory of superfluidity for weak-nonideal Bose gas
(2) (eeel31 as well).
Unlike Fermi liquid M l . a superfluld Bose liquid state is
described by besides normal / 2 1 « Sppct'cig, (/*«/) and abnormal
gg,» S p p a ^ , gj^» Sppa*a£ boson distribution functions,and
averages of a creation operator a* and an annihilation operator
o 1 too: bfsSppa,, b*=Sppa* which we will name quaslpartlcle
condensate amplitudes, where p is a nonequllibrlum
statistical operator, \=рл,а^;2=ф
ф.в are momentum and spin
г,эг
M
variables respectively, slgn Is transposition operation),Sp is
spur over states of an over-all system.
We express the Bose quaslpartlcle distribution functions
through the condensate amplitudes b.o* and the correlation
functions /°.g°:
The Bose system entropy is shown to be a functional of only
correlation functions but no condensate amplitudes o.o*:
°.«°*). and it takes the form:
S - - ReSp /°Zn/°,

(2)

where
(The symbol fie (real part) stands In Eq.<2) because a sign - Is
in the right-hand lower corner of the matrix / ° ) .
We now study a statistical equilibrium state of superfluid
Bose liquid. The equilibrium statistical operator /fie well as
the abnormal averages p^-[ £*] charecterlalng Boee condensate
should be found from the requlreoent of the entropy maxim»
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under the condition that motion Integrals (of the total energy
S=S(/°,p), and the total momentum *f trfpt, and the particle
numbertf=trf) are fixed. We come to the problem to find an
absolute eztremum (minimum) of the functional :
0= - S(/°) + Г0Е(/°.р) + У* + У / .
Prom the requirement of the functional minimum (00=0) не obtain
the system of nonlinear selfconslstent equations

)

4

V

Г
(4;

Y o ^ + (Гр + Улх3)р « О

where

For spatially homogeneous states of Вове liquid In the
availability of the condensate moving with the momentum <},
following conditions:

[p - ^ Л =0. ft - Эр - С

(5)

which are named by the spatial homogeneity conditions of Bose
liquld.are valid.
For the equilibrium spatially homogeneous states of Bose
liquid Eqs.(4) and (5) are solved simultaneously ( Eqs.(4) and
(5) are compatible If external inhomogeneous fields are absent).
Hence It Is seen that the solutions g c =b=O applicable to normal
Bose liquid are exist. Eqs.(4) and(5) also admit the solutions
b/0 (and g°/0 as a consequence) applicable to Bose condensation.
Go to consideration of the kinetic equations for Bose liquid.
Interpreting e(/°,p) as the energy of a Bose overcondensate
particle, we shall suppose In the phenomenologlcal approach to
the superfluld Bose liquid theory that In neglect of collisions
between quaslpartlcles, the kinetic equations for /° end p take
the form
a#
ев
c

et * &/°.эл/°з. t~ - nr/°.p;

(6)

Now it is necessary to M k e specific assumptions withArespect
to tht structure of the Bose liquid energy functional S(/°,0).
Xt Is shown that for week quftslpartlcle Interaction (which Is
hamesaed in the low teeperature range), the Bose liquid energy
functional £(/°,p) 48 to be expressed In ten» of the Bose
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condensate energy functional
,o о
1 e oe

1о

o+

o %

W h n the correlation functions J*,g° are small In comparison
with b*,o (almost all particles are at the condensate) the
energy functional E(/°.p) is represented by the form:
In this case

ее
eb eb*

1 e a
2 eb eb

1 в
2 eb

о .
eb*J

(9)
the condensate amplitudes
following equations

&,.*>*

being

found

from

the

вЬ

у
оЪ
у
о
о
о
о
(for simplicity we consider ф » О and b =Л o b o ) . Upon that
the spectrum of elementary excitations Is determined as

(10)

The quantity £ is interpreted as an energy of the quaslpartlcle
with a momentum p. From the expression for E , It Is seen that
£ 0 *0 (Goldstone - Bogolyubov's theorem) In virtue of phase
lnvarlance
of the condensate energy functional: E{b,b*) =
1
Е{е %,ё~*%*).
Setting the Bose condensate energy £(p) for the
weakly nonldeal Bose gas, from Eq.(iO) we obtain the formulae
determining the spectrum and the normal and abnormal correlation
functions which have first been found by Bogolyubob (2) for the
weakly nonldeal Bose gas.
let us consider the problem on the oscillations of spatially
homogeneous Bose liquid when almost all particles are In the
condensate. Upon that the kinetic equations (6) have to be used.
The solution of the first of Eqs.(6) can be represented by the
form

/*(t) * b(t)J*(QVJ(t?t

(11)

where
3
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Hence we have
IA I 2

-g- 8ln%t, Ei
1- (rep - e i

1-

Finally we formulate the Ideal hydrodynamlc equations of
superriuld Bose liquid. It can be shown that averages of flux
density operators ^(«=0,1,2,3,4) (Co^= * й Is the energy flux
density, Clft= tlk Is the tension tensor, C^= 3% Is the particle
riux density) take the following form In terms of the
thermodynamlc potential density w = fl/V:
„

_

a

. 0,1,2,3.4

(12)

The localization principle of the statistical equilibrium state
1еа4з to the following hydrodynamlc equations of Ideal
superfluld Bose liquid:
__

a-

_____

T —

—_—.

ot
oxk
^* oYa
s
where C o * le the energy density, Cg*** l 8 t h e n o m e n t U D density
and C 4 =P is the particle density. These equations have the same
form as the hydrodynamlc equations of Ideal superfluld Feral
liquid. Eqe. (13) and the equation for the euperfluld momentum
q((£,t) are the closed system of the equations of Ideal
hydrodynamics for superfluld Bose liquid (4].
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CANONICAL FORMALISM OP THE CRITICAL PHENOMENA DESCRIPTION
V.L.Kulinsky.N.P.Malomuzh
Odessa State University, 2 Petra Velikogo
Odessa 270100,Ukraine
The basic elements of the canonioal formallem of the
critical fluctuations in the vioinity of the oritioal point
are stated. The regularized expansions for the critioal
exponents are obtained.
The fundametal achievments un the theory of the oritical
phenomena are oonneoted with the renormgroup method.At the same
time the oomputation method applying in renorgroup approaoh
aren't quite consistent. At the every etep of RO-oaloulatione
only a few low power terms of the expansion are considered to
represent an effective Hamiltonian of the system. Such a
circumstanoe isn't quite acceptable because the high-power terms
correspond to the lower scale fluctuation effects. The latter do
form the values or the oritical exponents, oritioal temperature
and so on. The difficulty of the renormgroup method we pointed
above can be overcome in the framework of оыюп1оа1 formalism of
the oritioal fluctuation desoription proposed by the authors. It
is nontrivial synthesis of the RG-ideas and the oatastrophe
theory. Due to the latter it is possible to speoify the
definition and sense suoh basic notions as RG-operator,
universality class etc. The oanonioal form of the Hamiltonian
plays a oentral part in .suoh an approaoh.The most important
result of this approaoh is a regulariaation of e-expansions for
the oritioal exponents.
Canonioal form of the Hamiltonian
Fluctuation contribution to the partition funotion of a
system is defined by the following expression :
Z= X exp(-H.r[q]) Bn
here

(1)

H et . -i* an effeotive Hamiltonian of a system. Its
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dependenoe on the order parameter in the quasilocal
approximation is represented by the infinite power series:
Her » /dV [ |az??a+|(aj7)a + | a 3 n 3 + j a 4 n*
+ s- asn
+ — еaе n +.«. J
its coefficients oan be determined by either the some mean field
variant of the theory or the oolleotive variables method. So the
equation of state of 3-D Izing model
x » th 0(ax + h)
(3)
( x«<Si>, 0=1/кТ, а* Ф(0), here Ф(0) - Turies-harmonlo with
k»O) gives the following expressions for the coefficients:
(4)
According to the catastrophe theory ideas [1] ( see [2-4] ) the
series (2) oan be reduced to the definite oanonloal form by the
appropriate nonlinear transformation of an order parameter:
n —•

p * l т I) t I n

+ if Ij + ...

(5/

It's neoessary to consider the Jaoobian of the transformation
(5) In (1). One oan show that in the vioinity of the- critical
point:
a 2 =0 ,
h » 0 ,
&j* О
(6)
the oanonioal form of the Hamlltonian:

H o » /dV[h<> + i(e») a

+ faa|>a

+ Ja 4 p* 1

(7)

which coincide with Hlnzburg-Landau one [5] corresponds to
the partition funotion: Z f < j - / exp(-Hct#])Df
Because of the cumbersome expressions for the coefficients
7 0 , 7 t , ya,... they won't be adduced here (see [4]). It's worth
paying attention that the oritioal temperature value ot 3-D
Izing model:
T e - •<O)/1,6
(8)
defined by the equation A 3 «0 differ from its priming one
considerably and almost coincide with the numerical results. The
same thing appears in case of simple liquids аЗД solutions. Such.
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a result follows from the fact that the fluctuation effeots of
the fine scales are taken in account in different ways using the
description in terms either n or j>. The same way this
circumstance displays while the renormalization of the
Hamlltonian.
Canonioal renormgroup
As is known, the action of the Wilson's renormgroup operator
changes the dimension of the phase space:
RH(h,a a ,a 4 ) — » H((h'.a^,a;,a;,...)
(9)
In that situation for the sake of calculation simplicity high
power terms of the Hamlltonian are omitted. However, as has been
said above this way leads to the loss of information about fine
range contributions which influence both the critical
temperature value and the critical exponents magnitudes. The
definition of the RG-operator oan be improved essentially if the
operator of the transformation of the Hamiltonian to the
canonioal form aots after every step of the renormgroup
transformation. Let №*C'oR is a new oanonioal RG-operator. It
doesn*t ohange the struoture of the Hamiltonian:
WH(h,a 2 ,a 4 )
• H'<h',a',a;)
(10)
One can show that the action of the oanonioal RG-operator on the
Hamiltonian brings the following Gell-Mann-Low equations for the
coefficients A 2 , A 4 of the canonical form:
dA a /d5 » ( 2A a /D + 3A4(1+7A4)-243/8 А*А а + ...)(1-Aa)

(11)

dA/d? » (4-D)/D A 4 -9Aj- 405/2 Aj + ...

(12)

here D - the space dimension. It's easy to show that 1л the
linear and quadratio g-approximation the reeulte of the standard
and oanonioal RG ooinoide. However, in the higher orders the
differences between them increase. The following dead-point: A*
« -0.116, A* • 0.022 and the matrix of the operator W in its .
vioinity:
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2 - 2DA^(1+6A*)+ ...

-J-

Q

(13)
a

4

...

correspond to the equations (11), (12). Employing the matrix
(13) one oan obtain the correlation radius critical exponent:
V = 1/2 + 1/12 с + 1/24 £ a + ...
In case e=1, i.e. D=3 the value v is 0,625. It's obvious that up
to the quadratic terms approximation the obtained value of v
agrees with experimental data unlike the standard RG. She same
values of the dead point's coordinates and the critioal exponent
were obtained in [6] by the oumbersome numerical analysis of the
renormgroup equations.
Other problems can also be solved in the framework of the
oanonical formalism. In particular, the isomorphism prinoipal of
the critical fluctuations oan be proved thoroughly and the
nature of the phase diagram oan be explained.Besides, the scheme
of the critical fluctuations oan be specified if the parameters
of the system get into the vioinity of three critical or another
kind of the oritloal point. But the main thing that canonical
formalism gives Is a specifying the nature of the notions and
algorithmic prooedure that lead to higher degree of validity of
the final results.
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SHORT-RANGE ORDER IN BINARY SOLID SOLUTION
AND IT'S NATURE
N.P. Kulieh ,N.A. Melnikova ,P.V. Petrenko,S.P.Repetskii
Kiev University
Pr.Gluehkova 6, 252127 Kiev , Ukraine
The short range order (SRO) structure
that is
ingomogeneous characteristic was
investigated by
X-ray , diffusion scattering , residual electrical
resistivity/ elctron heat capasity methods.The SRO
influence on states electron density
(SBD) and
residual electrical resistivity
was
studed by
coherent potential and pseudo-potential roethods.lt
was show that the SBD decreasing near Fermi level is
a reason of the SRO establishment.

It is known that the physical properties of the
macroscopic homogeneous solid solutions under thermomechanical treatment anomalous change. For example, in one case
the residual electrical resistivity increase for the anneal
of deforms or quenched under high temperature alloys in other
one decrease. The most workers consider that this anomaly
depend on SRO. But there was not equations between the SRO
parameters and corresponding physical value alloys also an
explanation of it's changing under thermotreatment.
Both the theoretical and experimental researches of
the nature and the character of binary solid solutions with
noble and 3d-transition metals base have been nade by
department of physics Kiev Univereity over past 15 years. The
investigation of the SRO influence on physical properties
have been made too.
The SRO ingoraogeneous
nature
in
macroscopic
singlephase solid solutions is found by X-ray scattering ,
residual electrical resistivity, internal friction methods1'2.
The results of the investigation show that SRO* in
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alloys can be described like SRO microinhomogeneous regions'
and its form and volume change according to concentration and
temperature changing in the alloys.In the ideal case,the
structure of this regions is
an
equivalent
of the
superstructure or high concentration phase.It may be use for
"the phase transition prediction in alloys.
The influence of solid solutions SRO on the change of
SED for fermi level is studied 3'*.The SED is calculated from
the experimental eidence obtained by measuring the electron
heat capacity in 1,4-7 К
temperature
range.Numerical
calculations show that the SED decreases under SRO.The' SED
value can be to 10 per cent that is actually more than
corresponding one under phase transition.
The method of alloy's electron energy
spectrum
calculation was elaborated.This method founded on a claster
distribution of Green function average with account statistic
interatomic correlation of long and short orders in process
multiple scattering on a few atoms under the transition from
single-site potential approximation. The coherent potential
approximation was chosen as a single-site one *' *.
The theoretical calculations for model alloys as veil
as alloys with obtained SRO parameters show that there is a
decreasing of SED on Fermi
level
under
SRO like
characteristic gap in the area of SRO chink.
The theoretical expressions for the ordering alloys
free energy and interatomic correlations correlations were
obtained by means of Coherent potential approach.One have
shown that cause of appearing SRO in solid solution ie the
decreasing of SED near Fermi level.
The influence of SRO on the resudial electrical
resistivity was investigated by means of the theoretical and
111
1
experimental methods ''•>'» -' . One have shown that the
alloy's electric conductivity is account not
only .the
electron states fade under correlation establishment in
atomic arrangement but change energy spectrum.This effect
take place only for no Born scattering.lt is essential in
case when the alloy's Fermi level locate in area of gap on
curve of SED energy
dependence.The
alloys
electric
conductivity have increasing character under ordering when
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Fermi level locate out of gap area and decreasing one when
Fermi level locate in gap area.
The essential influence on
alloys
electrical
resistivity by statistical distortion under SRO and micro
regions with differ kind of correlation which appearing under
alloys concentration and temperature change.
The theoretical calculation resultes of change SED
and residual resistance with using experimental obtained SRO
parameters well correlate with experimental data.
1
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THE METHOD OF THE REDUCED DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS IN
STOCHASTIC FIELDS
Laskin N.V., Prikhod'ko V.I., Rudnev A.D.
Kharkov State University, Freedom Square, 4, 310077, Kharkov, Ukraine
A new stochastic method representing development of ideas of
N.N.Bogolyubov formulated by him in the statistical mechanics conformably
to the systems with external noise is obtained. The method is based on the
fact proved by us that among the distributions of the stochastic differential
equations solutions there exist the reduced description conditions analogous
to the kinetic conditions in dynamical problems of the statistical physics.
1. The conception of the reduced description comformably to stochastic
processes consists in describing a system the dynamics of which is given by
the differential equations
x, = A < o ( x , 0 .

/ = i,2, ...n.

x\,.0=x0.

(1.1)

<o

where A (x,/) is a stochastic field, by the terms of the statistical
mechanics. That is the problem is to construct and investigate the
asymptotical behavior for large times of the system of equations (1.1)
solutions distribution function. Going over from the description in te me
of the stochastic process trajectory to the statist! \l description in terms of
trajectories ensembles let us introduce the random distribution function
/ , - ( * . ' ) = М о / о ( * о Ж * - *('.*<>))• w h e r e X(t.x0)
is the solution
of the problem (1.1) and / 0 ( x 0 ) is the initial conditions distribution
function. The evolution equation for ftmd(x,t)
has the form

^,/^(*.O = A(/)/^(*.O.

(1-2)

where Л(/) = -/<?, A(x,/)is the Liouville operator. For the large variety of
problems this operator may be presented in the form

Л(0=Л
where Л

т

<0)

+Л

<1>

(0.

Л<*>(0= jdq<p(.q.t)Ute).

(Ь8)

is the "free LiouvilHan", <p(q,t) is some stochastic field, J(q)

are carrying ail the operator structure of Л ( 1 > ( 0 • The presentation (l.S)
arises for example when considering many*particle system which is in the
external stochastic field p(x./)»when the Hamiltonian of the system has
the form И « N9 + ?(x.t) (?(?./) is the Fourier component of p(x./) ).
The equation (1.2) being averaged with respeot to the stochastic t'ielu ieade
to the equation of movement for the distribution
function
- This equation can be written in the form
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The quantity /(/) here is linked with tJio correlation function "particlefield" /,(/)

by the formula Z(/) =

~ijdqd(q)/l(q.t1.t)\,t.o-

It ie easy to see that / (/) satisfies the chain of the differential equations

(1.5)

The function / (/) is the analogue of the s-particle distribution function of
the statistical mechanics and the equation (1.5) is the analogue of the
Bogolyubov-BornGreenYvonKirkwood chain of equations for.the system of
particles with the pairwise interaction [1,2]. For this function the
correlations weakening principle which is the analogue of the correlations
space weakening principle in the statistical mechanics was formulated. Due
to this it was proved that for large times (/>> r 0 «where r 0 is the
temporal correlation scale of the stochastic field or the characteristic
randomization time ) the stochastic differential equations of the type (1.1)
solutions distribution function / ( / ) and the correlation functions
become the functionate of the approximated distribution function

/,(/)

which permits to extend sucb * method of the statistical mechanics as the
reduced description formalism ' 1 the stochastic systems (1.1) in the region

/»

r0.
2. Let us present the formal solution of the equation (1.2) in the form

f(x,t)
Then the structure of the approximated distribution function will be
defined by the asymptotic (/-> oo) behavior of the evolution operator
.$/{) ЛЪе problem posing in such a way was formulated for the first time
by 1N.G. van Kampen who using the eumulant expanaion teehnique
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presented the asymptotic structure of the evolution operator in terms of the
introduced by him "ordered cumulants" [3]. This problem is solved by us by
the way of singling out and summation of the secular with respect to time
terms which arise in the series of the perturbation theory with respect to
the stochastic field. Such procedure is analogous to the one used in the
statistical mechanics when constructing the approximated statistical
operator of the many-particle system [4]. In the space-homogeneous' cose
the relation is obtained for the approximated evolution operator 5 ( 0 >
£ ( / ) _> 5 ( / ) = exp{ lt}S0>

where L

is "the collision integral" for

t»T,

finding of which the integral equation permitting to develop the
perturbative scheme with respect to interaction with the stochastic field is
obtained. Existence of the operator So = 1 is stipulated by the different
from zero time of correlation r0 of the field <p . (For the 8 -correlated with
respect to time stochastic field io = 0 and So - I ). The time r0 can be
related not only to the time correlations of the field q> but it is def mod by
the system structure itself. The latter take?* place for example when
investigating kinetic phenomenae in the system of particles scattering on
the located centres. So in the region / > > r0 when finding statistical
characteristics of a physical system instead of the exact function / ( / ) it is
possible to take its asymptotic expression / ( / ) = exp { 2/}£ 0 which
presents the reduced description conditions [6].
It is shown how to construct the asymptotical evolution operator
without using the summation secular terms procedure. This construction can
be used in the space-inhomogeneous case related to inhomogeneousness of
both initial state / ( 0 ) and external stochastic field itself.
In the asymptotical region for the functional (1.6) the integral
equations chain permitting to develop the perturbation theory for finding
quantities / t (/)and £ ( / ) both with respect to the field intensity (analogue
of the perturbation theory with respect to interaction in the statistical
mechanics) and to the concentration of the scatterers in the problem of .
evolution in the field of the randomly located centres (analogue of the
perturbation theory with reepect to density in the statistical mechanics) is
obtained.
8. The offered method of the reduced description of stochastic
prooMS— e*n be generaliied onto the quantum mechanics systems which are
under the Influence of the external stochastic perturbations. As the
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illustration of this opportunity the nonequilibrum entropy of the quantum
system in a stochastic field is constructed. This construction procedure is
analogous to the formalism of the paper [6] where the nonequilibrum
entrc :>y is calculated in the frame of the perturbation theory with respect to
pairwise interactions for the weakly non-ideal Bose-gas. The second order
correction to the "combinatorial" entropy of the ideal Bose-gas in the
perturbation theory with respect to the stochastic field is found. It is
interesting that for the ^-correlated with respect to time field this
correction turns to zero and the coarse-grained entropy coincides with the
"combinatorial" one.
The offered method can be used in investigating a wide range of the
physical problems with etochastical properties.
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THE EFFECT OF He SPIN VOLUME VARIATION IN MAGNETIC FIELD
LEVCHENKO G.G.
Donetsk Physical and Technical Institute of the
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 340114 Donetsk.
Abstract. The results of the investigation of high magnetic field
( up to 78kOe) effect on He quantum liquid in the temperature
range (0,55 -1.2Ж are given. The effect of liquit. olume change
is obtained wich is related to spin -reorientation processes
taking place in antifferromagnetically - correlated system of
nuclear Magnetic moments.
One of the important specific features of liquid He is that it
volume and pressure depend on the spin state of He atoms.In this
quantum liquid theoretically calculated "spin" volume is about one
percent at temperatures of IK
.However, at present no
experimental investigations to determine the spin volume in He
are published. This is associated with great difficulties of
separation of volume-pressure spin constituents from non-spin
ones. One method to do this is application of high magnetic field*
to the liquid. In fact «free energy of tne spin subsystem is
(1)
pressure is
and volume

Рф<ТУ>«<2/3>Е^(ТУ>ЛГ
(2)
V /V«P (T>.K(T)-(2/3V)E CT).X(T)
(3)
0
0
0
where В (TV), S (TV), p ,and V • energy, entropy, pressure and
O

0

0

-

0

.

.

volume of the spin subsystem- respectively, and K(T> is the
compressibility of 3 He.
Thus, from Bqs.U-3> it follows, that the magnetic field
producing variation of the spin ' subsystem, produces also
variation* of He pressure and- volume. In this framework it is of
interest to consider the temperature region below 1.5 К where the
spin part of entropy is greater half of the complete entropy and
the temperature dependence curve for susceptibility indicates
appearance of high magnetic correlation* low-temperature
•
part of
the. eetmp for carrying out measurement is consist of
He
•ini-dewar viom is heat insulated from *He bath, by
a vacuum
Jacket* the mini«dewar contain* a pienometer" including a vessel
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During first eighteen minutes the magnetic field is linearly
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further
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linearly

during eighteen Minutes down sero.
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and
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several ninutes after increase of the Magnetic field is stopped.
The

value

of

volume

variation

calculated

according

temperature variation in the magnetic field fro* the espreeelon

to
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ДУ/V = вДТ were о is the specific coefficient of heat expansion,
taken from at temperatures below 0.6 is less in comparison with
the value, determined according to the change of meniscus level.
At higher temperatures due to the high value of heat expansion
observations of the meniscus are difficult, therefore, accurate
measurements of its level is a problem. Hence, the measurements
were carried out in the temperature range (0.5-0.8Ж. The
temperature dependence of the volume difference, determined by two
methods for the magnetic field H*78 kOe is given in Fig.2. It is
seen that in our experiment an additional variation of the volume
is observed, which is not associated with the heat expansion and
is increased as the temperature decreases starting from zero at
1-0.8 K.
5iSSSSii2D.25_ESSHi£S* А ш Been from fig.2 we have the additional
volume variation which one can explain only by the processes
occurring at liquid-magnetic field interactions. As it follow*
from expressions (1) and (3) the volume variation might be due to
variations of the liquid entropy, if we can suppose that
magnetization occurs at the constant temperature
AV/V « (2/3V) SB (H>.K(T)> <ТД8 )
о
о
were AS -is the entropy variation evoked by the external magnetic
field.The entropy variation of non-interacting spins by the
magnetic field is equal to AS* yfTf2t where x *•• t n e "agnetic
susceptibility, and the relative volume variation according to
Bq.(S) is as follows AV/V • <xH2/3V>K(T). Estimates according to
this expression of the relative volume • variation at usage of the
susceptibility
and compressibility data is (by the order of
magnitude) below the experimental value.
Therefore, to obtain the experimentally observed volume
variation value it is necessary to consider that for the
temperature region under study the strong magnetic correlations
are observed» This is manifested as deviation of the temperature
dependence of susceptibility from the Curie law 3 . It is to note
that the manner of susceptibility variation indicates at
occurrence of the antiferromagnetic correlations. Further, due to.
the fact that the mini-dewar is of cylindrical shape the sample
«nder study is a loag cylinder and the demagnetising field picks
out» so to say» an easy axis along the cylinder axis. Thus, in our
experiment the strongly antiferromagnetioallj correlation moments
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are directed mainly along the cylinder axis, and the external
magnetic field is directed along the easy axis. Then supposing
2
that spin entropy decrease, observed at temperature decrease AS
is associated with spin ordering on two subleattices, decrease of
the entropy associated with each sublattice is AS /2. In the
magnetic field directed along the easy axis one of the sublattices
will be revolved and its entropy will increase. The second
sublattice undergoes no changes. In our case differing from the
paramagnetic case revolving of the spins by the external magnetic
field is determined by the relationship of interaction energies of
the magnetic moments and of anisotropy due to intersublattice and
demagnetizing fields with the energy of the system in the magnetic
field. Since we do not know the values for dipole interactions and
anisotropy, exact determination of the free energy and,
consequently, of the volume variation is impossible. But we can
make the rough estimate of the volume variation as follows. The
maximum entropy variation is determined by revolving of one of the
sublattices. It is approximately AS /2,were AS is the difference
о
о
between the entropy of disordered «pine (R£n2) and the spin
entropy at the «pacified temperature. The number of atoms, which
participate in the process, is proportional to pH/kT at в < pH <kT
were E / k is the temperature of degradation, ц is the value of He
magnetic moment. Thus using Eq.(5) we can estimate the volume
variation AV/V - (2/3V) (AS ijH/2k).
The temperature dependence curve for the relative volume
variation was calculated with usage of the «pin entropy values .It
is given in Pig.2 by the solid line. It ia seen that agreement of
calculation with experiment is good both as to inclination of the
curve and the magnitude. The obtained agreement enables us to
suppose that the observed volume variation in the magnetic field
is due to revolving of the antiferromagnetic correlated Magnetic
moments.
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CLUSTER METHOD Ш THE THEORY OP PSEDDOSPIN SYSTEMS
R.R.Levitskii, S.I.Sorokov
Institute for Condensed Matter Physios,
1 Svientsitsky str., 290011 Lviv, Ukraine
. The oluster method for calculation of correlation funotions and
dynamical oharaoteristics tor pseudospin systems is suggested.
Ising-type model, Ising model in a transverse field and Heisenberg model in various oluster approximations are investigated.
In this paper the cluster method for calculation of oorrelation funotions (CP> and dynamical characteristics for pseudospin
systems with essential short-range (SR) interactions is suggested. We carried out investigation both for Ising-type models
( the Hamiltonian contains only Z component (S E ) of pseudospin )
and quantum models ( the Hamiltonian contains also other components of pseudospin ). In a general form the pseudospin system
( in the case S*«-1 ) is desoribed by Hamiltonian

-pwr<c<Ms:»-21 <-aj • -i-1 I C-s-.sb,+

a

ff({s }) (

, ,

n a
n.n'a.b
Here pair interaction parameter K ^ , is not equal zero only for
the nearest neighbour, W({S*}) contains the multispin interaotions, in ae£ may be inoluded the long-range (LR) interaction in
moleoular field approximation (MPA). In the present approach
I 1,2 J the free energy functional (FEP) ?({эе*^}) in the oluster
approximation should be calculated
H

-ln Sp e «. T 4 exp[ Jdt
—«я
and «re introduce the inhomogeneous field *£% . Then the temperature ounulant Green funotions (TCGF) can be calculated H,2J
1
11
о
<т_ a*
,
«...s*
.
>°п«*
i't
Yk
*Vi *Ч«1

( 4 )

In the ease of decomposition of the lattice into two-partiole
dusters with the help of identity transformation in

tf({aeJ,),(SjJ,}) the operator fields Jdi J Jr iC, < s S«» a r e lntr0"
duoed «here Г Ф*,(^»>) i« A fi*ld which acts at the site

n
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from its nearest neighbour Г. The equations for fields ф а are
found from stationarity condition for P({sea }) with respect to
,.<{£,• I" the first order of duster expansion ( 1Ц-approximation
or two-particle oluster approximation (TPCA) for two-particle
oluster decomposition ) this leads to the coincidence of mean
spin with single-site and cluster Hamiltonians. The static" properties in TPCA give already known results ( 3 ]. Por the first
time in the TPCA ( V{S)= 0 in (1) ) the expression for the matrix
of dynamioal susoeptibility Х^СЧ»^) ( pair TCGP at w - u M O ) is
obtained С 1,2 ].' It has following general form
- .
-(2)
-.(и) T-1
г „(го)
X" (q,w)«»(1-z)*<F (ы)> + Z'|<P (u)>+<F ((i))>| +
,(20)

-(11)

,

-(20)

*5

-(11) T - 1

'

- <P (u)> • Q(q)
Here the matrices

<? (w)> are oonetruoted on the base of Pour-

ier-transform for intraoluster one-partiole
a

b

С

TCGP

P

(* ;^ ,) •
.

*<T S, S«.,> u ( H, -one-particle Hamiltonian ) and two- partible
1<t I f

к \ч

It

H,g

1i

ч К

2i'

2f

H12

z

( H12-two-particle oluster Hamiltonian), Q(q)-2/D«2 Sln V 2 for
simple hiperoubio lattices. In the oase of Ising-type model (IX)
the t-dependenoe for Sz-oomponent is absent and (1) give expression for the static pair zz-CP <S£S*,>° in q-spaoe.
Por higher orders of oluster expansion we obtained the expression for a duster diagram whioh allows ( in oontraot to the
general Kubo formula ) to reject immediately mutually cancelling
terms. In particular, it is easy to write down a oluster diagram
for a tree with arbitrary number of link branches. It is shown
that for the IM with S» -1 all the oluster tree-type diagrams are
identically equal to zero in frames of the approach given above.
Por D»1 the TPCA gives the exact result for all oharaoteristios.
Using TCPA we have obtained for DC [ 4 1 the expressions for the
SZ-CP of the order 1-2,3,4 in the q-spaoe and In the oase I M the
exaot expressions for the earoe CP in the eite-epaoe. In partiou»
lar for 1-2,3 they have the simple for* (D-1)
in

л

ьь,1.й

««if*

1".
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Here F
and P
are pair and ternary CF respectively with oneparticle Hamiltonian and F ( 2 0 ) = ? ( 2 ) .
We calculated also in TPCA on the .base Glauber equation for
unary CP <S^> t the dynamical ausoeptibility X(*b y ) which ooinoidee with the exact solution at D=1:
Xo
A+B-Qcq)
)
q
) 2; ^
x
(
(
q
)
(
7
)
(
q
)
(
7
)
1+(w-T(q)
C+D«Q(q)
C+D-Qcq)
Here the q-dependence is only in function Q(q) and other coefficients are the functions of temperature.
In the four-partiole oluster approximation (JTCA) we calculated the pair CF in the case IM for square lattioe and for model
of ferroeleotrios of KDgPOj -type both at T>T Q and T<T0« In the
oaee of ferroelectrios of KDgP04-type the susceptibility Xab(q)=»
*I Ц^.'Х^зг^Ч) ' ( H f ie the dipole moment of hydrogen bond t\
f,f'«1,..,4 ) was obtained. It has a simple form at q= (0,0,qz)

Here V e (q z ) are eigenvalues of matrix of the dipole-dipole interaction.
We expand the present oluster method for the multisort disordered IK with S* 1 and for the ideal IM with arbitrary value of
spin ( S z * -Jf,Jf+2,..., M~2,M ). In these oases the expression
for matrix of pair ZZ-CF are similar to ( 5 ), but the matrices
have other indices. For the disordered IM these matrices have the
form < < S* S* >° >_ , where the matrix indices a, 0 notes the
sort ot atom and <(...)> is the sort averaging. For IM with
arbitrary I roatrioee have the form <(S*)*(S^)«'>0 , where t,J •
1 i&i • • • Jf •

Some of the quantum pseudoepin systems ( Ising model in a
transverse field (IMTF) and Heisenberg model (HM) ) have been investigated in TPCA. We oaloulated the static oharaoteristios
( the free energy, entropy, specific heat, statio susceptibility,
two-spin oorrelation funotion ) and integral dynamioal ones . In
the given version of TPCA the speotrum oonsists of undamping d u ster modes . In the oaee of HM there are two modes and in the case of 1МТУ there are three modes at q Ф 0 , but two modes at q*0
< integral intensities of the third mode fc(q)* 0 at q • О ).
Among them one node is soft ( b>(q) * 0 at q • 0 ).
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In the oase of 1D IMTP the oareful investigations were oarried out. The validity of ТРСЛ for etatio oharaoteristioe while
T > Г in comparison with generally known exaot results is demons' rated. It ie shown ( at ? •» » ) that the redistribution of intensities in speotrum of Laplaoe-trar.sform of longitiudinal relaxation function < l ) B Z (4tS)| B j i t u toward high frequenoies with increasing of parameter Г oan be deeoribed qualitatively with the
help of oluster modes and its integral intensities.
The approximate expressions for <|>"(q,t) ( the exaot result for <J>zz(q,t) is known only for the ID model at infinite temperature T» «o ) are proposed. We take into aooount the second
g
) and the fourth moments ( M 4 (q) ) in the expansion of
*l>Be(q.t) over t exaotly. In the case K 4 (q) - M4(q)-3.M|(q) > 0
( or Г < К at T -» oo , К is the interaction parameter ) it has the
form
2

<J)"(q.t)-exp|-a-t +b.[cos(8.t)-i]j

(9

and when K g (q)<0 ( or Г > X at T -» » ) it has the form

V)

(Ю

In the 1D oaee the funotione t))"(q,t) and «|>"(q,t) ooinoide
(at arbitrary T ) frith exaot results with aoouraoy up to (Г/К )г
and ( К / Г ) 2 respectively. For T •» л the numerical results
for <])£s(q, (tt) obtained in the present approximation are о lose to
the exaot results in the wide interval of frequencies except high
frequencies tail. In oontrast to this the oontinued fraction method both with Qauesian and exponential forms of the memory function describes the exaot results ( »t T- » ) only for Г •» К.
The applicability of the present results for the description
of Debye-type dynamios ( Г « К ) in the quasi-ID-ferroeleo trios
of CsHgPOj-type is discussed. The oonoluaion that for given type
of crystals for description of dynamical properties it is neeeseery to take into aooount the interaction between spin and phonon
subsystems is made.
1. I.R.Yukhnovekii, R.R.Levitskii, B.I.Sorokov, O.V.Dershko,
lavestije AN SSSR, ser.phys.(Russian) J^L • 461(1991).
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PROTON

ORDERING

IN

ICES

T.V.Lokotosh, V.G.Zebrodekil
Odessa State University,Petra Velikogo 2, 2701OO,Odesea,Ukraine
The Hamlltontan of proton subsystem of cubic Ice,making
available Sernal-Fowler's rules and also accounting effects
of mulcipole interactions, is proposed. On Its basis the
possibility of phase transitions proton order—proton disorder In various ice modifications is discussed.
The most distinguish feature of water in condensed state is
the formation of H-bonds net in it.The possibility of collective
moves of all protons.laying on clooed loops,formed .by H-bonds,
leads to the existence in such systems of additional degrees of
freedom. Naturally, the Influence of H-bonds net on physical properties of ices end liquid water,to great extend,depends on structure «caused by this degrees of freedom. Complete proton, disorder in H-bonds net in ices is described by Pauling's mo4#l,that
can be formulated as a set of three postulatestil*
1) all molecules H_O are nondissociatedj
2) every- molecule form 4 H-bonds with neighbouring molecules,
on- every bond there Is one and only ons proton}
3) all configurations, that*satisfy to 1) and 2 ) , have equal
energies.
The possibility of transitions between two Pauling's conflgu»
rations qualitatively has bean explained by the existence of twogap potential for proton» situated on H-bond lint» Although, the
first two postulates тгь enough good approximation for less, the
third ona substantially simplifies th» real situation* P*auling'e
model la invalid in the ease of proton ordsrtd ices*
In the present, work the possible mechanism of proton ordering
in cubic loa with diamond-type lattice la investigated.The analysis ot th» problem la carried out In frames of th» model,accounting,besidas th» energy of H-bonds, dlpole-dipole interactions between the nearest neighbours.
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The Hamiltonian of model.
In the rigid lattice with fixed H-bonds every molecule in
accordance With positions of its two protons can be oriented in
six possible ways

Since the orientation of rigid molecule is con-

nected unambiguously with the direction of its dipole moment d.,
we can number molecules orientations - 6. "-. in accordance with the
directions of 4 | i B i a r x . + y. + z,
If we define .six-component vector 13, . with components N...
Й - х,у|.2,-х,-У| -*• connected with that of ort "п., by equations:
N

i j "•'* n L j '

й

ж

*'У» 2 »

N

ij — N i j »

a

--x,-y-z

(1)

we can write down Sernal-Fowler's rules of compatibility of states Af neighbouring molecules -13i and B. - in the form:
.,

i.
J

j
J

-

f

-1., orientation* are compatible

\

+1, orientations are noncompatible

Such representation of compatibility rules ieags to the explicits form of the Hamiltonian of Pauling's model[Zlй.

В-

В,

Й,

< i j > -fflesns the summation over nearest neighbours, '
if the i-th molecule is In the orients-

«I
If £

tional state 0.
O, in the opposite case

is large, but finite, Hamiltonian (3) could be used for the

description of Bjorrura's defects with formation, energj/

&•

For simplification of further calculations we accounted only
dipole-dipole interaction» between nearest neighboursi

щ

Parameter 3 coulo be estimated in frames of Model potential*
Ground state and collective excitations.
Additional energy of dipole interact lone 1» positive, when ^
neighbour molecules mr» oriented in the яаяе «enner and equals ze
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го,when their orientations are different. So, at T=0 dipole moments of neighbour molecules are perpendicular
to each other. It could be shown that only 12 equivalent- within symmetry transformations- structures satisfy this demand.One of possible structures is shown in Flg-.l, (orientations of dipole
moments are' indicated by arrows).In £з] it was
Fig.l.
shown that this configuration is stable towards
account of dipole interactions between all the molecules.
At low temperatures the main role is played by excitations
with small energies.In ice the change of orientation of the sole
molecule is impossible.One Pauling's configuration could transform into another only in the result of simultanious reorientations of all molecules,laying on closed cycles or lines with the
ends on free surface.(This change of systems state can. also be
treated as a result of displacement of all protons of corresponding cycle from one end of H-bond to another)»
For ice, being in its ground state,minimal cycles have 8 edges
and 8 vertecies. Between such cycles and sites of lattice there
exists one-to-one correspondence, all excltational energies are 83
Next by energy excitations are connected with- removes of protons
along 12-edges cycles.The corresponding ei.argy depends on geometry of loop, it can assume values 11Э, 120 and 133,
At low temperatures the perturbation theory could be constucted according to the number of vertecies of cycles. The contribution so free energy FQr of 8- end 12-vertecies cycles 1st

F o r S - N.T. [ в " 8 0 3 • г/Z е - " В Э + 1/2 a" 1 5 * 3 • 49"13й3]
Heret'N-number of molecules, a» 1 A Q T ,

(5)

8ДО>1.

On contrary, in the case of proton-dlsprdered ice,tha hightemperature expansion is valid only, if в Э < £ . Two main terms
in free energy г\«_ arai
F

dis »

- N < T - l n | • <Hd-d>P

e

- N-T.ln| • § 3

V

(6)

< . . . V p denotes an average over the states with Pauling's Hamlltonlen.The temperature of phase transition can ba estimated
as the crossover point of asymptotical expansions (5) »nd (6)i
р

ог< Т с* * F d i s * T c ) t t h e t e i v # e T c e ' 1 » 7 *.»-»dals,describing intermolecular intersetions of water molecules £4} «give Э 2ООХ,
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so, the recieved value of T is quite near by the order of magni
tude to the experimental^ observed temperature of phase transitions proton order-disorder (ice II III, VIII VII)« T®* P RS 3OOK [s
Both phases were also considered In the mean-field approxlmation. If we restrict our consideration only by account of the
most essential correlations in the system -binary correlations
between nearest neighbours,for free energy. F we can write downi

Fsre.N'3 ZZ

8*0 « •

here«molecules "1" and "2" are nearest neighbours, G. and G 2 are
unary and binarv distribution functions. Numerical calcuiatione
show, that at T «1,46 J phase transition of the first order
front proton-ordered to disordered phase has place.- This transition is caused by the competition of energy and entropy contributions to free energy F.
The character of proton ordering influences strongly on
values of dielectric constant,heat capacity, on light, and neutron scattering in ices and liquid water.For complete description of this and another properties it's necessary to include
to Haniltpnian translati&nal and lib-rational degrees of freedom. Not less important is the problem of description of kinetics of proton, transitions.
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MARS TRANSFER FND I TQUIO DYNAMICS IN POROUS POLYMER MEDIUM

The Inst.

Mel'nichenko Yu., Klepko V.
of Macromolecular Chemistry,Kiev,Ukraine

Ivanitsky P.,
Slisenko V.
The Inst. of Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine
Rulavin L.
Kiev State University,Physics Oep., Kiev, Ukraine

1/Introduction
The theoretical and experimental investigations of transport
and dynamics for liquid molecules and small particles in random disperse systems of different nature have recently acquired special
significance. Besides the obvious"academic" interest, such an investigations are highly important for a variety of techno'ogiea:emulsions preparation, gel permeation chromatography, membrane separation and filtration, extraction of oil from
porous rocks,
food and medical industries, etc. Despite of quite numerous publications on the topic, establishment, of peculiarities for emu11 tracers mass transfer and mobility inside the disperse phase remains
an actual and challenging problem.An achievements of experimenters
seems to be in many cases much less significant as compared to the
progress in the theoretical predictions. The lack of precision experimental information makes it difficult to reveal the
retardation mechanisms of saturating liquid molecules mobility in quasi
porous random networks and thus to judge the applicability of existing approaches for describing their mass transfer end dynamics.
2/Theoretical approaches
The "classical" molecular-kinetic approach is based on the assumption that the self-diffusion process occurs by successive jumps
of molecules from €intt equilibrium state to another. Among all molecular theories it can to be dietii>guished[1]:
1)Wang's theory of the macromoieculea diffusion in solvent
О/О1ф=О)=(1-6)Ц-аф),

(1)

where ф is the volume fraction of a polymer; a and 6 are constants;
2)Fricke'ft approach in which the equation for the self-diffusion
coefficient, in a suspension of randomly distributed particles was
derived:

3)Mackie and Меягя theory in which the problem of self diffusion
for particles in a medium containing obstacles was examined:
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.

(3)

Within a free volume approach the possibility of molecule's
Motions is considered as a consequence of existence of certain
free volume or "holes* a system[1). In Vrentas and Duda free volume
approach self-diffusion coefficient of diffusible molecule Mas predicted to be varied with polymer concentration as
],

(4)

where у ,е and V. are independent on <p.
Within effective medium approach Muthukumar, Cukier, Altenbei—
ger and Tirrell[2] considered the self-diffusion for point Brownian
particles in the system of randomly distributed fixed obstacles(moпогэгя).1п general, the mobility of diffusible particles in such
model may he restricted by the two effects: a)hydrodynamics selfinteraction of a particle because of hydrodynamic disturbances reflectec from obstacles or scattering centers and b)scattering of
particles with the above centers.Considering the polymer solution
as a hydrodynamic medium they had demonstrated that
1/2
' Bp

(ф—>О)

(5)

where A and В are the positive constants.
In scaling approach of Langevin and Rondeloz[3] it was assumed
that the mobility of particles is mainly influenced by the solvent
viscosity 7). The only typical scales in the system are the radius
of particles R and the Mesh size of polymer network £. Therefore
the scaling law for О vs ф should be exponentially dependent only
on the scaling variable ft/?. Using scaling arguments Phillies£4]
have got:

&p ) , o.s<^<i

(о)

Э/Experimantal data
The self-diffusion of water(solvent) and isopropanol (nonsolvent)1n poiyelectrolyte gelatin gels, ethenol and CO 1n silicon alcogels was experimentally investigated with both quasi-elastic neutron scattering(QFNS) and neutron transmission technique[5-8]. The
curves for the total self diffusion coefficient О and its constituents, о and 0 of water in gelatin gels of different concentration
obtained by QFNS агв shown in Fig.1. The same figure deplete the
resuite of macroscopic measurements for О va ф performed by tracer
method. The experimental data where described by eg.(8). As Is seen
from Fig.?, the only valid approach to describe obtained experimental data D (0) ia the effective medium one.An
undisturbed
ф
law fulfilled over the whole range of polymer concentrationa
confirm* a purely hydrodynamic nature of tracer - obstacle interaction* \n the above systt.m. The mass transfer of water In a "gel
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is practically interrupted at a relatively smafl polymer
tration фсхО.З corresponding to mesh sizes £~?3 X.
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Fig.1.-Self-diffusion coefficients of water in gelatin gels of different concentration ф:(o)-experimantal data obtained by QFNS;
(x)-experimental data obtained by tracer method.
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Fig.2.-Dependence of relative macroscopic diffusion
coefficient 0/0(^=0) on ф
for water in gelatin gels,
(x) - experimental
data;
Eq.1 - fcq.fl - theoretical
plots.

For diffusion of попяо1vent(iпорropanoI) in gelcttin gels it
was received that diffusion coefficient 0 is 0-7 time lower than
О due to phase separation, which modify the mobility of gel-saturating molecules. Tt W A S observed symbatic behavior for functions
D , 0 and D vs ^,that indicates on the absence for aingle-p«rticle
diffusion modes pumping into collective ones typical of water.
The concentration dependences for macroscopic coefficients of
ethanol and CO in silicon alcogeln with different SiO content measured by slow neutron transmission technique were .described by
eq.(S) with terms proportional ф for ethnnol and ф
tor CO ,
respectively.By the QF.NS technique for the «thanol diffusion in
silicon gels an "anomalous" growth of single particle contribution
in alcohol molecules mobility va ф was observed (Fig.3). The affect
being first predictml earlier by Altenbargar and Tirrei .
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O,1o" 5 cm 2 s~ 1

Fig.3.-Tcta1 self-diffusion coefficient D and its
single particle О and collective D_ constituents
of ethanoi in silicon gels
(o)-experimental data obtained by Q E № .

4/Conclusions
Experimental values of diffusion coefficients usually decrease with the growth of polymer concentration more rapidly than it is
predicted by molecular theories (see Fig.2). This difference may be
associated with the fact that the effective dimensions of obstacles
in gelR exceed the aizes of spheres or ellipsoids of rotation and
can increase even to greater extent due to the effects of salvation
and decrease of free volume (for very large particles). Phillies
[4] investigated the diffusion of spherical "probe" particles of
silica and polystyrene latexes in various polymei—solvent systems.
The sizes of those particles were varied from "" 100 to " tuOO *. It
was shown, that the relations D(#) obtained are well described with
function of 0(ф1>) at the values of v within the range of 0.B-1.0
usually exceeding the "asymptotic" effective medium value v=0-5.The
deviation from above prediction can be associated with the
violation of the theory applicability due to relatively large sizes of
the tracers used. As It was shown above, if really small tracers
(e.g. molecules of the solvent Itself)
are used, the predicted
** root dependence of D va ф can be revealed.
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CRITICAL PHENOMENA AND PHASE TRANSITIONS IN POLYMERS
Mel'nichenko Yu*, Shilov V., Klcpko V.
Institute of MacrooKJlecular Chemistry, 29366О Kiev, Ukraine
A highly dynamic development of polymer - solvent systems
physics being observed in last decade* is closely related with the
challenging fundamental problem of their adequate thermodynamic
properties, structure and dynamics description as Nell as with the
systems nueerical applications. Thus, one of the most Interest and
actual tasks at present seems to be both experimental
and
theoretical investigation of polymer solution and gel properties in
a wide range of thermadynamic variables variation including close
vicinity to peculiar critical point and phase transition lines of
their phase diagrams.
Last years.great efforts were applied in this direction by
scientific groups of In«t. of Hacromol. Chem. and Inst. of Nuclear
Resereh. (Ukrainian Academy of Sex.) in collaboration with Physics
Dept. of Kiev University. The
most
significant
scientific
achievements in the field are as follows. Universality classes for
polymer solutions and gels were established making possible come to
their description from single basic physical positions on the
ground of scaling equation of states with appropriate meanings of
contained critical indices. Crossover between mean field and
critical domains for polymer solutions was observed permitting the
frames of self - consistent description validity to be determined.
Critfcal phenomena and phase transitions in polymer gels were
revealed and explored giving possibility for creation of different
sensors, executive elements of chemical - mechanical devices,
matrices for recording
and
storing
information, selective
absorbers* etc.
'present addresst Паи-Planck Institute for Polymer Research, Hainz,
Bermany
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THE PHASE BEHAVIOUR OP THE BINARY FLUIDS.
THE GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION
0. Patsahan
Institute for Condensed Matter Physics
of the Ukrainian Acad. Scl., 1 Svientsitsky str.,
290011 Lvlv, Ukraine
Phase transitions In the binary fluid mixture are
Investigated by the collective variables method with a reference
system.
Critical
temperatures
are obtained
for the
two-component case of different size particles and different
pairwise potentials ( ф а а *Ф Ь ь*Ф а Ь ) • T h e c a s e oi t h e о 1 п а г У
symmetrical system is considered In detail.
On the basis of the collective variables method with the
reference system the explicit form ofthe functional of the grand
partition function for multicomponent system was obtained1. In the
present paper the Gaussian approximation of the functional Is
studied In detail.
We consider binary mixture particles Interact via a hard core
for г < o 7 C and the Morse potentials Ф-у^г)
for r> o ^
Two cases are Investigated now: "symmetrical" and "nonsymmetrlcal"
binary system.
The symmetrical mixture consists of two species a and b
equal - diameter particles, each with the same number density. For
like particles * a a (p)=* b b (r)= Ф(г)
and unlike particles are
г
specified by Ф а ь< )
We solve analytlcaly the Gaussian approximation equatlon% for
critical temperatures and show that two kinds of phase transitions
may occur In this model. Namely, when the Inequalities |*|>|* a b |
and | Ф - Ф а Ь |< | Ф + * a b | S +
( s+
Is a density-density
structure factor of the reference system) take a place, a
liquid-gas-type phase transition and a phase-separatlon-type
transition are possible whereas In the case |Ф| < | Ф а Ъ | only a
phase-separation-type transition may occur. Hence, there are three
possible phase regions depending on the values of Ф , Ф а Ь and
s+
as illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 we show the coexistence
lines for Ф а Ь / Ф '*- 0,9, 0,5 and 0,3. Curves with maxima refer to
the liquid-gas phase transitions, whereas straiht lines correspond
to the liquid pliase and gas-phase separation.
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For the binary mixture of different size particles
aQ
and different palrwlse potentials Ф ^ г ) > Ф ^ г ) » *ab* r '
expressions for critical temperatures are obtained:
Т 1 > 2 = 2рх(1-х) [Фа
- Sао. (0)2JC-t(1-x)Sаа (0)Ф„„(0)
+ хБDD
ь .(О)ФDD
ьъ (О) +.2*
аа
*х 1 / 2 (1-х) 1 / 2 8 а Ь (0)Ф а Ь (0)] ± [<(1-x)S <0)Ф (О) - ХБ Ь Ь (О)Ф Ь Ь (О)) 2 + 4 <d
* Sab(0)*bb<0))(XSbb(0)*ab(0)

+

X1/2(1-X)1/2Sab(0)*

where p Is the total number density; S ^ O )
is the structure
factor at k= 0
of two-component mixture of hard spheres, x is
a composition of the
b-th component.
The dependence of the critical curves behaviour on the
composition, density and microscopic parameters is investigated.
In the process of studlng the "nonsymmetrlcal" mixture
critical curves It is a complicated task to Identify the points on
them, that Is to distinguish gas-gas, gas-liquid and liquid-liquid
phase transition points. This problems Is caused by the fact that
from mathematical point of view there does not exist a difference
between critical points, which correspond to different types of
two-phase equilibrium, all of them are found from the same^
equation. We propose the way to solve this problem which is
applicable at small deviation of symmetry.
1

O.V. Patsahan and I.R. YukhnovBkll, Theor. Math. Fhys. §2* 72
(1990) (In Russian).
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KINETIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC THEORY OP LONG WAVE NONEQUILIBRIUX
FLUCTUATIONS
Peletminsky S.V. and Slusarenko Yu.V.
Institute of Physics and Technology, Academicheskaya 1,
310108. Kharkov, Ukraine
Microscopic approach to kinetics and hydrodynamics of macros1
coplc (long wave) fluctuations Is developed on the base of definition, of the smooth operation of many-particle distribution functions. H-theorem is proved, and local-equilibrium Maxwell's distribution Is generalized to states In which long wave hydrodynamlc
fluctuations (turbulent states) are.
At studying kinetics cf long wave fluctuations one has to deal
with systems having a correlation large radius Increasing with
elevation of time so that the presumption, underlaying kinetic Bogolyubov'a theory, that correlations are quickly decreasing at
J^-JLJ > r 0 (r Q is a scale of particle Interaction) doesn't fulfill. Therefore for such systems formalism of an usual kinetic
theory has to be modified In a special way.
With purpose of formulating a modified functional hypothesis
we will consider "smoothed" s-partlcle distribution functions
f a (x 1 ,...,x e ;t) which derive from usual many-particle distribution
functions f e (x 1( ...,z 3 ;t) by going Into an asymptotic domain
l x i" x jl > p o
(1)
(here x ± • (x^.J^) Is coordinate of a phase point of 1-th particle, 1 « 1,2,...,s; F is a symbol of smooth operation). At t»t 0
(? 0 la time of chaotleatlon) the many-particle distribution functions tg will depend upon time and Initial many-particle distribution functions only through the smoothed many-particle distribution functions
r e (x 1 t ...,x e ;t)
у f e <x 1 ,... f x e ;f i <t),f g <t),...).
(2)
According to (1) the introduced functionals (2) have to satisfy
the following relationship
tm (xf,..., x e ;f t ,fg,...)
• Vtm{x%,..t,xmlt
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In the theory of long wave fluctuations, integral equations
for asymptotic (at t»i 0 ) many-particle distribution functions are
constructed on base of the definition of the smooth operation
(1) and formulation of the functional hypothesis (2), and the
boundary conditions (3). An infinite chain of kinetic irreversible
equations for the smoothed distribution functions Is obtained by
the Integral equations in approximation of weak interaction and a
small density.
General expressions for many-particle distribution functions
and kinetic equations for the smoothed distribution functions are
found in terms of the functlonala of one-particle distribution
function of kinetic Bogolyubov's theory. For purpose or formulating results, we Introduce a generating functional of the smoothed
many-particle distribution functions f e , s • 1,2,...

P(u,f) * 1 + E — - fax^-.Tdx u(x1)...u(xe)I_(x1,...fx )
•у

я—1

s! ••

J

*"

and a generating functional of smoothed correlation functions
ga,s=2,3,...

»<u;g) * E — fdx ...fdx u(xi)...u(x )g (x ,...,x_)

e
e
e=2 Sl J
J e
'
Let also f B (x 1 ,...x s ;f) are many-particle distribution functions
of usual kinetic Bogolubov's theory, and L(x;f) Is a generalized
collision Integral determining evolution of the one-particle distribution function
.
. ef
f + ?" — - L(x;f) .
(4)
ox
In usual kinetic theory, an algorithm of finding the functionals
f s (f), L(x;f) Is developed by a perturbation theory In weak Interaction or In the small density.
The many-particle distribution functions f e (f 1t fg,..,) r
s(£1*82'83'*") Bre e h o w n t0 be connected with the functional
«V

<V

fe(xt,...x0;f) by the relationship
c

in the theory of long wave fluctuations. Upon that the kinetic
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equations for the smoothed one-particle distribution function and
the smoothed distribution functions take the form
p" ef(x)
0
+
(6)
e exp{ s < — ;g) >L(x;f) ,
w
at
m ex
Of
es(u;

e)

P

r

et ~- + Jdxu(x)
""' m et- 6u(x)~- * bxp{ *(u + — ) J
6()
L
6f
- exp{ $ ( — ;g) )\ |dxu(x)L(x;f) .

"4 ••!''} I'

The first of the equations is generalization of the usual kinetic
equation (4) to the case when there are the long wave fluctuations
In the system.
In approximation of a small density, the functional L(x;f) Is
quadratic in the one-particle distribution function f(x) (the Boltzmann collision Integral)

L(x:f) « Jdx'jdx- K(x;x-,x-)f(X')f(x-) .
In this case Eqs.(6) go into,as it is easy to show, the equation
et

dxu<x)-J<)
-—
J
m ex 0u(x)
ep<u?J)

г г г

» dx dx' dx"u(x)K(x;x*,x-)
(7)
J J J
0u(x-)0u(x-)
The entropy density of a nonequllibrium perfect gae Is defined
by the formula
s(*;f) - - /dp f(x)lnf(x)/e
and satisfies H-theorem
<;)
(;),
(;)
Jpfi
es(f:f)
et
m
by virtue+ of
usual- I(t;f),
kinetic equation
Boltsnann,
the entropy
dlv the
6<*;f)
8(l;f) of
- -Jdp-^f(x)lnf(x)/e
,
source I(J;f) being positive. It is shown that In the presence of
fluctuations, the entropy has to be determined by the formulae
e(fjf,g) - exp{ » < - — ;g)
OX

м

accordingly (7) the H-theorem to be true
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6t

;f,g)
*- + dlv £(x";f,g) - Itfjf.g).

g
exp{ s ( — g
where for the entropy source the Inequality I(5f;f,g) =
= exD(s(—;g)H(x";f) > 0 Is valid.
Sf *
Starting from the. obtained kinetic equations (7), we used a
method In many respects analogous to Chapman-Enskog's method (the
method has been used in constructing the equations of usual hydrodynamics starting from kinetic Boltzmann's equation) in constructing the equations of fluctuation hydrodynamlcs.lt is shown that
the one-particle distribution function Is determined by the formula
С
exp{»(—;t a )}f 0 (x)
(10)
and Is the generalization of local-equilibrium Maxwell's distribution f o (x) to the case when there are the long wave hydrodynamlc
fluctuations in the system. Here b(v, £a) is the generating functional of the hydrodynamlc correlation functions Z^^c*,,- *i) .
The fluctuation hydrodynamic equations being the generalization of Hopf's equation (deccrlblng the turbulent state) to the
case of compressible liquid are obtained. H-theorem Is proved ,
and the power relaxation laws are studied in detail for fluctuation hydrodynamics. Stochastic derivation of the general equations
for kinetic and hydrodynamlc theory of long wave fluctuations Is
given.
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MOLECULAR RELAXATION IN CONDENSED MEDIA
Pogorelov V.E. .Lizengevich A.I. .Estrella-blopiB I.B.,
Vlnljjchuk A.7. .Atamas N.A. .Hodjleva B.
Kiev University
252127,pr.Gluschkova 6,Klev,Ukralne.
The work deals with study of the Intramolecular (vihratlonal
and reorlentatlonal) relaxation processes In disordered condensed
phases (liquids,liquid cryatalls,etc).These processes are short time
ones ( 1 ps)-Por their study It needs devices with very high time
resolution. Nowadays there are some methods that allow to Investigate dynamics of relaxation processes directly. These are
dlferent variants of the picosecond spectroscopy.But there Is another
(hletorlcaly earlier) way. It consists la the consideration of the
time-conjugated magnitude - frequency.Tn this case relaxation process
Is correlated with spectrum of molecular vibrations. Each of these
methods has strong and weak points. Our paper Is devoted to some
problems of Influence of the molecular relaxation processes on the
shape of Raman vlbratlonal bands. As Is known normalized Baoan band
spectral distribution Is described by formula

where

K«a)

• / e

l

• ° O(t) dt

- correlation function (CF),«* -frequency,* - polarisation vector,
scattered radlatlon.Theory of epectral b a m ahape virtually is
brought to theory of ОТ. General attention of Investigators usual?
le given to bandwidth. Really it ie Important paraaeter because
It содтеароцДв to lnveirae tim of xwlaxatlon.But there «re в ве
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another problems of subtle character. We turn attention to one of
them, к number of approaches are made for calculation of CP.
The central one In theories of Raman band shape 1л liquids Is
assumption that It Is possible to represent general CP as a product
of vlbratlonal and orlentatlonal parts. Namely this approximation
Is used for receiving separate CP of orlentatlonal and vlbratlonal
motlon.Thls factorization of CP Is needed of grounds. Noncrltlcal
using of consequence of facto rlzation may led to uncorrect
results. Particularly one cannot understand such effect as
noncolnsldence of the lsotroplc and anlsotroplc Raman spectral
components. If at first one refuses taking
Into consideration
vibration-orientation coupling. Experimental proof of Importance of
vibration-orientation coupling for explanation of observable
frequency position difference of Iso - tropic and anlsotroplc Raman
band components may be carried out by turning of analysator from
parallel to perpendicular position relatively to Incident light
polarisation. We investigate Raman band » = 1402 sin of CHgN&>.
The shift of parallel and perpendicular components Is equal to
3.5 sm~^ Turning of analysator lead to monotonous shift of register
band.This result proof abcm assertion.
The molecular spectroscopy Is very effective and convlnlent
method to Investigate supercooled liquid crystalls polymorphism, to
attestate solid phases,to trace their structural evolution and Its
accompanying conformal changes of molecule. Structural peculiarities
of supercooled liquid crystals are specifically manifested In the
form
and
position
of vlbratlonal band3 In Raman spectra
(BS)(1100-1700 cm + j , taken In the
temperature
Interval
of
183-293 K. Therefore, according to temperature variations of the
widths and BS band shifts. It Is possible to obtain Information
on the temperature and character of polymorphous transitions In
liquid crystalls. The investigations of supercooled MB8k testily
that their structure depends on thermal prehistory, ihen
the
cooling rate Is Vcool-60 K/mln. 1С Tltrllloatee from 1С phase forming
the main amorphous phase SO, which Is stable up to 205 K, and then
undergoes a series of Irreversible phase transitions to phases
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C1LC2LC3LC4 . Phase C4 melts under 286 K. transiting' into 1С. It
was found , that amorphous phases CO possesses nematlc structure,
C1- smectlG A structure, C2- Inclined smectic structure and phase C4
- the structure of a crystal.
In the present work the
temperature modifications of Raman spectra of MBBA. are investi-gated In region of frequencies 1150-1220 cm"1 and 1540-1650
cm" 1 . In one experiment MBBA cooled slowly and fast ("shocX") from
temperature T=328 К to Т И 6 3 К ( rate cooling Vcooici ,5 X/mln
and vcool>60 K/mln). Then the sample was heated slowly with
heating rate Vheat=2K/mln. Spectra were recordered during the
sample heating from 183K to 3340K.
Raman spectra were
obtained using the automatized complex on the basis ol DPS-24
spectrometer, the computer of type PC/XT From temperature behaviour
of the widths (d) and the vlbratlonal frequencls (л) when the
temperature Is T=203 K, a shift of all bands Into the lowfrequency region and their sharp narrowing are observed. One
connect this temperature with transition Into a glassy state,
taking Into account the behaviour of curves of differential
scanning calorlmetry (CSC) and dlferentlal thermal analysis
(DTA). In one connects the temperature with phase transition CQLC1.
The temperatural variations In Raman spectra is Inverse under slow
cooling. It Is confirmed from the coincidence of spectra In cycles
cooling and heating under V C O O 1 < 1 , 5 K/mln Similar temperature
dependcee d(T) and n(T) under fixed Vcool are the evidence of
community of mechanisms of all band contours forming. The temperatural variations of widths the all five Investigated bands
under heating (after "shock" cooling) allow to determine the
temperature of transition between disorder and order structures of
КПВА. We have found, that half-widths Is sensitive both to
conformation variations (short-range order) and
changes
In
long-range and юеап-range orders
(transition from nematlc
amorphous state CO Into smectic amorphous state C1, etc ) (see
table).

по
Table
variations of half-widths
nen»tic-gla3s transition at 20CK.

In

region

of

w=15T4t ««1596. v-1625.
•P.K iu-1162. v«1192»
1
сшcm
cm"'
cm
сю""
173
183 16.5
193 17.0
198 12.1
203 6.1
213 6.1
223 5.5

__
9.0
10.5
8.1
5.1
7.1
5.0

8.0
8.0
9.0

7.0
5.0
4.5
4.0

13.0
13.0
14.0
12.0
8.5
6.0
7.0

10.0
10.0
12.0
10.0
7.0
7.0
6.0

supercooled
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FUNCTIONAL REPRESENTATION FOR PREE ENERGY. AND GREEN FUNCTIONS
OP THE SPIN-ONE ISBJG MODEL WITH BIQUADRATIC EXCHANGE
Yu.K.Rudavsky, O.Z.Vatamaniuk
Lviv Polyteohnioal Institute
12 Bandery etr., 290046 bvlv, Ukraine

Spin-one Islng model with biquadratic exchange interaction is
considered.
Convenient
functional
representation and
expressions for free energy ( in approximation following RPA )
and for Green functions (in RPA) are obtained.

The Hamiltonian of considered model i s of the form:

* H.i«t

here U l i t
^iO

end .NjtidSi-SiO are the bilinear and

biquadratic exchange interactions for the two atoms with spine
$*, localised ^in the^knots' of the orystal lattice nith
radiue-veotora R; and (2^ ; M ie the number of lattice knots.
Qiiadrupolar operator Q ; ie given by

H o describes .the interaction with external fields W and SL .
following
ft J . we obtain
oonrenient
functional
representation for free energy of the system. She sinple
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functional integration procedure reproduces in the lowest
approximation the re3ult3 of random phase approximation (RPA).
Higher corrections are taken into account by means of the
expansion over gauseian momente with renormalized interaction.
Our calculations are carried out in the approximation next
after RPA, but due to rather cumbersome form of expressions
obtained we present here only results in RPA for free energy:

1

r

~°

p

h e r e

- free energy of non-interacting system, renormalized in the
molecular field approximation (UFA) with self-consistent
fields <Ь and Чг i*1 place of W. and Si ; f> -inverse temperature;
ottf^K>- X e p»v(K) , 0(K) -Fourier-image of the exohange integral, К -wave veotor; M ^ , ^ -renormalized in UFA irreducible
(oumulant) averages, obtained by differentiating of F<> over
external fields.
Further we oonsider chains of equations for temperature
Green functions, whioh were suggested in [2]. Unlike the usual
oases each equation of the chain connected S-th Green funotion
not only with ^S*^-th but with the whole eequenoe of funotione.
For obtaining Green funotion К4 4 < $ а (^ 4 Дг)( ^S.^,0, frequenoiee
"О -З-Тур t h.-O,tA,±2...) ia enough to consider two equations
of chain derived. For

where vP* -functional variables, conjugated for spin variables.
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о С...} - Кгопекег'з о-symbol and (,.«•) means averaging with
free energy functional Fl'vf 3« in RPA we obtain:

here

Ц Д . ) • - (4 -

Expressions obtained allowed to define temperatures of
dipolar ( <S*> O ^ ° . <•••>© means averaging with Hamiltonian
Ho) and quadrupolar (^6t°>&^0) order ings and plot corresponding phase diagram. Aooording to known results (see f.e. (31)
we have 3 possible states of the system: paramagnetio, where
< S * > o = 0 a n d <Я*>**0, ferromagnetic with both
<
Q * > c t ° a n d ferroquadrupolar «ith < S l > o = 0 and
ф
Numerical oaloulationa and exact determination of the phase
transitions orders dependent of the biquadratic exohange
strength are necessary.
Such approaoh was generalised also for the oase of
atruoturally disordered system.
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GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF PHYSICAL SYSTEMS STATES AND WAYS OF
THEIR EVOLUTION
V. V. Ryazanov
Institute for Nuclear Research,pr. Nauki 47,252028,Kiev,Ukraine
The equations like Langevin's type for set variables q(t)
dq(t)/dt - -r(q) + A(t)
(1)
are used broad in theoretical and statistical physics. A
function r(q) in (1) may be nonleniar. A value A(t) plays a
part of random perturbance. Stochastio storage processes С1-2]
are desoribed by stochastic equation coinciding with (1), The
random value q(t) represents the content in time t of a some
dam in onecomponent storage model. Random functions A(t)
and r(q(t)) describe value q(t) in system entry and exit
rate out one. As shown in C33, model of storage describes
dynamical systems with random influences.
Random inner thermodynamioal parameters С73 ( certain
maorovalues strict description of which is obtained in works
С7-10] on the base of microvariables) are described by
correlation (1) and values q in works С4-6]. Markov
description of those values are discussed in [73 where
approaches neoessary for such description are obtained. Yfo
will consider as system physioally infinitely small volume
element д V definited in [101. Other onoise of system is
possible too. The value q(t) is characteristic of л V for
systems in form Д V. That is, for example, random volume ofA?
or number of elements (particles) in/iV and so on. Number of
particles and other parameters are approximated of oontinuosly
random values although storage processes may desoribed by
discrete values as well.
The description of systems with function r(x) out (1) like
r-a-oonst is obtained in works С5-6). Generalization of this
description for a oase of arbitrary K x ) may be conducted
obtaining the correlations for kinetio potential V £5-73 in
form
.
«(-9.q) * № r V ( - № , q ) t «-e,q(t))-Y>(e)+er x (q(t)) (2)
where к is Boltzmann oonstant.T is absolutely temperature,f(8)
is oumilant of entry process A out (1) 113,
E(exp(.-sA(t)O«exp(-LV(s)),
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^
is Levi's measure £13. By ytO.oo ) - Д < о © process A(t)
is complex Poisson process and
V(dx)- ^b(x)dx;

-'fbCxidx - 1.

(4)

the function r~(q) in (2) is equal

rx(q(t))-r(q)-r(O*)^A]^ - < f ; ^ f ; E<X,>-P<q(t)-O>-P,(t) (6)
where
limP e (t)-Q"'

;

Q- (exp<-H(z)/kT>dz.

(6)

Q is equilibrium statistical sum.
First kinetic coefficient [5-7] is equal to
K*(q) - -•&<X-8,q)/aej<>.e - f -rx(q(t)). p -3f ( 6 ) 4 6 ^ 7 )
In works t7,9] it is shown, that density of distribution
function
v>,t) ;
(8)
F(exp-C-v},t)-E(exp{-vq>)- *K
o

corresponds to extremum of information enthropy. Values kTv in
correlation (8) is thermodynamical forces (inner or external)

v-uS/dN.*. SS is nonequilibrium enthropy.
We have averaging correlations
distribution (8)

(1)

and

(7)

by

- r(exp<-v}»t)- r(O*mo.t)/F(exp<-v>.t);
T(exp<-v>,t)- ^Jexp<-vq}r(q)CJe(q,t)dq/F(exp<-v>.t);
Kv.t) -~fti(q.t)QJ<O<ki-J>

-r.t(t) - -*R(-y,-v)/dyiy- (11)

where 7(v,t) is currents value by thermodynamical forces v.
Obtained correlations are written and for stationary case. The
values of thermodynamical potential in equilibrium, stationary
and nonstationary cases are expressed through values Pe. Other
thermodynamical forces (we otarkes their of p and corresponded
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random values A s ,q y ,r y in (1) may be considered besides of
thermodynamical forces v introduced of correlation (7). So
value А у may be considered instead of entry function A in
expressions (3}-(4). For A y
b y (x)- Ь(х)ехр{-хх}ЛЗГехр(-ухЬ
»b(x)dx. The correlations (7)-(11) are changed accordingly.
States of mathematical storage model and corresponded physical
system states may be divide to four basio classes. These are:
1.Stationary states including equilibrium one.
2. Stationary nonequilibrium
states (equilibrium is
impossible on account of different reasons).
3. Nonstationary states relaxed to stationary ones
( 1) or 2)).
4. Nonstationary states on condition that stationary ones
do not exist.
The states like 4) realizes by existence of such value w #
that is not valid inequility
sup~P*C(r(u))"!duy(dy).u 1

(12)

The relaxation to stationary states (state class 3)) and phase
transitions (transitions in instability states like 4) and
output ones with structure change [ Ц ] ) have understood
usually under the system evolution. The evolution notion may
extent by help of suggested classification including in one :
a) the transitions among other state classes (except 4));
b) stay in stationary states like 1) or 2) with following
system degeneration due to fluotuation-dissipative processes
if system do not transite in states 3) and 4);
o) nonstationary evolution in states 4). we discuss
these
evolution ways in detail.
a).The system may transite in state olass 2) by such
influences in one when r(0*)- 0, R» - 0. As Q-*4»«»in this case
aocording to (6) that equilibrium is unattainable. Some more
possibility of system hit in state 2) is effect of such
external forces and currents by lack of which (that is
necessary for equilibrium coming) inequility (12) is break and
system transites to state olass 4). System transites in states
3) out states 1) and 2) under influenoe of different
perturbanoes.
b).The average values of q (1) do not change by system
stay in stationary states althrough stationary currents may
be In system. But random values q are
subject
to
fluctuations. For example, the molecul collisions on
miorolevel take place. Trajectory of random process arrives at
nought1у level by exaoution of condition (12>-through depended
system lifetime С4-6]. And average value of q begins equal
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nough while this, degeneration, ruin of system take place.
System lifetime defining in
[4-6] is significant for
fluctuation-dissipative processes in it, its growing old,
destruction, disintegration intensity in its.
o). There are no stability stationary states among states
4).The system aspires or to go to ruin like explosing bomb or
to change their structure so that correlation (12) is executed.
That is phase transition (equilibrium or nonequilibrium).
An example of state 4) is shown as shaded
region A of Fig. 1 for system liquid-vapor,
where P is pressure, n-R/V is the density
of particles number R, V is volume, s means
spinodale curve, b is binodal, о is
critical point. Lifetime is not defined in
states 4) (like A in Fig. 1), system
lifetime is defined by its surroundings.
. -.^ The investigation of system behaviour in
S6
n*N/v t n i s instability state class is important
Fig. 1
for system behaviour analysis.
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THE SCAbING LOW OP ORDER PARAMETERS' CHANGE FOR SYMPLE
FLUIDS NEAR ITS CRITICAL POINT
Shimanslcy Yu.I-, Shlmanskaya E.T., Oleynlkova A.V.
Kiev Taras Shevchenko University, physical faculty,
Kiev 127 ,pr. Glushkova ,6
According to scaling theory the order parameter Ap of fluid
system change with reduced temperature ^-(Tc~ T)/T c while critical
point approaching by power low Дралг , where p -critical exponent
of coexistence curve, which must be universal parameter for all
systems from one class of universality. It is customary to
attribute the simple fluids to three-dimentional Islng model's
systems with shot-range Interaction. Theoretical calculations give
the P value a. 0.325*0.327.
In this paper, based on the experimental data, statistical
analysis for the. temperature dependance of coexistence densities of
some simple fluids (Ne,HD,C2H4 and N 2 ) in critical points' vicinity
by one-term power equations are obtained, which give the
experimental data approximations to within (0.06*0.1 >%.
The known criteria x a etc. and some criteria based on the
principal Idea of the existence experimental accessible
asymptotical area, are used during approximations.
The fitting with p as free parameter didn't give p«0.325,
which predicted by modern theories, but gave some larger p value.
Such as for Ne - 0*0.358*0.001, for HD - 0=0.352*0.001, f or C g H 4 p*0.355±0.00l, for N g - p*0.357±0.001, or for all • these fluids P-O.355t0.003, which coincide with p for C^ 6 ,C 5 H 1 £ and C ^ g , as
found by us earlier.
It Is proved, that fitting procedure with revised scaling
equation with theoretical values of critical exponents Is rather
far-fetched and It Is nessessary to develope the more suitable
theory.
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SEMICONDUCTOR-METAL TRANSITION IN THREE-COMPONENT MELTS.
Sklyarchuk V.M., Sokolovskii B.I.
Institute of Applied Physics. Ivan Franko State University, Pushkin sir., 49.
290044, L'viv, Ukraine.

ABSTRACT
Electroconductivity

and thermopower

at transition

to

nonmetallic conductivity in liquid ternary semiconductors on
the base of Tl and Se were studied-Parametcrs that are not in
the agreement with theory

are determined.Tcmpcraturc

range width is shown to be proportional to the average
transition temperature.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
As studied melts have a high pressure of the saturated vapor all experiments were held in a
high pressure chamber (up to 3.5x107 Pa). Electroconductivity and thermopower
measurements were carried in the specially constructed NB f 1 j manysectiona! cell, made in
the form of two-radii cylindrical coniainer.Using of such cell enabled to evaluate and to
eliminate the error caused by the penetration of the studied liquid through the ceramic wall
of the measuring container.Calculaiions of the geometrical dimensions of the container
were based on the hydrodynamic Navie-Stoks [2] equation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Three-component melts CuTlSe^CuAsSe!. TlAsScj. CuTlTej, CuAsTcj, TIAsTcj were
chosen for experimental imvcsiigauon.Thcn» are general features tor all studied melts on
the elcctroconductivity curves. Exponential dependence of o(T) which is characteristic of
the specific conductivity of semiconductors is observed below some characteristic
temperature inherent for a given melt
With the temperature increase the saturation of the dependence o<T) takes place. Existing
of the kinks on the curve Igor = f(T') that display» increase the conductivity activation
energy is a characteristic feature of the melts (from Щ0), to E(0)j). Particular deviation
from linear dependence (for studied liquid .semiconductors) on the curve for CuAsSej near
the temperature of 1050 К is observed. Under high temperatures the cloctmconductiviiy
of all studied melts tuaclies and even exceeds the value of minimal mcttl conductivity
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predicted by Mott [3]. Decreasing of the conductivity activation energy takes place just
under these values of o(T). This increasing can be explained as a result of disappearance
of localized states in the pseudogap and the absence of the thermoactivation mechanism
through the pscudogap [3]. Further increase of o(T) up to the saturation above the shown
temperatures can be explained by the increase of the electron states density with the
temperature growth at Fermi level [4]. Thus, the temperatures T^.n according to [3] can
be regarded as meialization temperatures of the corresponding melts. It is also very
interesting to check our considerations at (he transition to metallic behavior by using the
thcrmopower data. Thermopower of liquid semiconductors with the conductivity 1 Onr1
snv1 <,a<,a muma.

c a n

be described by the known equation [3], where the parameter of

scattering A=l. Therefore, when the pseudogap disappears S = - kD/e = 86 itkV/K. Mott
suggested to use just this value as a criterion of the semiconductor-metal transition.
Proceeding from that we can determine the temperatures of the transition to the metallic
state Tt_m from thcrmopower data.
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Joint analysis of the clectroconductivity and thermopower data shows the absence of the
agreement with theoretically calculated parameters:
- the metalization temperature X-*, determined from S(T) is always below Т £ я ;
- the activation energy E°(0) and E'(0) do not coincide;
- the existance of kinks on lgo - f(T l ) curve that display the conductivity activation
energy increase from E°(0), to E°(O)2,when is constant E*(0).
- the relations E"(0) > E'(0) near transition generally fulfills.
The shown disagreement between experiment theory takes place for Se-Te [5], AsjSe,,
AsjTe, [6] melts. Observed effects are obviously the general fetures of the semiconductormetal transition in liquid semiconductors and they have a common reason. For the
interpretation of the phenomena obtained in the semiconductor- metal transition we can
use the model developed lately. The idea is based on the percolation theory, namely on the
existance of two levels of percolation in a three-dimentional «pace:upper and lower. Two
characteristic energy levels are introduced:
- E°

- corresponds to mobility edge;

- E*

- formaly named density states edge.

E' is shifted to Fermi level in relation to E". As follows, the mobility pseudogap, which
determines the activation character of the conductivity is always larger than density states
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pseudogap, that is characteristic of the thermopower.Ep - E" and Ep - E' arc supposed
to be a linear function of the temperature .i.e.:

where E°(0) and E'fO) -arc extrapolated to О К distances of E' and E' from E,,, 7"
and f[ - arc the corresponding coefficient, describing the drift of E° and E', to Ep
In order to determine the size of the corresponding pseudogaps т о ю correctly, thermal
tsrm must be taken into account (~kT). Namely yj

and yj must be changed in the

known equation by the following expressions:

In this case they arc transformed to:

Ktl

It is clear from these relations that the pscudogap disappearance, i.&scmiconductor-inetal
transition м equivalent to the conditions:

Б„-Е:-квТ;
Joint analysis of our and known data enables to make following conclusions:
Mctalixation temperatures difference determined from ciectroconduclivity and
thcrmopowcr data is proportional to the avenge lempcraiureof the »cmiconduct(»r - metal
transition.
It is illustrated on fig. I.
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Fig.l. Dependence of the semiconductor-metal transition temperatures difference
AT/£ on the average transition temperature.
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METAL-NONMETAL TRANSITION AND CRITICAL PHENOMENA IN
MANY-COMPONENT LIQUID ALLOYS WITH A MISCIBIL1TY GAP
Sokolovskii B.I., Didoukh V.P. and Plevachuk Yu.O.
Institute of Applied Physics, Ivan Franko State University, Pushkin sir., 49,
290044, L'viv, Ukraine.
The systematic studies of the liquid alloys with a miscibility gap undergo metal-nonmetal
transition are carried out. Based on the original experimental data obtained a correlation of
the metal- nonmetal transition with liquid-liquid separation is analyzed. The role of electron and
ion subsystems on formation of the shape and parameters of critical point region is discussed.
Phase diagrams of some conducting liquids exhibit miscibility gaps in the temperatureconcentration (T-x) plane. Many such mixtures suffer a metal-nonmetal transition in
concentration range of phase separation [1]. Among them, liquid Se and Te-based alloys are
the most convenient for the experimental study of the influence of conductivity electrons as well
as ion subsystem on the formation of the miscibility gap critical region [2]. For this purpose,
the electrical conductivity <J(T) and thermopower S(T) were measured in a wide range of
temperature under excess pressure of argon (up to 500 bar) for the set of Tl and In-based liquid
alloys with a miscibility gap, namely M,.,Te,, M^Se, and M^Sc^Te,.,,), where x<l/3,
0<y<l and M=Tl,In. The experimental pr<j«»dure was the same as described elsewhere [2,3].
An example of typical cleciroconductivily behaviour of the melts investigated, the G(T) data
for In 0 8 O Te 0 2 0 liquid alloy is shown in Fig.l. As can be seen, cooling the fully mixed melt
downward from 1200K is accompanied by a negligible change in its electronic properties. At the
phase separation temperature Ts(x), the gravity separates a homogeneous liquid In-Tc alloy into
two parts; Те- and In-rich layers. The latter possesses larger density than the former [1].
Therefore, at the phase boundary there appears a remarkable difference of the temperature
variation of the resistance between upper part and lower part of the specimen (sec Fig.l). The
upper branch corresponds to the In-rich and lower to Te-rich region. Moreover, the full
picture of the changes in properties of the separated phases over the entire (T-x) range of liquidliquid coexistence is observed in one experiment when a sample of critical composition xc was
studied. In last case the 0(T) curve divergence takes place at the binodal critical point T c .
Furthermore, the thcrmopowcr S(T) of coexisting liquids show the same behaviour [3] despite
the temperature gradient, which is indispcnsiblc for thcrmopowcr measurements and creates the
profile of concentration and properties within the each of separated phases. These data allow us
to conclude that the change of state of the electron system due to a phase separation is of a
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Fig.l. Electroconductivity vs. temperature for liquid
metal-nonmetal character, occurs abruptly, and is observed simultaneously in both <T(T) and
S(T).
Among the advantages of our experimental method it is worth to note the possibility of liquidliquid coexistence curve determination in both «У-Т) and (x-T) coordinates [2.3] as well as
investigation of meniscus motion /vcrtica! displacement/ for the melts being cooled below phase
separation temperature. As an example, calculated position of the interface between Tl-rich and
Te-rich layers versus temperature for Tl-Tc alloys of different concentrations is shown in
Rg.2. In general, investigation of the nature and properties of liquid-liquid interface is oi special
interest because in certain manner it allows us to look inside the very essence of phase
transition and to get a deeper information of fundamental and applied character. For instance,
our results support indirectly the asymmetry of coexistence curve and critical exponents arc
possible to be derived by using the procedure described in [4]
The features we have observed for binary liquids remain the same after partial replacement of
Se atoms by Tc atoms while concentration of In or Tl atoms is being kept constant. The
results forquasibinary alloys of constant metal concentration and variable Те to Se ratio [S]
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Fig.2. The calculated position of liquid-liquid interface vs. temperature
for TJ-Te alloys: h/h,, - reduced height of Tl-rich layer and
numbers in braccts denote atomic conccnuation of Те.

allow us to conclude that such substitution in the range of immucibility decreases the critical
temperature and increases the conductivity of nonmeiaiHc liquid.
The phase separation curves of binary liquid systems investigated as well as their critical point
coordinates were determined after <J(T) measurements. The asymmetry of equilibrium line and
substantial departure of its diameter from the "Veclilinear law" was observed for In- and Tlbased mixtures.
Following the procedure (2] the values of the critical indices (3 and a alongside with preexponential factors B o and D o were evaluated. It is shown that diameters singular part is
described by the index l-a»0.87 in vicinity of the critical point, while magnitude of £ index
depends on the magnitude of reduced temperatute, U . varies from 0.35 to classical vatoe 0.5.
This behaviour may be due to neglection of correction urn» in expression for order parameter
expansion or may bs caused by a decrease in concentration fluctuation with an increase in the
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reduced temperature. Thus, the separated liquids temperature towering will be accompanied by
an growth of ion-ion interaction radius due to a variation in electron-ion interactions (31.
The asymmcuy and non-linearity in the diameter may also be related to behaviour of electron
subsystem. An increase of Se or Tc in M,. t Sc x (x<l/3) alloys is accompanied by a partial
localization of conductivity electrons, i.e. mctal-nonmetal transition [1]. Therefore, substantial
changes of interaction forces for liquids we deal with occur in the region of the miscibility gap
most likely due to a concentration variation in the screening length of the Coulomb interaction
by the gas of free electrons. Hence, the change in the melt temperature is accompanied by a
different degree of variation in ion-ion interactions for each of the separated liquids. Therefore,
one of the coexisting phases acquires clearly manifested non-metallic properties, while the other
liquid acquires metallic properties upon cooling.
The miscibility gap investigations , we have performed, allow ю suggest that behaviour of
conductivity

electrons affect strongly the shape of the coexistence curve in the vicinity of

critical point, while the parameters of ion subsystem play an essential role in determination of
the absolute values of T c and x c . Moccovor. the critical temperature in comparison to critical
concentration is more sensitive upon change of the atomic volumes of components 15].
The results on clcctroconductivity and thcrmopower behaviour of the melts investigated suggest
the same character of other properties, in particular, behaviour of the macroscopic neutron
absorption cross-section. It enables us to suppose that an clement of a Passive Safely Systems
based on liquid alloys with limited solubility can be used in a new-generation inherently -safe
nuclear reactors [6].

' M.Cutler. liquid Semiconductors (Academic Press, New York, 1977).
- B.Sokolovskii. V.Didoukb. M.Wobsl and W.Hoycr. phys. etat «ol.(a) 134,133 (1992).
•*• B.Sokolovskii. V.Didoukh. M.Wofcst and W.Hoyer. phys. suu. sol.(a) to be published/.
* L.Bulavin. Properties of liquid in vicinity of critical vaporization point, in book:
Fundamentals of physics of water (Naukova dumka, Kyjiv, 199l),Chapt.3. (rus).
* F.Hensel. H.Uchunann. B.Sokolovskii and V.Didoukh. J. Phys. С /to he published/.
'• B.Sokolovskii, V.Didoukh, P. Alcxeev, S.Subbolin in Proceedings of annual meeting on
nuclear technology, 5-7 Mai 1992.-Karlsruhc.-Dcu«ches Awmforum e.V.- p.35-36
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тали КРИТИЧНО! говвдтки ТЕРМОДИНАШЧНИХ СИСТЕМ
Солдатова 6.Д.
Дн1пропетровський Дергдгагверситет
320625, Дн1пропетровськ, пр. Гагаргна, 72.
Поглиблено термодинамхчний метод Пббса дослхдження кри
тичного стану. BIH базуеться на конструктивному визначенн!
критичного стану i дослгджен! умов його cTivhcocri. Доведено
наявн1сть чотирьох осноаних типхв критично! поведхнки термодинамгчних систем, наведено 1х модельнг та експериментальнх

Роэглянемо гомогенну однокомпонентну систему з внутрхшньою енерггею V- U(S/ х.)} де S— ентропхя ,Д?— узагальнена
термодинам!чна координата ; х. = V ^об'вм),^{'намагн1ченн{ст
& {електрична лоляризащя) ; спряжена узагальнена сила X •
« Р { т и с к ) , / / , £ (напруження магнхтного та електричного
поля) . Загальна умова термодинамхчно! стхйкостх тако! системи за Пббсом [ I ] мае вигляд ^V-TSS-Xox
>(?або

Ы
'
'
5сс - в!ртуальн1
hz

и

>о

гц

,
3MiHi S , х . Для малих SS^ce.
э CI) одержуемо необх1дн1 умови CTiiiKOCTi гомогенно! системи

За [Z] будемо називати л) детермхнантом
- адгабатичниш коефгцхентаю
- ад1абатичними величинами (АВ);
- 130Д1нам1чнини величинами(1В) , С^з^,^/?.
кое$1ц1ентаци стхйкостх (IK^K В{домо( що в критичному стан!
ня в уявлення повед1нки АВ та 1В в околх критичних точок. В!дносно поведтнки АВ, наприклад TlCv> (-Уъ)л
1снуе в!дома невхэначенн!сть. Тому актуальним в виэначення критичного стену через
АВ. Принципово HOBI реэультати отриман! не 6aai виэначення
критичного стану через АВ, досд}дженн1 умов Його ст!йкост| та
поширеного методу термодинам1чно1 ст!йкос?1 СПМТС) *
I . В критичн!й точцг з»еднуються граничн! властявос»! г е терогенного та гомогенного стан!в. Вона в к!нцввою точкою л!н11
фазово! рхвноваги, тому в кхй повинн! виконуватись уновк:
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Можливгсть icHyeaHHH цих чотирьох випадк!в поведхнки АКУ пов'яэано з моментом 5 V , Коеф1Ц1ентами в ньому с АКУ, с,о за сво
1м иолекулярко-статистичним sMicTouf^J иожувъ або доргшювати
або не дор!вкювати нулевх, тобто проблвми p036imH0CTi тут не to
ну в.
Ш. Виэначення критичного стану ( 2 , 3 } дае можлив1сть устано
вити чотири основних типи поведхнки систем, що В1дпов1дають умо
вам стхйкостК5) :

В критичнхй точц! MiHiMyu три величини пор'чшх обращатися в
нуль,однхвв э них повинен бутя!КУ[3]. В цьому випадцу такими
величинами будуть eci IВ ^ ^ % W )
( 7 h )
Обов'яэково обращатимуться в ноль <ЪХ/1х)$А(1)Х/ъх)т> {эт/2х)$.
Обов*язково обращатимуться в ноль (Ъ?/ъ$)ж С97/^)^,С9Т/9х)з

•

У цьому випадку не т{льки вс£ А 8 дорювнюють нулев!, еле i вс!
]В бо вони не 61ЛЬШ1 за Л в • Таким чином, поведхнка термодинамхчних величин в критичному стан! не единообразна. Генуе чотири
основних типи, як! класиф1куються за критично» повед!нхоф /1КУ i
пов*яашому а ними Ка .
В четвертому тип! критично! поведхнки Ке не визначаеться
а систвми(2) .Ця невизначен!оть пов'лааиа а багатозначн|сте
i може бутк визначена ПНТС. В цьому метод! а»<и!аувться виц1
моменти TJ в ( 1 ) i розвМзупться системи нел!неиних
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де Д ~ бтнодальн: прирощення вэдоаж фазово! конноди. В критичн!й точц1 Д->~с/.
В той не час критична точка е стхйким гомогенним станом, що дав
мояливхсть визиачити критичний стан через систем лхн1йних одкортдних

Для одержання ненульозих рхшень системи необхгдно, щоб

1(ъХя1)%@хЯх)$]*®~

° • 4 я У 11088 аиконуеться на

сп1нодалт. Рхшення ж системи (~~fo) ЩО е гран{чним значениям
нахилу Л1Н11 фазово! рхвноваги в критичн{й т о ч ц ! ^ ^ ) , видхляв
на сп1нодал1 якраз критичну точку. В той же час, воно описуеться через АВ, а в самхй критичней TO4qi (9>-o) через АКУ:

Таким чиной, визначення критичного стану ( 2 ) доводить, що основними величинами, що описують його, в АКУ f пов'язаний э ниш; Кс . Це визначення э успххом описув критичний стан систваи
Р1дини-пара, Jf^r-oc переходу в мэталевому izepfl, ферромагнетиков, сегнетоелектрикхв та 1нших систем.
П. Для вивчекня критичноЗС повед!нки системи вианачення
(2) треба розглядати одночасно э умовами CTiflKOCTi критичного
стану. Необх1днх умови стхйкостх накладаються в ( I ) на момент
розкладу S U .В критичн1й точц{, коли 3)=о , Ь U можливо виразити явно чербз АКУ:
'
г

Далх доелгджуються умови ст!йкоет1 самого критичного стану. Э
г
(4) видно, що в так! SS,$x
дяя котрих Ь и=О . Момент
Ь U-о
г треба роаглядати b*U*o npuZ^t §лг7>О .Анахха
цкх умов показув, що критичний стан дуде ст4йюю, холи

ISI
однортдних р!ВНяньГ37 . Ми розглянули каступке приближения
умов критичного стану - систему одноргдних рхвнянь третьего
Розв'яэок 4iel системи показав, що четвертки тип може реалгзуватись п'ятью можливостями [ 3 ] . Особливий iHTepec мае випадок,
коли в критичн1й точцх зак1нчуються дв! pi3Hi Л1Н11 фазово!
ргвноваги, i наявнхоть критичних точок, що не е кгнцем лхнН
фазово! piBHOBara. Так! критичн! точки експериыектально ще
невхдомг, 1х можливхсть розглядаеться в [ 3 ] .Деяк1 иоделькх
та експериментальнг хлюстрацЦ наявност1 чотирьох основнкх тикритично! поведхнки наведено в таблкцт.
Модель, речовина

с

Модел!
Ван-дер-Ваальсу
* {е> °°}
Kepi-Вейссу
о
d-2 'ы-^Г-о
сх)
1з1нга, феромаг.
о
о1=3 oi =<* '= О. 42 S
.//
-и-рбш1точн.,газ
не визн.
11
"6- верш. Лгба
0
"8- верш." Бекстера
0
ae=4/'s-O,o9i--0,2.0
Гейзенберга,d «3
0
Експергмент
Р1дини
Магнетики
i
0
(
0
Дхелектрики /
Крит.точка #•£ Ы. пер. t$Oool
- '
л*)
в метад.цер!!

ТИП

крит
повед

I
2
4

3,4

4
2,4

2
4

I

[I] Дж.В.Гиббс. Термодинамические работы,(Гостехиздат,Москва,
1950).

В.К. Семенченко. Избранные главы теоретической физики
(Просвещение, Москва, 1966) .
Е.Д. Соддатова, Термодинамическая устойчивость в области
критического состояния. Автореферат докторской диссертации, КГУ, Киев, 1991 .
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ЛВДЯ ЕКСТРЕМАЛЬНОГО РОЗВИДО ФЛШУАЦ1Й В
ЗАКШИЧН1Й ОБЛАСТ1
Солдатова 6.Д., Макаров М.В.
Дн{пропетровсысий Держун1верситет
320625, Дн1пропетровськ, пр. Гагар!на, 72
Доведено, що розмежування р{динного та газового стану у за
критичн!й облает* проходить по л1н11 екстремального розвитку
флуктуации; одержано р!вняння цгеЧ л ! н ! 1 . Анал1зуються умови
з'вднання закритично! л ! н Н з критичною точное.
В{домо, що дисперс!я енергИ статистично! систеии, яка знаходиться у термостат! при пост!йному тиску, мае наступний вигяяр [ I ] :
(I)
Умова(Н-Н) 4 -сой5^ , або в диференцШому вигляд!
описув для дано! системи с{мейство в!дпов!дних 1зол1н{й пост!йного р!вня флухтуац!й енергП на пдоскост! Т - V . Поряд з цими л ! н1ями icHyoTb 1зол!нН пост!иного pisna внутр!шньоТ енергИ
VmH'Coni-i ; <LV*Cjd.T+(T-(§Ij!)f-P)-d\/- 0 . В загальному випадку, 1эол1н1Т, що в{дносяться до р!зних cfMeficTB, перетинапться.
Виключенням е точки дотикання. В точках дотикання спос«ер!гавться з'едаання екстремальних властивостей внутр|шньо1 енерг!! та
II дисперс!!. На л1н!1 однакових р!вн!в енергЯ a t V » O , екстремальн! флуктуац!! енергН визначаються умовою et(H-H)*»o i навпаки. Совокупн!сть цих двох диференц1йних р!внянь дозволяв визначити л{н*ю э екстремальними флуктуац!йними властивостями на плоскост{ Т - V
. Розпишемо цю систему:

l

Р1вняння ( 2 ) можна розглядати як систему однор!дних piaHffib э
не&1домими <LT , elV та в!дпов1дними коеф1ц1ентами. Таха система мае нетр}в!альне р1шення [<£Tf <iV]^CO«O] , яхцо II детерм!нант дор!внюе нуле. Умова р{вняння нуле детврм!и«та смете-
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№f (2)
виэначас р!вняння л1н11 екстремальних в}дносних флуктуац!й енергИ, тобто р!вияння эакритично! л!н11 у эм!нних Т,
V для розглянуто! системи:

o

Цей результат можна {нтерпретувати 1 }ншим чином. Коеф!ц|енти
системи (2) виэкачають координата градхент!в в{дпов!дних функц!й на плоскост1 Т - V . Природньо, що в точках дотику fsoл!н1й ц! вехтори роэташовуються на одн!й ocf. Як сл{дство цього факту, ввкторний добуток цих град1ент1в дор!виюв нулю, що
в!дпов{дав умов! (3) .
Для складання р!вняння (3) в кожному конкретному эипадку
необх!дно энати дв! величини (f^-) v
та P - P ( V , T ) .Остання представляв собою тврм!чне р!вняння стану, яке ретельно вивчавться для бвгатьох реальних речовин. Для визначення тепловмност! ( Ц - ) ^ зручно скористатися термодинам)чною тотожн|ств:

эякоТ беэпосередньо випливав:
v

м
де Cv - твпловмн!сть при лост1йному об'ему {деального газу
речовини. Таким чином, для складання р1вняния ( 3 ) достатньо
}
энати залежн!сть Р« P(V^T) «а величину ciT
.
Р!вняння ( 3 ) « досить точним ка деяк!й в|дстан! в}д критично! точки, де фяуктуацИ енерг!! не луже велик! i можно скористатися в!дпов!дним наближенням. В окол! критично! точки, де
флуктуацИ эначк!, використання р!вняння ( 3 ) потребуе уточнения.
В цьому в1дкошенн1 мае 1нтерес досл1дження питания стосовно виконакня умови ( 3 ) у критичн1й точц!, яка за своХм ф!зичним
сенсом в початком закритично! л!н!т, де роэмвжовуються р1динкий та разовий стани.
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Як показали наши подальш! досл!дження, для зд!йснення
вимоги необх!дно, щоб у критичн{й точц!
виконувалась умов а
€$'dV * 0 . Для з'ясування ц!е! вимоги необх!дно звернутися
до роэгляду асимптотично! повед!нки ггермодинам!чних величин.
В!домо, що в закритичн$й облает! при Т—Тс мае м{сце наступний асимптотичиий закон:

Сл!дством цьогоазакону е залежн{сть э«гэ\/ / > / < > т " Т с '
. Очевидно, що умова ъг£ч * 0 у критичноцу CTaHf буде виконуватись,
якщо $ > i
. Значения # > L мае м{сце для б|льшос?{ реальних
систем pf дина-газ. Наприклад, для С0л
, ССе , И е 3 значения Jf
дор!внюх>ть в}дпов{дно 1,20 7 0 , 0 2 ; 1,203 + 0 , 0 2 ; 1,15 7 0 , 0 3
[ ? ] . Наведемо також значения #
декотрих моделей. Так, для
модел! 1з!нга / реш{ткового газу/ при ct • 3 маемо t *» 1,25 7
+ 0,02 ; для сферично! модел! 2Г • 2
[2] ,
Таким чином, для багатьох реальних систем t статастичних
моделей забезпечуеться проходження закритичноТ л!н{1 через критичну точку.
Розрахунками i анал!зом р{вняння ( 3 ) на класичн!й модел!
Ван-дер-Ваальсу нами було встановлено, що закритична л!н1я
починаеться на л!н{1 фазово! р!вноваги з V> У/« , як л!н!я максимум! в в!дносно! флуктуац}! е н е р г ! ! . При V « V « f
Т«и1.2'Тл
воиа перетворювться у лОДв м!н!мум}в в{дпов{дних флуктуац4й,
яка доелгае свого найб!льшого значения Ч<а{Л5'Т* при \/лО.?*^с
Такий х ! д AiKil розмекування етан{в з а р1внянням ( 3 ) б!лыпе в!дпов{дав очякуваноиу результату, н!ж эапропанована у робот! [ 3 ]
л!н}я з р1шлнням d ^ ) T " 0 , яка виходячи а критично! точки
эм{щуеться у сторону газового стану f мае р!шення т!льк! при
V>V e

.

Природньо, що запропанований у наш!й робот! п!дх!д до
визначекня розмедування р!дцнного та газового стан!в, за допомогою досл!ддення р{вня фдуктуац!й ионе дал! поглиблюватись !
уточнюватись»
Отриман! результата дозводяють по новому осмислити цо
проблему теорИ фаэових стан!в ! иам!тити подальш! шлях! XX
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[ i ] Ю.Б. Румер, М.Ш. Рывкин. Термодинамика, статистическая
физика и кинетика (Наука» Москва, 1972) .,
М Ш.Ма. Современная теория критических явлений ( Мир, Москва,
1980) .
[3] В.К. Семенченко. Избранные главы теоретической физики
(Просвещение, Москва, 1966).
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Analysis of the regularities in the properties of strong
electrolyte solutions
'P.L.Swerdan
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The properties of electrolyte solutions are determined by the ion ion,

ion - solvent molecule and intermolecular interactions. The last one

is strongly influenced by the ionic subsystem. The virial expansion of the
Helmholtz free energy for the system of charged particles with complicated
electrostatic

structure,

collective variables

which

was

obtained

by

Yukhnovslcy

within

the

method [II, allows to analyse the influence of these

interactions on the behaviour of electrolyte solutions.
The
and

ion concentration dependence of

mean

activity

coefficients

are

the isothermal

calculated

and

a

compressibility

comparision

with

experimental data is made. The agreement with experiment is obtained for
aqueous

and

alkohol

electrolyte solutions of

various

valencies in

wide

concentration range (up to 3 mol/1).
Based on the expressions obtained, the analysis of the regularities
in the behaviour

of strong electrolyte solutions becomes possible. It is

find [21 that the widely
properties

on

the

used square root dependence of

concentration

is • valid

only

thermodynamic
for

low

ionic

concentrations. It is shown, that as the concentration increases the role
of the ion-molecular interaction becomes dominant in comparision with the
interionic one. The screening effects which arise In the Ion-molecule as
well as ion- ion interactions «re Important.

Ш

I.R.Yukhnovsky
Classical

and

M.F.Holovlco. St*tistlc*l

Theory

of

Equilibrium Systems (Naukova Dumka) I960.

(21 Swerdan P.L.. Rosthina C.P., in: Physics of Liquid State 9,
3(1981).
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THE QUANTITATIVE NON-PIIEWOhKNOLOGICAL THEORY OF TUB FIRST-GHDER
PI1ASAL TRANSITIONS IN K3TALO AMD THEIR SPECIFIC KEATS AT TffiS
R3AR-KKLTING TEMPERATURE
Telogin

A.A.

Kharkov State University of Ukraine,
310077» Kharkov, Svoboda Square, 4
An electron-photon model of metals and the following quentumtraneitional mechanism of melting, polymorphic transformations
and the specific heat at the near-melting temperature are suggested in this work. The quantitative dependences including a new
physico-chemical metal parametre, which is the number of electrons of crystallising bond* (the bonds appearing during crystallisation) per atom, have been worked out. It was also shown that
metallic bonds are not covalent, and a new concept of the second
characteristic metal temperature was introduced.
In 196} R.Weiss mentioned that he considered metals to be full
of photons. The electron-photon model of metals, suggested in
this work, presupposes also the availability of quasi-free conduction electrons in solid phase of metals. It is proved by the
thermal dependences of thermo-physical metal characteristics,
such as heat capacity, emissive power, electrical resistance, in
solid and liquid metal phases. Such electrons appear in the conduction band of metals only after their crystallization, that is
why we can conclude that there must be some specific crystallizing bonds (CB) in metals in the solid phase, and these bonds are
additional to the known contracting bonds /1,2/. Such electrons
were called crystallising bonds electrons (CBB) respectively. It
is highly probable that in most cases these electrons are p- or
d-symmetrical ones, as it follows from / 5 Л
Taking into account the presence of thermal radiation photons,
possessing quasi-free electrons in the conduction band in the solid phase of metals, and also the fact that during melting the
temperature of metals is constant, we can conclude that according
to the quantum character of radiation absorbtion in metals, the
actual melting of metals is nothing but the process of CB rupture
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ее the result of the direct quantum transitions of GEE under the
influence of the metal inner thermal radiation (1-iITR) photons.
That is why the heat of melting of one mole of metal can be described in the following way

Q m = 2,82 кТтПгпМд

,

(1)

where 2,82kT m is the energy of one KITR photon, causing the CBE
transition; Tl(n is the number of CBE, taking part in bonds at
the T m , per atom; ДОд - is the Avogadro number.
According to / 4 / such quantum transition corresponds to the
proper (inner) photoelectric absorbtion in metals, that is why
CBE move onto a level higher than the conduction band. One l;ITR
Photon energy is 2,82 k T m , that is equalling the photon energy of
a black-body at the maximum of Plank curve ( hl>mo.j» )» because
only photons witn maximum density must take part in the transition. And, as we have proved earlier, the MITR spectral qualities are very close to those of the black-body /5/.
Using the available reference data on Q m and T m for metals
and dependence (1) we calculated T l m value. The values of Tim
of non-polymorphic transition metals characteristic groups and
those of noble metals are practically the same. Tip, of transition 3d-, 4d- and 5d-metals equals O , M , and that of noble metals equals 0,59. It becomes possible to calculate Q,n (1) without finding the value of 7 l m of a specific dependence, but
using the Tim value of a similar metal, that has the most precise Q m and T m .
(The dependence (1) explaines the reason for the closeness of
melting entropy values of all metals and especially of metals
with similar atom electron configuration, which leads to the
fact that Qtr>/Tm i s t h e function of Ttm
only. It also shows
that T m of metals is determined by the distance from the top li~
mit of conduction band to the higher allowed condition band
which is empty while metal is solid.
The dependence for the hoat polymorphic transformation (FT) of
metal should be identical in its structure to the dependence (1),
i.e. it should be as follows

Q P T =2,82RTp T TTp T N A

,

( 2 )

where Tlpr ie the number of electrons per atom, that are participating in CB, rupturing under the PT.
The calculations of Tip- according to tho dependence, fJllo-
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wing from (2), i.e. with the help of Q P T and T>r o* ?i, Cr,
i-n, Fe and Co, showed that for all these polymorphic metals except tin, which has quite specific structure, the values of Tlj>i +
-t Tim are very close to the value Tl m of non-polymorphic transition metals, i.e. to 0,4-1. It means that during JPT of metals CB
is partly ruptured, but the total number of CBE of metals of -he
same type is the same. If PT takes place under the lowering temperature, the number of CBE in the metal conduction band increases, which is quite natural. The correlation between the suggested quantum transitive mechanism of PT and of melting of metals
respectively, and the actual processes can be proved by the data
of work /6/, that is the abrupt change of conditional density on
Fermi surface at the transformation of body-centered cubic lattice into the hexagonal close-packed lattice.
From the above-mentioned numbers of CBE in metals we can see
that all of them are less than I, and the main bonds, rupturing
during metal evaporation, are purely metallic. That is why we
can conclude that there are no covalent bonds in metals.
Лз we have already mentioned, CBS in metals are quasi-free.
That is why on condition that T * T m
they must be situated
at the lower levels of conduction band. But to make melting possible at T m according to the quantum-tranrition model they must
be at the top point of the conduction band. It can be shown that
given atom enharmonic oscillations, certain conditions will be
created, under which the necessary travel of CBE in the conduction band will be in the form of indirect quantum transitions.
Such quantum transitions are accompanied by the appearing of
phonons, which means that the transitions are specific heat mechanisms. That is why the dependence for the metal internal
energy at near T m temperature is as follows

Е 1 п =Ер К ТКТ) в > в 7£П т ,

( 3 )

where £p h is the energy of MITR photon which takes part in the
transition ( E p K - 2,82kT as during melting); TUT>$, e ia the
number of black-body photons of the frequency equalling
Ътах
in one volume unit; J| is the parametre characterising the difference between the deneity of photons with lima* frequency of
MITR and 3 X C T ) e f t
Because metals are not transparent in the thermal radiatici
frequency area including »,*»,, equals 1,5C%,> 5 where С
is
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the velocity of light in vacuum; Cs

is the effective sourvU velo-

city of the given metal.
The final quantitative dependence for specific heat of one
mole of metal at the near-melting temperature is as follows
г

C v =г99,773кТ С% fnmV

J

,</

no1 K

>

(

* >

wnere V
is the atomic volume.
The calculations of С у made according to (4) for refractory metals (W, Mo) coinside well with the experimental data on the specific heat Cp of these metals along its non-linear increase up
to Tjn • Because the temperature of the beginning of quantuntransition mechanism of metal specific heat, i.e. the temperature
of the process of changing of linear nature CpCT)
into nonlinear nature C ~ T * ) , equalling O,?-OtQblm
, is individual, it
is obvious that it can be considered to be their second characteristic temperature.
The worked out quantitative quantum-transition theory made it
possible to find out the nature of thermal conditions of superplasticity of metals at the PT (weakening of CB as the result of
direct quantum transitions of CBE) and also to suggest and substantivate a new model of grain boundary sliding at the structural superplasticity of metals and alloys, according to which the
sliding takes place under the conditions of processes of melting
and crystallization in local areas of grain boundary with the
appearing of porea and. melting of the near-to-pores layers.
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T t W B D S APPLICATION OF COMPUTE» SIMULATION AND OPTIS1IZED CLUSTTO ТИЕОЯУ
TO THE DESCRIPTION THERHODYNAMIC AND DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF WATER
A.D.Trokhymchuk and M.F.Holovko
Institute for Condensed Hatter Physics, Ukrainian Academy
of Scinces, 290011 Lviv, UKRAINE
K. Heinzinger
Hax-Pianck-Institut fur Chemle (Otto-Uahn-Instltut)
6500 Mainz. GERMANY
Abstract. In this report we suggest an approach for the calculation equflibri
urn properties of water which is based on the combination of computer
simulation and optimized cluster theory. The proposed scheme contains the
following steps: (A) separation of the total potential into short- and longrange parts; (B) computer simulation with the short-range potential; (C)
description
of
the
subsystem
with
the
short-range
potential;
(D)
renormalization and optimization of the long-range part; (E) correction of the
results
for
the short- range potentials. Such approach avoids
the
methodological difficulties connected with a proper treatment of the longrange electrostatic interactions in computer simulations.
THEORY
In
is

classical

usually

systems

devidlng

the

into two

total

pair

interparticle

terms: short-range

interaction

<p (r)

and

potential

long-

range

ф (r). In general case, this separation is arbitrary. However, the final outcome should not depend on this point. But since we suggest to perform the computer simulation with short-range part, we can formulate some requirements

tor

the

potential ?..(•*)' M't should be convenient for the computer simulation

and

(li)it should include the region of the minimum of the total potential.

The potential minimum region is conected with the probability of the association of the particles and it Is very important to describe this range of the
total Interparticle interaction by computer simulation because ordinary

opti-

mized cluster theory (ОСТ) doe* not work here and a special version of the ОСТ
for the associating liquids should be developed.
The computer simulation of the short-range subsystem Is without any problems as in the case of simple liquids while no long- range interactions exist.
As

result

we

obtain

the

pair

correlation functions ft* (r)

for

distances

(Hr<L/Z. The behavior of л* (г) for r>L/2 may be derived from its behavior for
r<L/2 by numerical solving Ornateln-Zernlke (02) aquation together with either
the Percus-Yevlck or the hypernettad chain closure for direct correlation functions e* (r) as described in Ref.l. The contribution of the long-range part
of

the

interpartlde

Interaction to the radial

distribution

function (RDF)
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will be evaluated by methods similar to those developed it' the ОСТ or in the
theory of integral

equations by using optimized renormalized potentials. The

renormallzation of the long-range interactions determined through the OZ equation

for the total

pair,

h ( r ) , and direct,

с (г), correlation

functions,

which are written in the form:
h^ (r) » Я ( (г) • 6h ( r ) .

UA)

c ( <r) - С (r) • 5 с ^ ( г ) ,

(IB)

tf( (r) * h° (r) • <? и (г),

(2А)

where

C

ij

( r )

"

C

°j

<r)

' 0*ij

(r)

< 2 B )

-

if we first assume 5 c ( r ) » 5/i (r) * 0, the renormalized potentials С
can be calculated

from

(*-)

the solution of the OZ equation for the functions

И (г) and С (г) which are closed by the conditions:
W (j (r) - boyilr).

г л d(j,

(ЗА)

C t j (r) - с°^(г) - (Зф^г), г > d ( >
where parameter d

(ЗВ)

determines the optimized region. The simplest correction

of results for the short-range subsystem follows from Eq.(2A) by accounting
the

renormalized potentials. The higher- order corrections a r e dealing

with

the calculation of i n (r) and 5 c (r) in Eqs.(l) and are discussed in Ref.l.
RESULTS
We applied the approach presented above to the Bopp-Jancso- Heinzinger
(BJH) (21 version of central force (CF) model for water.

For the short-rang*

subsystem the shifted force (SF) potentials 131 constructed from the BJH model
are used. In order to estimate the effect of the long- range interactions on
the structural properties of water, MD simulation runs with the SF and the tot
al

potentials have

been performed.

In both

runs

the basic periodic

cube

3

contained 200 water molecules at 292K and a density of 0.9718 g/cm , leading
to a sidelength of the unit-cell L * 18.17 X.
a) radial» d i s t r i b u t i o n function*
The RDFe calculated from this approach are, in the simplest approximation, given by Eq.(2A). For r<L/Z they are the same as the ones calculated from
the simulation with the Ewald method within the limits of statistical uncertainty (distances ±0.02 X, peak heights ±0.1). The simulation does not provide
the RDFs for r>L/2, but the «. .<r) can be calculated from the procedure given
above for all distances. This information is not very important as f a r as the
structure is concerned but it allows to calculate various thermodynamic, dielectric, and kinetic properties in spite of the small basic box size used in
the simulations.
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b) energy and pressure
Table 1 shows the results for the intermolecular mean potential energy
and the pressure. Both results have been calculated by using relationships between energy and RDFs as well as pressure and RDFs. The calculations have been
carried out for both, the reference and the total systems. Besides these values Table 1 contains MD simulation results (4) for the CF model for water. It
can

be seen that SF potentials give rather poor results for both energy and

pressure, but the way to • calculate the long- range correction via renormalized
potentials leads to fair agreement with the experimental values.

TABLE I. The tntarmolccular anarcy
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о) leothemal compressibility
The third relation between thermodynamics and RDFs allows us to calculate
the

isothermal compressibility к

the value for к

of water. There is good agreement between

calculated with this procedure and the experimental one as

can be seen from Table 2 where the results from three other simulations are
listed additionally.
d) s t a t i c d i e l e c t r i c properties
As

a

final!

application

we discuss the

iongltudial

statical dielectric

function с (к). This function describes the screening effects in the system,
and can, for example, be defined as the ratio between the Fourier components
of the interaction potential of two point charges in vacuum and in the medium.
This definition loads to

. 1
(4)
where S

(Jc) Is the polarization charge-charge structure factor expressed via

the RDFs. The limit fc«O in Eq.(4) determines the static dielectric constant с
of the polar medium S

Ik) for the BJH model has been investigated in (8] and

for с we got the value 79.3. In conclusion we discuss the behaviour of the
static dielectric function с Ik). From the present knowledge about this functi
on it seems to be resonable to divide it into the three regions: small-* values from 0 to Я

, large-k values from к

mln

between к

mut

and к

mln

to и and an intermediate region

. In the first two regions с (к) is positive while in the

max

L

third one e (fc) is, at present, assumed to be negative everywhere. The values
к , and к
correspond t o the smallest and largest roots o f the right side
mln
m«x
*
•
in Eq.(4). A solution of this equation for BJH water i s presented in Fig.i.
Due t o the small pre-pcak at low values of the scattering vector к which is
connected with intermediate range ordering of hydrogen bonded tetrahedral c o n figurations in water we have two additional roots к and к . It means that the
negative region of c, (k) is subdivided into two areas ranging from к . t o к
la

and from к to
г
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BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION IN SUPERFLUID HELIUM-4
Vakarchuk I.O.
Ivan Franko Lviv State University, 12 Drahomanov St, Lviv, 29000S, Ukraine
Г. In 1925 A. Einstein in his second communication on the quantum theory of one-atom ideal
gase pointed out the phenomenon that is known now as the Bose-Einstein condensation. The sense
this phenomena is that in ideal gas that is described by Bose-Einstein statistics at zero temperature all
panicles are in the states with zero momenta, forming Bose condensate (ВС). While temperature decreases ВС is smeared and at certain temperature disappears. In 1938 F.London supposed that the
unique properties of superfluid 4He, the atoms of which also obey Bose-Einstein statistics, are caused
by Bose-Einstein condensation. It is supposed that at the temperature when the superfluidity of helium disappears ВС disappears as well. However, the rigorous connection between superfluidity and
Bose-condensation are not established up to now. This connections rather more complicated than the
simple correspondance. The influence of interparu'ele interaction on ВС for weakiy non-ideal system
within molecular theory was calculated by N.N.Bogoliubov in 1947. The number of atoms of ВС in
liquid 4 He at Г - О °K was estimated by O.Penrouse and L.Onzager in 1956. Later a great number of
theoretical papers appear dealing with calculation of ВС in *He by means of different analytical and
numerical methods. The first experimental measurements of ВС quantity started from laie 60ies - early 70-ies. Later on, especially in 80-ies these measurements were performed by several
groups of experimentators on the base of different methods, although some of them are baseu on
phenomenological assumptions that are in contradiction with concisions of microscopic theory.
In this abstract of our report we shall give the main autofs results on the ВС problem. Because
of the lock of space we do not give here the references whitch will be given in the report. Let us only
mention that now the problem of ВС is in the center of interests of several groups of theoretical and
experimental physicists from different countries. The difficulty of the situation can be illustrated by
the words of ILBrout from his book «Phase Transition»»: because the existing many-body theory
can not deal with the interacting Bose-gas condensation we should leave this especially interesting
problem. From those time situation did not change essentially
i". Let us consider * system of N atoms of *He in the volume К with coordinates г„„.,г„. The
main problem is to calculate the total ^-particle density matrix in coordinate representation. We do
not present here the details of rather complicated calculations as well at the discussion concerning
the validity of assumed approximations. Let us point out that as • complete set of basic wave functions the plane waves «re taken and for the density matrix in mixed coordinate-momentum representation there was obtained the equation that was solved in quadratic over particle momentum ар-„
proximation with the using of random phase approximation. The result has rather simple form

...,r;)4'0(r1

r v )x
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where £ 0 , T c are the energy and the ground state wave function of liquid 4He. respectively,
T- l/p is the temperature, the sum over Q means the sum over all N\ transpositions of indices of
primed coordinates; m* is the effective mass

*'
^ is the structure factor of ground state of liquid 4He.
The next step is the calculation of one-particle density matrix starting from the expression for
RN by the integration over coordinates of (JV- 1) particles. This is also rather complicated mathematical problem. Performing the direct calculation of every term in sum over Q and accounting the ap*
proximation of pair correlations we get the following result

here yo(,R) is the pair function of indirect correlations of liquid "He calculated for the ground state,
*o = Д'о(О); * is the activity of liquid 4He, R = r, - r,'. The quantity Kq is equal to

" V ^ 1 " ' Ft(R)dR,
where Ft(R) is the pair distribution function for the ground state. The one-particle matrix satisfies the
condition F , ( 0 ) = l .
У. The relative quantity of ВС atoms is determined from the equation N„1 N = F,{R -*<*>).
For the ground state one has Nu IN -1 /r0. For the calculation o( z0 we used perturbation theory in
momentum representation (with respect to the number of sums over wave vector) and perturbation
theory in coordinate representation (with respect to the number of integrations over coordinates).
Let us present here the results of both approaches. In the first case within the approximation of
"two sums over wave vector" the results read

-0.

q, s -q» - q , .
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«(q,.q 2 .q 5 )=
Here by Л we denoted the contribution of two-particle correlations, by В we denoted the contribution of many-particle correlations.
In the second case within the approximation of "two integration over coordinates" the results
are of the form:

+ 2 р | А'(Л)p2jj{h(R)h(R')h(\R - R'|)/4 + b{R)h'{R') x
x[A'(|R - R'l) h(R) = Ft(
As one can see the final formulae contain besides the density p'N/У

only the observable

quantity S, that is connected with the pair distribution function F7(R) and it is well known from the
measurements in diffraction experiments. Let us present here the numerical results for the density
о -J

p = 0.02185 A . The first approach with the using of convergence of the series of the reference
model of hard sphere gives NotN-0.037;

the second one gives Afo/W = 0.088. The analysis

shows that the first approach over-estimates the short-range correlation contributions. Within the
second one we have the exceeding values due to not enough rapid convergence of the perturbation
theory series. That is why the ВС occupation at Tm 0 °K in liquid "He is in the interval
3.7% й N, IN £8.8%.
4°. Bose-condensation point that we identify with X-transition point is determined as the point
of nonanaliticity of the function F,(R) when zKt /г0 * 1. Bose-condensation temperature as a function of density is determined from the condition
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where K^ = Кя/К0.

The temperature dependence of ВС fraction is determined by the equation

This formula works well in the high-temperature region TiTc,

not iwcluding the critical region. At

the low temperatures the following formula is valid

where Ea = - ^ 1 / s is the energy spectrum of liquid 4He. For T ~* О No( T) I No (0) = I - ( 7 7 Ta ?,
2m
'
7o=(12/i'pc/w)" 3 , с is t! о first sound velocity.
If in the expression for Kq one puts /'•[ (R) - 1 then for Bose-condensation temperature one
gets the expression that formally coincides with the expression for ideal Bose gas

m
with change of m to m", ^ 3 / 2 ) =2.612 - ^-function. The numerical calculation of effective mass
m* for p = 0.02185 A

gives m' = 1.70. Then Tc = 1.85 Ж that is in a better agreement with X-

transition temperature 7^ = 2.17*K than 3.14 "K that is given by the ideal Bose-gas model. The
analysis shows that the account of pair distribution function in Kq leads to the increase of Tr (the free
volume effect). Simple estimate of this effect gives for K'q (with the account of the fact that ^, = 0 for
the ground state) the same expression as for the ideal gas with seebstitution m*{\ - 1/pA'), instead of
1

m', A = yjlrrfiti 1 tri being de Broigle thermal wave length. As a result for Tt one finds the equation
J

pA = (C(3/2)-l)(l
J

with the solution pA = 2.4275, It gives

м
und numerical value Tt = 1.94 "K which essentially improves the accordance with the experiment.
Besides this with the increasing of density p >n' increases and Tc decreases. This is in agreement
with experimentally obtained dependence of Tx on density.
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THE STUDY OF TWO-SORT AMORPHOUS AND LIQUID MAGNETS
Vitkarclmk t.O., Margotych IF
Ivan Franko Lviv State University, Lviv, 12 Drahomanov St, 290005, Ukraine
Lviv State Medical Institute, Lviv, 69Pekarska St, 290010, Ukraine
The topologically disordered many-component system (amorphous and liquid) of magnetic atoms with Heisenberg exchange interaction was investigated with the hefp of functional integral approach and Gren's function method.
The partition function for a fixed random configuration of atoms was presented in the form of
function integral over the magnetization fluctuations. The magnetic part of the free energy for amorphous and liquid states was obtained within random phase approximation.
The Curie-temperature of two-sort amorphous magnet was found taking into account the
magnetic fluctuations and topological disorder. The explicit expression for the dependence of ferromagnetic ordering temperature on the concentration was calculated for the model with the liquidtype disorder described by the hard sphere structure factor. The numerical calculations of the concentration dependence of the Curie temperature for two-sort amorphous magnets showed that there
existed the critical concentration xc of one of magnetic components (Te(xc)=O).

The critical con-

centration appears at decrease of the exchange interaction effective radious.
Using the Green's function method the equations for the energy spectrum and damping of
magnetic excitations caused by their scattering on the structural fluctuations were obtained for the
topologically disordered many-component system of magnetic atoms. The acoustic and optic
branches of the spectrum of the two-component amorphous ferromagnet were calculated explicitly
in the quasi-crystalline approximation. Numerical calculations of the "energy-momentum" dependence were performed carried out for an amorphous ferromagnct with liquid-like structure. The presence of the "roton" minimum in acoustic branch of spectrum and the weak flexture in its optical
.branch in the region of wave vector values corresponding to the reciprocal interatomic distance. The
concentration dependence of the spin stiffness constant for two-component amorphous ferromagnet
was calculated.
The partial structure factor of many structure factor of many-component liquid magnet and full
structure factor of the two-component one were calculated in the random phase approximation. The
influence of the external magnetic field and exchange interaction* between atoms on the structure
function and spinodal shift for the two-component case was investigated. It was shown, that the full
structure factor increases under the influence of strong magnetic field independently on the character
of exchange interactions between atoms of different sons, provided the exchange interactions between atoms of the same sort is positive. The deviation of the full structure factor of two-component
liquid of magnetic atoms from that of the hard spheres model under strong external magnetic field
was calculated numerically.
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STRUCTURE FACTORS AND THERMODYNAMICAL PROPERTIES
OF TEE SIMPLE CLASSICAL LIQUIDS
I.A. Yakarchuk and P.A. Matskevyoh
Ivan Franko Lviv State University
Drahomanova 12» 290005 Lviv, Ukraine
The chain of equations for the structure factors of the olaseioal system of interacting partioles is suggested in [1]. These
equations are similar to Kirkwood-Boggs equations for the distribution funotions [2]. The case of the systems with pair interaotion is ooneidered in detail. It is shown, that In the simplest approximations the equations under consideration lead to the known
reeults. All results were obtained for the systems with pair interaction, nevertheless they can be easily generalized on the case
of systems with many-particles interaction.
The structure faotors

of the eye tern of N particles in the volume 7
cible averages of the produot of the values
N

are the irredu-

The equations for the structure faotors are obtained by differentiation with respect to parameter % of correlators <р„ ...р„ ),
calculated on the base of the potential energy
f

Rn) .

(2)

and by replacement of the usual averages by irreduoible ones. In
(2) Ф 0 is the potential energy of the "reference system". Thermodynamioal and structural properties of this system are supposed to
be know. For example, in the theory of olassioal liquids the Model
of hard spheres usually is considered as such "reference system".
For the spatially uniform system with pair interactions U
the first three equations of ohaln are given by
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* ,~,*v _

..-rt'-.n „ J_ y^ a (ii)s 4 (k,-k,q f -q|5)
2N

= - fa{k)S2(k|5)+a(q)S8(q|e)-«x(k+q)S8(k+qU)l

£- S4(k.-k.q,-q|$) = - 2fa(k)S2(k|e)+a(q)Sa(q|£)ls4(kf-k.qf-q|U «£
.
- a(k+q)|S3(kfq,-(k+q)|0l2 - a(k-q)|S,(k.-q,-(k-q)|£)|2 - ~ У " a<k, )«.№,.-*,.k.-*.q.-qie) .

(З.Э)

where S_(k1,...,kr4|E) at 1=1 coincide with the struoture faotore defined in (1) and at g=O coincide with the struoture factors of "reference system" ^ ( k ,
k n ) . The following notations are used in (3): a(k) - ppj(k), J(k) is Pourier transform of
potential U (2), p = N/V is density of the number of partio1ез.
The regular procedure for decoupling and closing the chain
(Э.1)-(Э.Э) ie suggested [1]. This prooedure is based on the oorrelation approximation. In the n-th order correlation approximation one must neglect all m-th order irreducible correlation functions (in our case - the struoture factors S^tk,,... .k^)) with
m > n
1Э1. Shis approximation is the olassioal analogue the
Tomlta-Tanaka one whloh are well-known in the Green funotion
method [4]*
The oase of the spatially uniform system with the pair interaotion is considered in detail. It is shown, that for such system
the 2-nd order correlation approximation ( in this oase it is the
simplest one ) is equivalent the well-known random phase approxination. Using the 4-th order correlation approximation we obtained
several new factorizations for three- and fourpartiele structure
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factors by pair one. For example,

S4(k.-k,q,-q) = -S|(k)S|(q)((/ - S2(k+q)) + {1 - Sa(k-q))] (4)
Such faotorization can be used In order to calculate the physical properties of classical liquids as well as, for example, the
amorphous materials.
By dividing both part of (3.1) on S|(q|g) and integrating
over £ one oan represent the pair struoture faotor in convenient
for the further oaloulations form
S|(q)
,
where "mass operator" 2(q|O

(5)

reads

{r
(The expressions (5), (6) are the other form of equation (3.1). But
they are very convenient for constructing of various perturbation
theories for "mass operator" 2(qJE) (6).
Let us substitute (4) into (5). (6). As result, w» obtain the
closed equation for S e (q|O

Supposing that 52(q-*0)
Is known as funotion of density
and temperature and talcing Into aooount oonneotion of this value
with isothermal compressibility ae, , the equation of state for
the spatially uniform system
. the temperature of gas-liquid
transition etc oan be obtained .
So, In the simplest approximation for X T we obtained
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я £з? V(0)
where aj , and SgOO are the isothermal oompresslblllty and
structure faotor for the hard spheres liquids.
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DYNAMICAL AND THERMODYNAMICAL PROPERTIES
OF DISORDERED SYSTEMS
Vakarchuk I.O., Tkackuk KM., Myhal KM.
Ivan Franko Lviv State University, 12 Drahomanov St., Lviv, 290005, Ukraine
The present communication is a brief review of the investigations of disordered systems that
were performed durng last years at the theoretical physics chair of Lviv University.
1. The plionon excitations in many-component amorphous solids are treated using the Green's
function method The equation for the energy spectrum of phouon excitations is obtained. This
equation takes into account the hard core in the interatomic interaction potential, the temperature
dependence of phonon frequencies, and their damping, caused by phonon scattering on structure
fluctuations (1,3].
Let us show the results of numerical calculation of the dependence "frequency - wave vector"
in the quasi-crystalline approximation for amorphous metals. The structure was taken as a fluid-like
system of hard spheres. The «normalized by Debay- Waller factors potential of interion interaction
has been calculated by means pseuctopoteniial method. The pseudopotential was taking as a sum of
Ashkroft pseudopotcntial and the repulsion pan that accounts in Bom approximation ^-electron
scattering.
Taking into account the fact that atoms can not be at the distances that are less than their diameters one can avoid the problem of inverse Fourier transformations in the disordered systems
while calculating the correlators in coordinate space and to get with the help of Green Auction
method the expression for Dcbay-Waller factor. In the figure below the results of phooon modes
calculation for amorphous Mg are presented. The zero vibrations do not give significant contribution. The essential feature of longitudinal vibrations is the presence of the rotoo-Iike minimum in

Phonon frequencies of amorphous Mg. The curvet I and 2 a n
the longitudinal and transversal branches with art dicing into account the anhumoaic effect*. The curves 3 and A depict tht
tame with accounting of enharmonic effect» at Г - 200*C. ТЫ
arm vihnrtiooi do ant gjw lipifinw contribution
10
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the region of wave-vectors that corresponds to first maximum of structure factor.
The asymptotics of phonon damping in long-wave limit for one-component system in d-d\d

x

mensional space is the following Г = const x q * . So in the long-wave limit acoustic phonons ia
amorphous solids are well-determined excitations.
2. The influence of spin-phonon interaction on spin excitation in amorphous ferromagnet was
studied with the help of spin Green's function. With approximation of independent scattering of
spin excitations on atom density fluctuations and on phonons the excitation spectrum has been obtained [2].
For the damping of spin excitations in amorphous ferromagnet in long-wave limit one gets

where Г^ р = const qd** is the damping on structure fluctuations, Г ^ - const q2

is the damping

on phonons for non zero external field and Г,1^ = const q* - for zero external field. Note that the
const that is involved in damping Г,"_^ tends to zero while temperature tends to zero. From the obtained expression it follows that at T= 0 the long-wave asymptotics of the damping caused by scattering of spin excitations on phonons tends to zero. The main contribution in damping at low temperatures is due to the scattering processes of spin excitations on the fluctuations of structure ГД^ .
3. The thermodynamical properties of amorphous ferromagnet were treated within mean phonon field approximation. The equation of state of amorphous ferromagnct that connect pressure,
magnetization, temperature and volume has been obtained

Ф

where P^, P, are the pressures caused by vibrationai and spin subsystems respectively; within molecular field approximation the correlator Кл

ж

m

MJA» у- (V'/V) , V is the volume at zero external

prctsurc, V is the volume at external pressure P, <b*(R) is the interatomic potential of interaction
of atoms of sort a,b rettfnnalizcd by Dcbay-Wallcr factors, J*(R)

is the exchange integral,

F^( Л) arc the binary partial distribution functions. The pressure dependents on temperature via the
rcnormalizatton of exchange integral and interatomic interaction energy by Dcbay-Wallcr factors.
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Acting similarly as while estimating Debay-Waller factors that is taking into account the fact
that the distances between atoms cannot be less that their diameter one can woid the problem of
inverse Fourier transform in disordered systems and calculate with the help of Green's function
metho' within random phase approximation the configurationally averaged correlator in coordinate
space < S~S* >. Using this result one can get the equation for magnetization that for the one-component fcrromagnct has the form

JL JLyn
where

S 'k) is a structure factor that corresponds to binary distribution function F0(R) = Q(R- or), о is
the diameter of atom.
This conation differs from the corresponding equation in crystalline case because the sum over
wave vectors contains all values and, in addition, there is factor (1 - S0(k)) that cut in the wave vector space the effective region with Brilloucn zone sizes.
For the critical temperature in the case h ~ 0 one has

• i+д
7? -(X / 4V)I{0) is the critical temperature within molecular field approximatioa
The low temperature behaviour of magnetization has the form

where

D is the spin stiffness constant.
For onc-componcnt case the numerical calculation of the equation of stale was performed.
The amorphous structure was modeled by the structure of classical fluid of bard spheres, the interatomic energy - by Morse potential, the exchange integral was taken in the exponential form. If the
rcnonnalization of exchange integral and potential energy of interatomic interaction by DcbayWalks factors is neglected and for the pair spatial hard sphere distribution function the PercusYcvic approximation is taken the» the integrals that are involved in date equation may be calculated analytically.
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4. The study in amorphous materials of two-level systems that are connected with the possi-'
bility of tunneling of atom between two positions of local equilibrium was performed. Interacting
via exchange by virtual phonons two-level systems may be described by structurally disordered
Ising model in transverse field that is a partial case ofanisotropic Heisenberg model. The equation
for collective excitation energy spectrum and its damping in structurally disordered Ising model in
transverse field has been obtained [4].
For long-wave asymptotic of excitation damping that is caused by scattering on nonuniformity of structure the calculations yield T ~д**. The behaviour of damping for d - 1 shows the incorrectness of perturbation theory over atom density fluctuations in this case. This, perhaps, points
out the absence in one-dimensional case of stable plane-wave-typc states.
Let us consider the temperature Tc at which the gap in excitation spectrum tends to zero. Restricting ourselves by zero-order approximation for spectrum, we get

l-2hV/NJ{0)j
From the last expression one can sec that there exists the critical concentration of atoms
2Ш(0) below which the gap in excitation spectrum is equal to zero.
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REFERENCE SYSTEM APPROACH IN THE HANY-ELECTRON SYSTEM THEORY
Vavrukh M.V., Vavrukh N.M., Solovyan V.B.
Institute for Condensed Matter Physics Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences, Svientsitsky str. 1, 290011 Lviv, Ukraine
The principles of two methods for reference system accounting of correlation effects in the theory of metals, superconductors, atomic and molecular systems and in the electron
scattering theory by the objects with complicated structure
are given.
1. The Hierarchy of Models in Statistical Electron Systems
Theory
The reference system approach is based on the use of simple
auxilary models (reference system), which assume the sufficiently
exact calculations of thermodynamic, structural and dielectric
characteristics and present the most substantial feautures of
real physical system. Such models as noninteracting particles model, particles in external fields, quasiparticles or some subsystem of compound physical system can play the role of reference
system. At the end the physical system characteristics are presented in terms of reference system ones. In the many-electron
theory the hierarchy of models (noninteracting electrons -* gomogeneous electron liquid model -* inhomogeneous electron models) take place. Each model play's the role of reference system
for the next level one.
1.1. The noninteracting electrons model as the reference
system requires the calculation of n-particle semi-invariant correlation functions [1, 2 ]

where X e < \ ^ , ^ i s t b e w a v e vector,N*Q</fTlj& - Bose-Matsubara frequencies, & i s the reciprocal temperature, T* i a t n e
temporal ordering symbol, H o i s the free particles model Ha. Here
•
*•
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is the electron density operator in spectral representation and

a

* I ae

О
where & £ ss( t ^ is the interaction representation of the second
quantization operator in the piano wave basis, s e + %
is the

spin variable, »* « (2 П+ 1 ) JTji*1
1.2. The thermodynamical and structural functions, as well
as the other integral characteristics of electron liquid С 2 } can
be calculated with the help of functions /H n (x-i ••• 1 Х > Л • I n * n e
papers [i, 2*] the functional representation of partition function, free energy and correlation functions for the electron liquid
model are given in terms of (1). The dynamic polarization function and dynamic local-field correction G (X ^ were investigated.
The two-particle correlation function of electron liquid model
M (£^ is specified by Q(X) г
1

where V « * V 5 6 <f» V is the volume. The integral equations system
for G?ix> was found is [ 5} and its estimate solutions in quadratures were obtained in С4)» It «as shown that G« (X) changes its
form at small frequencies in the region Q * 21С. and depends strongly as a function of the coupling parameter V tf * Qo C ^ / ^ T l ^ '*
where О ф ie the Bohr radius, n ж MV"*1 is the density of particles. The electron liquid characteristics, which where calculated
with the help of I M J C S ^ > correspond to Monte-Carlo method results [5} (the relative deviation of the correlation energy in,the
region О < i|*t < 10 forme less than 1 % ) .
1.3. In paper [ 6 ) the electron liquid model as a reference
system for inhomo$eneoue many-electron models description is used.
As a result a generalised expression for local-density functional
in terms of effeotive many-particle interaction potentials, raueed by quantum correlation effects, ia obtained.
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1,4. Taking into account that in the superconducting phenomena the most important proceses take place on the Fermi surface, in paper [7 ] the reference system variant for the description of superconductive phase of strongly nonideal electron liquid was proposed. For this purpose in the wave vectors space
the small region $"(lic) near Ferni surface is extracted. The
electron subsystem with К $• O ( K ) is considered to be normal
and is used as a reference system. The electron subsystem with
I? £. O(tC)ie considered as superconductive and can be described by Bogoljubov method. This approach is effective for the description of correlation mechanism of superconductivity.
2. The Description of Systems with Localized States
For the correct description of the many-particle system, in
which the localized electron states are realized, it is worthwhile to use the one-particle wave functions orthogonal basis,
which contains the eubspace of some localized functions ^ ф ^ \

(e.c. {4\,\* W t l © ^ / ^

*t" 1

N

>» The general scheme

of the orthogonal complement (ЧчД construction hae been worked
out in papers [8,9 1 » where the system of eigenfunctions { 4^, \
of some linear hormitian operator Д , which is typical for the
considered physical system, is used as initial basis. The ( S ^ j - basis is represented in the form of canonical transformation of
{ Ф ] - basis, performed by unitary operator U [9 ]» 4*» • U *PV
and is the system of eigenfunctions of U A U operator. In the
simplest case of bulk systems A " T •-Ь V /2tn* \^P%) coineides with the plane wave basis and ^ J M are represented in the
form of linear superposition of so-called orthogonallzed plane
waves.
2.1. The use of {^\ - basis allowes to formulate the effective perturbation theory for the solving of one partiole Shredinger equation
The unitary transformation of the equation (5) ellowee to reduoe
into the following fora
where W : U ^ T * V ^ U ~ Л
in the X-representation [8,91.

i» the peeudopotentlel operator
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2.2. I D authors' papers the {^} - basis was applied for
taking into account the intra-atomic correlations. The calculations of the negative ion H~ ground state, accurate to the second order in the perturbation theory series, were dene on the
base of \ Щ \ - basis with various number of localized functions
ф^
. I n the case when 1s- , 2e- , 2p - states are taken into
account the deviation of energy from wellknown Pekeris result do
not exceed 0.0008 Ryd [1O].
2.3. It is wellknown that the central moment in the electros scattering by the objects of complicated electrons structure
is the allowance for localized states and interelectron correlations. The reference system method approach make possible to represent the results in the form of quickly converged series of
perturbation theory built on the pseudopotential operator. This
corresponds to renormalizatlon of Born series and considerably
extends its application sphere I w 3 .
2.A, The use of \tyx\ - basis in the statistical theory of
many-particle systems with localized states allowee to describe
by means of the perturbation theory the correlation, exchange,
orthogonality and inhofflogeneoue effects*
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 •
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PHENOMENA OF CHARGES TRANSFER IN SOLID MICELLAR
STRUCTURES OF BIOLOGICAL ORIGIN.
Vedmedenko E.Y.
Lugansk medical institute. Biophysical department,
kv.50 let Oborony Luganska, 1, Lugansk, Ukraine, 348045.
Based on the experimental data the author has come to the conclusion, that an electrical conductivity of the micellar biostructures (blood serum and bile) in their condenced state is determined
by the nonlinear percolation mechanism of a current transfer.
in recent years an extensive study of the electron-transport
properties of individual macromolecules and nacromolecular structures is being carried on . Nontheless, at the present time there
are no experimental physical investigations of the charge transfer
processes in unitized biological complexes from the viewpoint of
their behavior as an actual object.This limits the interpretation
of physical phenomenas observed in the biological media.
Meanwhile, in spite of a difference in chemical constitutions,
the most part of real biological structures have amphiphilic and
polymer molecules, which form the ordered lipoproteid nicellars.
Physical and chemical building similarity defines the commonness of
crystallization and electrical conductivity processes in different
micellar structures of biological origin (MBS).
So the aim of the study was to reveal charges transfer peculiarities in the crystalline state of those biostructures.
Blood serum and bile.contaning similar lipoproteid micellar
complexes, were the subjects of the investigation.
The dependences of temperature on MBS conductivity have been
studied.It was demonstrated that those dependences have the activation character with activation conductivity energy Ec of order 0,67
eV for serum and 0,75 eV for bile.
Abrupt change of the degree exponent in the dependence between
steady state current through MBS specimen (I) and it's thickness
(d) happens in going from the liquid crystalline to the solid state.
This dependence is I=l/d in mezomorphic state and I=l/d*-in crystalline slate..That says about conductivity mechanism change in MBS
phase transition (ionic-in the liquid crystalline state; electro-
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nic-in the solid state).
It has been determined in studies of the drift mobility (M)
vercus temperature that mobility value in crystalline preparations
is low: 0,002-0.004 sm /V.s.It has been observed the exponential dependence of M on temperature with the activation mobility energy level Em approximating the corresponding Ec level . The proximity of
those levels says that biostructures' temperature specific conductivity changes are determined by the character of mobility behaviour,
while current carriers' concentration changes unimportant.
Low mobility and it's exponential dependence on the temperature
allow to except zone conductivity mechanism in solid blood serum
and bile 111.
Volt-amper characteristic of crystalline MBS is linear in small
fields ( < 300 V/sm ). Beginning with 300-400 V/sm, it is observed
relationship o'sflr.exptji-Е/Л), where j} «0,05-0,07 (sm/V)**; tf- conductivity; E - intencity.
There are relaxation processes of current establishment on this
graph's part (times of order 10-15 minutes).It is necessery to mark
that the descending relaxation is kept in the variable fields. This
experimentally fact can be explaned with the polycrystalline building of the media and the intercrystalline barriers change mder
the action of the field. The conductivity value, the inclination
a n g l e / of nonlinear graph's part and the relaxation processes were
decreased in specimens, which have been exposed to light or have
been allowed to stand in high temperature O310 K).
Described I-V curves' peculiarities are not attributable to the
tunneling and Pul-Frenkel mechanism, because important activation
energy and the dependence ofjSon the heat are unknown in context of
those models. An additional point to emphasize is that in the case
of Pul-Frenkel effect Ec energy is bound to increase linear with U,
whereas the relationship EcMJ is observed in practice.The above-mentioned dependence is true for hopping charge transfer mechanism 111.
However, the volt-amper characteristic is bound to exponential in
the hopping model that does not agree with the experiment.
By this means charges transfer mechanism is determined by the
activation overcoming of energetic barriers, but it is differ frtj
hopping model. I-V curves of the form ft *&»exp(jS<]fT) are true for
the nonlinear percolation mechanism of charges transfer across accidentally scattered through the tower intercrystalline barriers (2). The large dispersion of barriers through the tower is tht
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main condition for this model application !3J. The data, resulting
from the experiment, allow the estimation of this value, which is
bound to be йоге than kT:Vo>>kT. Vo was estimated by the unequality
Vo»JiElli,
afforded by the relationship б (E)<w exp<y»- E//a).The upper and the lower boundaries of the E were experimentally determined by the borderline fields of the nonlinear I-V curve's part IVo»
(Emax/Emin)"') and were averaged 600 V/sm and 3 1 0 * V/sm for blood
serum. It Is Inferred from this calculations that Vo=0,35-0,50 for
the different MBS at the 290-310 K.
By this means the basic condition of the percolation theory is
satisfied as applied to charge transfer through «iceliar biostructures.
It Is possible to differentiate charge transfer mechanism with
respect to the dependence of conductivity on frequency. Futhermore
tf = f(w) function gives an information about media structure. It
was observed that the conductivity nonlinearly rises according to
the frecuency Ufcw4'*^7). This fact says about a limitation on the
charges moving by the barriers of different form and localization.
That is right for the percolation model. The multiplayer 6O and the
value 6^, measured in the saturated function part on the high frequency, are equal.
This equal indicates that there are strong space dissimilarities in
the solid MBS specimens, which are determined by microcrystals' size and form variety as well as verges' accidental orientation in
the joint places.
In this way, in connection with a micellar complexes content of
the blood serum and the bile the electrical conductivity in their
condenced state can be unconflictally describe with the nonlinear
mechanism of the current transfer.
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CRYSTALLIZATION PECULIARITIES OF MICELLAR BIOSTRUCTURES
IN THE EXTERNAL ELECTRICAL FIELD.
Vedmedenko E.Y.
Lugansk medical institute, Biophysical department,
kv.50 let Oborony Luganska, 1, Lugansk, Ukraine, 348045.
Based on the data, resulting from a crystallization of micellar biological structures with a different micellars* content and a
different micellars' building in the external electrical field it
may be inferred that in response to a separation and an ordering of
biostructure's components in the field:increased viscosity has been
appeared; the formation of the phase transfer micellar lyotropic
liquid crystal-solid crystal is taking place; lipoproteid fraction
passes into spherolites during the crystallization.
Host of the micellar biological structures' (MBS) components
have ionic groups with the resulting formation of a charge on the
macromolecular surface. Thus the external electrical field is bound to exert strong action over the MBS crystallooptical properties.
Because of this, the aim of the study was to reveal peculiarities
of complicated micellar system behaviour during electrophores and
crystallization integration.
Blood serum and bile as an example of MBS were the subject of
the investigation.The crystallization has been conducted at the
field Intendty from 2 kV/a to 5 kV/m.
The most representative structures resulting from MBS crystallization in the external electric field and without it are shown in
figures.

Serum crystallization in the
external electrical field.
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Serum crystallization without
field.

As indicated in the pictures,the crystallization in the field
is distinctly different from identical condensation without the external field.Several fractions of anysotropic crystals arise in the
unitized biostructures when they are crystallized in the field. As
this takes place, the lipoprpteid fraction is defined as an lyotropic ordering area with the confocal domen texture, which passes
into spherolites during the crystallization.
The condensation of structures with a different micellars' content and a different micellars' building has been conducted for finding out the causes of the spherolites origination.
The amount and the composition of the fractions are dictated by
micellars concentration of a solution.Lyotropic mezophase is unavailable when the micellars concentration is less than the crytical
concentration of micellars formation and lipoproteid micellars are
destroyed.When the electric field influenced on MBS with a nonlipoproteid micellars building (solutions of Na dodecilsulphate and solutions of lecitin were used in our experiments) we have discovered
lyotropic mezophases, which texture distinctly differed from confocal texture.Accordingly there were no spherolites when this solutions were crystallized. Spherolite structures also were not observed at the directional crystallization of nonmicellar biological
liquids. The directional condensation of lipoproteids and model system protein - lecitin - water demonstrated that the phase transfer
micellar liquld-confocal mezophase domens-spherolites has been appeared. Solid spherolites were identical to the spherolites in the
serum and the bile, but they were more gomogenous to size.
Based on this data, it may be inferred that the production of
the spherolites is determined by electrophoresis separation and ordering of lipoproteid miceliars in the field.This Is supported by
the fact that Just as proteins and lipids, so lipoproteids are liable to crystalize from solutions as evtektic spherolites ill.
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Besides, it has been known that the possibility of lipoproteids ordering as cubic phase of lyotropic liquid crystals is available 121.
By this means the spherolites origin can be experimental confirmation of the lipoproteid building of the micellars.
The behavior of mice liar solutions in the field can be expla.ned in the following way.
Electrophoresis processes are beginning in the biological liquid as a steady polycomponent dispersion when it is in the external electric field.Charged particles move insulated from each other
at first, during which the moving velocity is determined by the
charges value and the particles mass. Different ions (macromolecular proteins, lipids, lipoproteids, salts) have different charges
and masses, so electrophoresis fractionation has been going. The
units, ordered in the field, are generated as time passes together
with enough high intencity of the field when the influence of particle's polarization becomes detectable. Then this units transform
to the solid crystalline formations. Certain of the fractions can
pass through lyotropic liquid crystalline state. As this take place,
spherolites, generating in mezophase area created at lipoproteids,
differ according to their size and building from spherolites created at lipids' and lipoproteids' mezophase. This is due to homogenous structure of lipoproteid spherolites and dissimilarities in
native MBS specimens.
In this way, spherolites generation in the cathode area during
the crystallization of MBS in the external field:
- pointed to the occurrence of structure dissimilarities and
increased viscosity areas during the process of charge transfer;
- says that the formation of the phase transfer micellar liquid lyotropic liquid crystal-solid crystal is taking place;
- attests that there are lipoproteids in the micellar'e structure.
The phase structure of biological liquid could be inferred by
the character of it's directional crystallization in the external
field, because the Joint action of condensation and electrophores
make it possible to reveal some common processes of lntermolecular
ordering in biological media. So from the result obtained it may be
concluded without the chemistry analyze that the objects being investigated have ordering areas of micellar structures in their native state. The main components of micellars are polipeptides (proteins), amphiphils (lipids) and lipoproteids. Multimolecular micel-
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lars are suffisiently stable and when electrical field is applied
they, transferring in the field, foras regions, where concentration
of the building blocks becoaes higher than the crytical concentration of micellar formation and the crystallization from aezoaorphic
state is occurs as the spherolites.
Reference:
l.Adamsky P., Chigevsky R.Activation energy and the velocity of
spherolites growth in the cholesteric liquid crystals // Crystallographia.-1978.-23, N6.-p.1284-1285.
2.Musi 1 Y.Biochemistry foundations of the patological processes.-H.:
Mir,1885.-328 p.
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CONFORMATION EXCITATIONS IN ША-TYPE MACROMOLECULES
Sergey N.Volkov
Bagolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev,
252143, Ukraine
Conformational excitations representing the collective motions of structural elemente of the system play an important
role in the structural dynamics of macromolecules. Coni'oraational
excitations of such macromolecule as DNA are comparatively lowenergetic and can participate directly in biologic fucntining
of maoromolecule.
Under natural conditions the DNA is in B-form of a double
helix and its conformations^ mobility is characterised by the
deviations of structural elements from the equilibrium positions
and the looal transitions into various met as table states *.
In
the case of small amplitudes of the displacements (weafcly excited states) the collective excitations of the system prove to be
the normal conformational vibrations of phonon type. For large
amplitudes the latter can be represent by the nonlinear conformational waves.
Using a specially developed theoretical approach the conformational excitations in DHL-type macromolecule are studied. The
conception of structural elements motions description bases on
the dynamic theory of crystall grating approach and phenomenologic model of the aaoromoleoule eonforaational mobility2'*.
Proceeding from the result» of investigation of macromolecule
oonforaational mechanics the mobility of maoromolecule is divided
into three type* of motions. This is, first, the nucleic bases
torsion motions together with sugar ring* contained in nuoleosides with respeot to backbone ohains - the analogue of vibratlonal motions in moleoular crystals. Then, the nuoleic bases motions
under the changes in nucleoside conformation - intranucleoside
mobility. And, the third type - the nueleio base motions in the
frame of nuoleotide as a whole.
Oonforwafl\PT\f i, vibrations. Oaing the approach developed we
managed to analysed the normal vibrations of the system. According to the data obtained five branches of optical type vlbra-
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tions and three - of acoustic one are effected within the fourmass model. The hierarchy of limitediy long-wave optic modes is
determined for helix and coil states of macromolecule. The agreement between theory and low-frequency Raman epectroscopy data
(10-100 cm" 1 ) is demonstrated for В-ША^.
Taking into account the results obtained it is easy to explain the structure of the low-frequency spectrum of the DMA macromolecule (Fig.I). The wide band observed in the Raman spectra
with maximum about 85 cm consist of three branches of vibration.
Its form and width is determined by the position of the branches
CUj, and CUi , which refleot the H-bond streching and are sensitive to the macromolecule heterogeneity. The band maximum is defined by the intranucleoside vibrations (W#). The lower-frequency
peak ( 16 ca ) is degenerated in the long-wave limit
(Wb*tWg)
and weakly sensitive to heterogeneity. Such structure ot the
spectrum makes it possible to interprete the available ao far
experimental data.

Fig.I

W

Oonformational solitons. Under investigation of looal confornational transition dynamics in UNA maoromoleoule one oan transfer
from the four-mass model to structural elements joint motions
description. It is shown that for treatment of looal oonformational transitions such as B-A in the Ж А double helix the two-oomponent model is sufficient . The values of aodel parameters «re
estimated on the basis of known experiments and the conformation»!
calculations data. The model represents the unidiaensional system
consisted from the bistable elements with inequivalerit by energy
stable states. For nonlinear dynamioe of such system it ia obtained the solutions for the equations of notion, which for internal
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component had a pulse form and for external component - the step
form'' (Fig.2). The excitation considered may be reffered to as
conformational soliton.
The conditions for propagation of conformational solitons in
DMA are obtained for.local B-A transitions. The quantitative estimations show that solitons can exist in M A if the macromolecule is transformed in the elastically stressed state »'. The
optimal regimes for stable noliton dynamics are determined. The
soliton mechanism is proposed for explanation of long-distance
aotion transfer in DNA
internal
component

45 •
external
component

•0

0

Fig.2
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NONLINEAR EXCITATIONS DYNAMICS IN THE UNIDIMENTIONAL
SYSTEM WITH NONEQJJIVAbENT STABLE STATES
Sergey N.Vollcova and Alexander V.Savinb
a

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev,
252145, Ukraine; institute for Physico-Technical
Problems, Moscow, II9O34-, Russia.
The dynamics of local excitations in the unidimentional twocomponent system with energetically nonequivalent stable states
has been studied. Typical example of such bistable system is biological macromoleculea which show the polymorphism of their
secondary struoture and are quasiunidimentional ones.
The model under consideration represents the two-component
bistable chaine (Fig.I). Chaine links have the opportunity to
make transitions to less advantageous by energy states. Component
ftn ft) describes a displacement of the л-th monomerio link,
while ?*/£) is the generalize coordinate of the structural
transition. The expression for conformational excitation energy

In the expression (I) ь / %

of monomer link, JC and

and

/Л

- full and reduced masses

Q, - the force constants, ф ftn/m

double-well potential function. Because of nonequivalence of the
system stable states $f%i/ is nonsyBMetrie function. The last
term in the expression (I) describes the interaction of subgratings ( /t - interrelation parameter), which has to be taken into
consideration for such strong transformation as the structural
transitions. Potential function Ffan)
°"oee n o t depend on
the external impacts and in common ease may be taken in
trical view.
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Tig.I

n-2

n-1

n+2

The two-component system
The analysis of the proposed model shows** that the system
has two stable states: the ground one \i*%0
Oaol (f- state)
and methastable state / % s ? z P"Pfrx)3 (tn ~ state). Here
О т /?„ — Rnm^
is the shift of the external sub grating.
State £
is more energetically advantageous, and in /tf-state
the external subgrating has an another step. Such nonequivalenoe
of the stable states is quite in accordance to the properties of
real objects, in particular to the conformational possibilities
of the biological nacromoleoules of SNA type.
The investigation of the soliton solutions of the motion
equations of the two-component bistable system shows that there
exist six types of eolitons, three types for every stable state.
For all type* the solutions have the view of pulse for the internal component and step for the external one. The most interest
from the aplioation point of view are the solutions which
describe the local transition from the ground to the positions of
methastable state ( 4 -soliton). This solution exist when the
soliton velocity lie in the definite interval: &<: V~<? 0Z
,
where «££ and &t
are the elastic constants of the internal
and external subgratings, accordingly. For /-soliton the energy,
length and amplitude dependences on V have been calculated.
The stability of the solitons in the discreet chain is studied with the help of the numerical methods^. The results
obtained «how that /-sollton is the dynamically stable excitation» it remains looalised during collisions with some other
excitations and under the impact of the external friction (Fig.2).

n

200

1

л
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Soliton collisions with the other exeitatione.

Soliton braking by the external friction.
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ELECTION STATES IN THE DISORDERED METALS
P.M.Yakibohuk.S.O.Vakarohuk.V.V.Purman
Ivan Franko Lviv State University,
12 Dragomanov Str.,Lvlv,290O05,Ukraine
An approach for the investigation of the energy epeotrum and
density of election states in the disordered metals Is proposed*
whioh is based on the perturbation theory method with respeot to
pseudopotential involving the third-order terms [1]. In the
firnles of this approach, the Green's funotlon In the k-representatlon is introduced :
h^k 2
-1

o(k.B) « <k | (E

wj |k>.

(1)

where W = J w(lr - R J ) -Is the sun of the shielded potentials
J1
of separate Ions.
The following form of the mass operator for the Green's funotlon
averged over configurations is obtained using the formal
expansion G(k,E) In W СИ.(see Ref.(U) *nd the factorisation
procedure for matrix elements :
1 _
<klwlk+q><k+qiwlk>

<2<k.E»oonf - <klwlk> • —
J s(q)
к

я.

'

g^( к + ^> г

* -я г ч

+

<klwlk+q'xk+qMwik+q><k+<ilwlk>

<klwlk+q

(2/

The real and imagionary parts of the mass operator are then
separated and the transition from sumuratlon over wave vectors,to
the Integration Is performed. Applying the procedure for the
averaging of pseudopotential formfaotors over angular variables
to the real part of тага operator In the aeoond and third orders
of perturbation theory «we obtain the following expeseiont
Q
m *
(2)
<y' (k.l»oonf • <klwlk>ftл
у — 5 e7 —k dq S<q) -

ho
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In the some way, the imaglonary part of the B U B operator In the
seoond and third order yields:
<7

(2
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г

- m^ Г q/k dq 8(q)
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- к)

The density of electron states (DOS) Is determined by the
lmaglonary part of Green's funotion [2]:
1 _
N(E) * -r У I» <O(k;E - le)eonf «

еч>

* £

дв 2 (k.E) » <kiwlk> + 2 (k.£) + 2
2"<k,8) « J tfC2 (k.E) + 2*ft3<k-E>

(в)

(k E)

*

Next «we proceed to the Integration over moments к and obtain the
final expression for the numeric oaloulatlon of the DOS :
M(E) -

"

С

<2 > ^»»o O n f ^ d k

<ГГ

)

[

)

(9)

The enerer speotrum of the oonduotlon eleotrons is determined by
the poles of Green's functions,that la by the real part of the
•ass operator :
where <X'<k t l)> o o n f - la defined by the Sq,(8).
She results of numerical oaloulatlon of energy apeotrum and DOB
for the oaae amorphous LI are given In Pleura 1,2
B(fc).a.e.m
«(IM/a.o.m

.a.e.m.
l,a.a.m
Fig»1 Inergy apastrum of oonduoFlg.2 SOB in amorphous Li
duotlon eleotrons In «aorphoua LI
(1 «2,3 - denote the free eleotrona oase,the results of averaging
and the Fermi sphere approxlmatlon,reepeotlvely)
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The reeulte of the calculations for Ы (as well as for the other
metals ) show that the non-monotous behaviour ie distinctive lor
B(k) in the region of moments olose to Fermi sphere . It is
dictated by short-range ordering in the arragement of atomic
volumes and to largeeztent determined by the mutioal positions of
struoture faotor maximum and the inversion point of
pseudopotential . She density of electron states in this region
Is of "pseudogap" form in this Interval of energy values . It the
lmaglonary part of m&es operator were omitted In the oaloulation
of K(E), then the density of states would possess In this region
of energies«the "second order dleoontinuites".
She inclusion of the imagionary part of mas* operator leads to
th3 blurring of these discontinuities due to Involvement of the
damping of conduction eleotronsenergy speotru* because of their
scattering on the structural fluctuations.
References i
1 .S.A.Vakarohuk.?.tf.Yaklbohuk,V.V.?unBan.
Eleotron Speotrum and Density of States of the Disordered
•etals,Physios of Many-Partiole Systems, 1989, vol.15. p. 27-3?
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SECOND ORDER PHASE TtttNSITIONS
AND LIQUID-GAS CRITICAL POINT IN THE COLLECTIVE VARIABLES METHOD
I.R.Vukhnovskii
Institute tor Condensed Hatter Physics,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
1 Svientsitshii Str., L'viv, 290011, Ukraine
The nature of phase transitions and critical phenomena ha*
attracted much researcher's efforts during the last decade*.
However, though a variety of Methods and approaches have been
employed, one of the main problems in the phase transition theory
ha* not been solved for long time: explicit analytic expressions
for the thernodynamic functions have not been derived. A
considerable advance has been achieved by means of the collective
variables (CV) aethod {l] which has been most completely and
consequently developed for the three-dimensional Ising model that
describes
various
physical
systems(
ferromagnetic
and
ferroelectric substances, binary alley* etc. The CV method ha*
been applied to find the ising model grand partition function, to
calculate universal quantities - critical index** (v «0.637,
a - 0.088, 0-0.31», 7 - 1.275, i}<-0.018), to derive explic't
expressions for the thermodynamio character1stic* a* function* of
temperature and microscopic parameter* of the model (1).
The Idea* of the CV method have been employed in the theory
of second order phase transition* to study the systems in the
vicinity of the liquid-gas phase transition critical point (2].
The microscopic Hamiltonian of the system va* u«ed to obtain an
effective Oinsburg-Landau-type Hamiltonian with known ooefficient
function*» The configuration integral va* calculated by the
layer-by-layer method [1] to find analytic expressions for the
thermodynamio function* and to calculate the critical indexe*.
The chemical potential isotherm va* ahovn to have a horizontal
region for T < To<
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EQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL MECHANICS OF
PARTIALLY EXCITED GAS
Yukhnovskii I.R., Dcrzhko O.V., Levitskii R.R., Chcrnyavskii O.I.
Institute for Cotirlcnsed Matter Physics,
1 Svientsitskii Str., L'viv, 290011, Ukraine
A problem of calculation of the equilibrium statistical properties of a gas of identical
atoms a part of which is in an excitcil electronic stale in lite framework of cluster expansion method is considered. The influence of excited atoms on gas-liquid phase transition is
discussed. Tlte generalizations tor the case of the presence of external electrostatic field, the
case of gas mixture of two components and the rase of particles with two excited levels are
presented.
The present report deals with the equilibrium statistical properties theory of atomic
partially excited gas (PEG), i.e. the gas of identical atoms a part o( which in the result
of external influence is in an excited electronic state. The relaxation processes times in
PEG are usually such that a lifetime of the excited *tate ( ~ Ю~° -г 10~*a) is to a great
extent larger than a time of establishing of the equilibrium over translational degrees ol
freedom ( ~ 1 0 ~ и т 10"'°з). So in the atomic PEG the equilibrium over translation»!
motion of atoms takes place for the given (noncquilihrium) state of the electronic subsystem
and the PEG possesses the equilibrium properties. On the other hand, in the system of
identical differently excited atoms new effective interactions appear, namely, the resonance
interactions. In connection with this there arises an interesting and difficult problem of the
influence of resonance interaction on the equilibrium properties of PEG.
Some principal problems concerning the rigorous definition of PEG that one meets while
constructing the theory of the PEG equilibrium properties were considered in [1]. In particular it was shown that the probability to detect the system from the PEG grand canonical
ensemble in which No atoms arc in the ground state and JV( atoms are in the excited slate
with the energy £/(/vb./Vi) *'*<* son*! simplifying assumptions can be written in the form
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exp (-^'£JU(R,
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(lore г 0 = exp(^/«o), *i = » xp(/fy*i) r I he activities of atoms in the groin»! .stale *ш\ in
the excited one, V is the volume of the system, /i s lf(kT) is the reciprocal temperature,
hkj is the momentum of the j'-th atom, M is the. mass of atom, ' ' ^ ^ ( R i , . . - , R./v) ^
s
<Vo/s.'o + JV|/i) -ff/Jvo.iv^-*'»^^!-- •) ' the»/-tit eigenvalue of the electronic subsystem ilamiilonian of the system :>f Л' al.oms, of which Л'о are in the ground .state with I lie enei ду IC0 and
'•'] in the excited эпе with the energy /Д, in (lie .s|>atial configuration of atoms R , , . . . , R,v,
(•'ь.а ^Д. . ,.~.;,,- ) is the lotig-rftiige effective interaction in such system, Hi} = ) R, — R, |.
Moreover all .*y > 'la in ( I ) otherwise w,(N<,,Ns) — 0- Formula (I) reminds the corre.sponding formula for the. two-component mixture with the only differences: 1) due to the identity
of atoms it contains l/(/V0 (- N\)\ ami not l/(jV0!yV|!) and 2) il contains the effective interatomic interactions t/JyQ yt(... , R ( J , . . . ) which are to be found and that strongly dilFcr
from the corresponding interactioitx in the cuse of two-component mixture. In result the
peculiarity of rather usual formulae for the grand thermodyuamical potential and the pair
spatial distribution function that can be easily written down with the help of (I) is that
they contain the effective interatomic interact ions in the groups of differently excited atoms
J//v Ol N,(...,Ri>,...)» Л'о ф ti\ involved in ( I ) . These interactions are essentially manyparticlc and may be found explicitly only in tin: case of few (two, three, four) atoms in the
group [2]. The only method that permits to calculate the equilibrium properties in this case.
is the cluster expansion method in which the contributions of groups of larger and larger
number of particles are successively taking into account [:<]. Proceeding in such a manner
we have obtained the PKG viriat state equation and the expansion in density of the PICO
pair spatial distribution function in the canonical ensemble with the accuracy up to the contributions from three-particle groups [3,'l]. The obtained results contain the contributions
both from the short-range hard-sphere type repulsion and the long-range interaction. The
contributions from the long-range interact ion arc caused by van dcr Waale interaction and
resonance interaction; their weights are controlled by concentrations of atoms in the ground
state Co & A'o/W and in the excited state c\ = N\fN. In different limiting cases the obtained
virial state equation and pair spatial distribution function transform into the well-known
expressions [3] and they are actually new results because they contain the contributions of
resonance dipole-dipole interactions that arise in PEG.
The influence of the presence of excited atoms on gas-liquid phase transition is a good
illustration of the peculiarities of PEG caused by resonance dipole-dipole interactions (5].
The van der Waale type state equation constructed on the base of PEG virial stale equation
yielde significant changes iu critical parameters even for small concentrattona of excited aton»

These results may be interesting in connection with rather old communication about the
observation and qualitative study of photocondensatiou phenomenon of iodine vapours in the
intense beam of visible light [6] and recent light-induced nucleation experiments in mercury
and in cesium vapours [7,8].
Let's discuss briefly a straightforward generalization of the developed theory in few interesting in applications cases. The first one concerning the presence of external electrostatic
field [9]. The given above formula (1) for the grand canonical ensemble probability is still
valid in the case under consideration. New features are involved in the long-range effective
interactions (^/r,(- • • • R>j» • • •)• Now they depend on the intensity of external field E. In
addition the summation over the states of the system mutt contain the averaging over the
orientations of atom dipole transition moments otherwise the cluster integral* diverge even
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when c ( = 0. The effective interactions for two- and three-particle groups ran be easily
2
found by perturbation theory with the accuracy ii|> t.o fj . In order to construct the PEG
van der Waals state equation in the presence of external electrostatic field one should obtain
at first the PEG second viriai coefficient. While getting it one has to perform the average
over the orientations that can be done by means of cumiilant expansion with the accuracy
2
up to /S . In result one obtains, for example, the following formula for the change in critical!
, temperature

Here a = (d3/<r3)/(Ei — /So), d in the electrical dipole transition moment of atom, e s
E/(d/v3) is the dimcnsionless intensity of external electrostatic field.
Another generalization deals with the case of two-component mixture [10]. The initial
grand canonical ensemble probability that corresponds to (1) has now tiie following form
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Here ^ and rj arc the activities of atom* of apecir» a in the ground state and in the excited
one, reapectivciy, z% and z\ are the activities of atonu of upecie» Ь in tlie ground state and
in the excited one, ««pectivdy, etc.; moreover all Я,.у. > Ътя, R^p > {а, + <r») s 2<r.t,
Й>^* > 2<r» in (4) otherwise t t f ^ ^ ^ a ^ » ^ ^ a 0. Acting in the aame manner a» in the onecomponent n u e we have calculated for the two-component partially excited gat mixture the
viriai state equation and the expansion in density of the pair spatial distribution functions
in the canonical ensemble with the accuracy up to the contributions from three-particle
groups. The second viriai coefficient of tins two-component partially excited gas mixture, for
instance, has the form
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"*s з
])• (5)
Here 'igi|4ji* яге the dimensionless integrals that contain the contributions of long-range
interactions in groups of / = / „ + / " + /£ + /J atoms. Constructed on the base of obtained
virial slate equation tb<: van dcr Wauls type state liquation permits to study the phase
diagram of two-component partially excited gas mixture.
At last let's point out the possibility of consideration of tin: atoms with more than one
excited level [9] generalizing the grand canonical ensemble, probability (1). It is interesting to
note that in the three-level atoms rase the equilibrium statistical properties may essentially
differ from the corresponding ones in the two-level atoms case even when c% = 0. Tint it
caused by the new expressions for inlerparticlc interactions that involve additional ternu
due to the presence of one more excited level jl I].
Thus, in this communication the scheme of accounting the resonance interactions contributions into the equilibriun statistical properties in several cases is presented. It is shown
that owing to these interactions even small concentration of excited atoms can influence
significant the equilibrium statistical gas properties.
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SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS OF
SPHERICAL MICELLES
1

1

Zatovsky A.V. , Zvclindovsky A.V. , Lisy V.

2

'Odessa State University, Pctra Vclikogo 2, Odessa 270100, Ukraine
P.J.Sufarik University, Jcscnna 5, 041 54, Kosicc, Slovakia
The thermal fluctuations of nearly spherical micelles arc considered. The viscosity
•nd compressibility of the surfactant layer and of the bulk fluids arc taken into
account as well as the bending energy. The dynamical equations for surface and
bulk variables are the linearized hydrodynamic equations with random sources of
stresses. Employing the fluctuation-dissipation theorem the spectral densities of
fluctuations related with surface excitations was derived.
The micelles are modelled by fluid drops immersed in a fluid with different
properties and coated with an infinitely thin film. The fluctuating velocities V and
densities of the interior end exterior fluids arc solutions to the linearized continuity
equation and the Navicr-Stokcs equation containing random stresses oln. For the sake
of simplicity we neglect,the fluctuations of temperature. In that follows, quantities
referring to the interior (exterior) fluids will be labelled with 1(2).
Using spherical polar coordinates (r,9,<p), with origin in the centre of the
oiuplct, we can describe a slightly deformed spherical micelle by the series of spherical
harmonics

(i)
where j ^ , is the equilibrium radius of the droplet. The redistribution of the surfactant
on the interface can be described analogously

where Sfl* is small deviation of surfactant density from equilibrium value л*. The
surface tension depends on the surfactant concentration (2), and we define the elastic
modulus of interface film as В • -If* da.{ff)jbrf

> 0. We assume that the infinitely

thin surface layer behaves as a compwufelc Newtonian surface Quid described by two
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viscosities r\s and С,$. Then the boundary conditions derived from the surface
momentum balance arc

+ f, - 4S rot,rot v' + (fr\t +QV, div v' ,

at

providing that there is no flow of mass through the surface film. Here indices r and f
denote the radial and tangential components of the vector» in the spherical coordinate
system, D is the normal to the interface, psvs
/>, = 8pj + p0 + 2<X/RQ ,

bpi - cfbp,,

is the surface momentum density,

P2 = &Pi + PU, PQ «

Ihe pressure ai

Г - со,

and

f is the random surface forces. Parameter a/ is determined by the

coefficients of expansions in Hdfrich theory '

The surface density can be expressed in terms of the velocities by utmg the surfacecontinuity equation. The velocity must be continuous across the interface and equal to
the velocity of surfactant motion.
.
It is convenient to rewrite all equations in the Fourier transformed form retaining
the same notations for the Fourier components of the quantities and replacing the
differentiation in time by —И0.
Owing to the linearity of the hydrodynamic and boundary equations the total
solution of the boundary-value problem can be represented as a sum of two
contributions. The first one is the solution of Dirichkt problem fbr the velocity which
satisfies the inhomogeneoua bulk equations. The second one is determined by the
inhomogencous boundary conditions and by the equations fbr bulk media without
random bulk forces. Thus, the total spectral densities of the faydiodynaaiic eorrslation
functions split into two independent contributions. The first term was earlier found
in 2,3, where we took also* into account fluctuations of the tenpenbire. It tun* o u t 4 ,
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that the first contribution to the dynamic structure factor is small compared to the
second one when the energy transfer is small and the sizes of micelles are of order
\Cr — ICr A . For this reason we shall investigate only the hydrodynamic fluctuations
excited by the surface random sources.
The solutions of the Navicr-Stokcs equation in the spherical coordinate system
can be find by two different ways using the expansions of the variables under spherical
vector functions P, В and С or under the basic Ainciions for the vector Helmholtz
equations! L, N and M 5. From the boundary conditions and the solutions of the
Navier'Stokcd equations we obtain the inhomogencous algebraic equations for the
coefficients of expansions, C','^ NlM . They have the form:

where / * , g*t k* are the amplitudes of the random force f expanded in the aeries of
the spherical vector (Unctions P, D and C. The roots of the determinant of the eet of
O) /4) and (e) correspond to all kinds of the collective excitations of micelles in our
model. The explicit expressions for Л д can be easily found by using the Kramer's rule.
As they have a very bulky form, we do not write them here.
Applying Oaust theorem to the well-known hydrodynaime formula for the
dissipation of energy, we obtain the expression for the power absorbed in the bulk fluid
due to random surface sources. Application of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem leads
to the following spectral densities of the fluctuating velocity amplitudes

wheie

U

fli2|^,
/2

Д2

Wl

u>
(

) * , v, = (С +1rj)/p, (10)
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Finally, the spectral densities
correlation function,

(7)-(10) allow us to write the Eulcr velocity

),

«>-<L.N,M>. (12)

and the density correlation function, by means of continuity equation,

(8p l (r,f)8p l (r'.O).-'

V

v

''•

ш

"

'

(13)

Obtained results allow us to find the dynamical structure factor (DSF) that is
determined by the density-density correlation function:

(

)

(

#

(14)

The final result for the DSF of a micelle is

The structure factor for micelle's environment are found analogously.
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